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i PREFACE 

 
Dear Colleagues, 

 

Herzlich willkommen in Erlangen! The members of the International Colour Vision Society 

chose to come to Erlangen for their 24th Symposium. It is for us a great honour to welcome you. It 

is after 18 years that the ICVS comes to Germany again. 

Again we have succeeded in attracting a wide variety of interests in colour vision from 

basic to applied and clinical fields. We have in total 115 presentations nearly evenly divided 

between oral and poster presentations. We are also very happy that we could attract world 

famous scientists as invited speakers, and of course we are looking forward to welcoming David 

Foster as Verriest Medalist. Nearly 40% of the attendees are students, and many attendees are in 

an early stage of their career. It is of course extremely encouraging to see so many young people 

attend the meeting and we hope that the discussions and interactions will persuade them to 

continue their work in the exciting field of colour vision. We are delighted that scientists and 

students from 22 countries, including some that were not represented at the symposia before, will 

come to Erlangen. The ICVS meetings are generally very pleasant and the discussions are friendly. 

Despite (or maybe because of) this, the meetings are scientifically excellent. It therefore continues 

to attract the members and others to visit the symposia. We hope that the 2017 symposium will be 

part of this great tradition.  

The social and cultural programme will uncover historical and cultural appearances in 

architecture, landscape, and true German tastes in Franconia/Bavaria. We had some unusual 

opportunities that you will hopefully enjoy. We will be most pleased to provide an atmosphere for 

informal interactions among all people in order to facilitate forming new friendships. 

We are deeply grateful for all the support that ICVS2017 received, in particular, sponsors, 

The German Research Council, the Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg, the 

University Hospital Erlangen, the Erlangen Tourist Office and, last but not least, the ICVS officers 

and directors. We wish all participants a great and enjoyable symposium and a wonderful stay in 

Erlangen.  

 

The Organizing Committee 
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 VERRIEST MEDALIST 2017  

 

David H Foster 

University of Manchester, UK 

 

 

 

 
Prof. Foster’s distinguished career epitomizes the multidisciplinary nature of vision research. It 

began at Imperial College, London where he studied physics and went on to do a Ph.D. in vision 

with W. D. Wright in the Applied Optics Section. He subsequently held posts at Imperial College 

(Department of Physics), Keele University (Department of Communication and Neuroscience), 

Aston University (Department of Vision Sciences), and the University of Manchester (initially in the 

Institute of Science and Technology, Department of Optometry and Neuroscience). He is currently 

Professor of Vision Systems and Director of Research in the School of Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering at the University of Manchester. He is a fellow of the Institute of Physics and the 

Optical Society of America. 

 

Prof. Foster’s research has advanced our understanding of colour vision for over 35 years. His 

studies of colour constancy report landmark discoveries. The breadth of his contributions includes 

work on rod-cone interactions, colour vision deficiency, colour perception of natural scenes and 

hyperspectral imaging. In addition to his own research, he has tirelessly nurtured the entire field of 

visual science, most notably as a co-founder and longtime editor-in-chief of Spatial Vision and as an 

editor, senior editor and since 2013 the editor-in-chief of Vision Research. 
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i GENERAL INFORMATION 

CONFERENCE VENUE 

• Talks will be held in the small lecture hall (kleine Hörsaal), which is on the right side when 

you enter the building. 

• The Director’s meeting will be in the Unterrichtsraum 3, which is the last room on the first 

floor. That room will be available throughout the conference for people who seek a quiet 

meeting room. 

• The cloakroom and coin-operated lockers are located in the basement. For the lockers, 1€ or 

2€ coins are needed. These are refunded when you retrieve your belongings. The organisors 

are not liable for any damage/theft of items left there.  

• Upon request at the registration desk, free WiFi guest tickets are available. These tickets 

have to be renewed after 3 days.  

• People are requested not to bring food and drinks into the lecture hall. No smoking is 

allowed within the building. 

• Coffee and some sweets will be served in the foyer during the breaks. 

PRESENTATIONS INSTRUCTIONS 

Paper sessions:  

• Please prepare your laptop computer for your presentation, and also have your presentation 

on a USB stick. The presentation will be copied onto the conference computer. Analog (VGA) 

and digital (HDMI) connections are available. Mac users: please bring adapters and check 

connections before your session begins. 

• Each presentation will be limited to 15 minutes, including question and discussion.  

Poster sessions:  

• Poster size is up to 1080 mm (width) × 1470 mm (height). 

• We will provide a poster board and pins for attaching your poster. All posters can be put up 

on the morning of the second day, where they will be displayed throughout the duration of 

the symposium. 

• Presenters of odd/even-numbered posters have to attend duty hours for Poster session 1/2 

on 19th/20th August. A presenting author is expected to be available in front of the poster for 

the entire duration of their assigned session. 

WELCOME RECEPTION (evening, 18
th

 August) 

• The Reception takes place on the evening of the first day of the conference. Some canapes, 

refreshments and musical entertainment will be provided at Palais Stutterheim; a palace 

built around 1730 by the local magistrate Christian Hieronymus von Stutterheim. Nowadays, 

it serves as the Municipal Library and a gallery.  

• The venue can be reached in ~10 minutes by foot from the conference venue. See map 

provided in the abstract book, or in your conference bag. 

LUNCH (19
th

 and 20
th

 August) 

• Lunch on these days will be served at the hospital cafeteria Palmeria, which is located right 

next to the building of the conference venue. 
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 • You will receive two lunch coupons in your conference bag, which will provide you with a 

meal and drink. 

• If you have special dietary needs, please identify yourself to one of the local organizers.  

EXCURSION (21
st

 August) 

• We will visit an area of the Franconian Switzerland after the group photo session at noon. 

Accompanying persons who will join the banquet are expected to meet the conference 

attendees at this time. 

• Two shuttle buses will leave at Palmsanlage 3, located behind the conference venue, and 

the route to Ebermannstadt will be about a 20 minute drive. 

• Please pick up your lunch pack before getting on the bus! You will be encouraged to take 

your lunch on the bus, if possible. 

• In Franconian Switzerland, we will go on an antique steam train ride from Ebermannstadt to 

Gössweinstein (approx. 45 min). This is part of the German museum railway of Franconia, 

which has been operating since 1980. After that, we will walk to have coffee and cake at a 

traditional pastry shop (approx. 1.5 hours incl. the walk), and visit the Basilika for a short 

organ recital. One shuttle bus will be available to take elderlies, small children or those who 

may have difficulty walking uphill from the train station to the café. You may leave the group 

after coffee/cake to walk around yourselves, at your own responsibility.   

• The two shuttle buses will leave Gössweinstein at 18:30 to go to the banquet venue. Please 

don’t miss the bus, as there is no public transportation around the area that will bring you 

back to Erlangen or to the banquet site.  

BANQUET (21
st

 August) 

• The banquet will take place on the evening of the excursion day. The shuttle bus will take us 

from Gössweinstein to Schloss Atzelsberg; a small, approx. 300 year old baroque palace in 

Marloffstein, just north of Erlangen.  

• After some light refreshments in the garden area, a 4-course banquet will take place in the 

heritage-listed barn of the castle. 

• If you have requested special dietary meals, please identify yourself on arrival. Please also 

understand that not all meal requests can be fully satisfied. 

• The return bus to Erlangen will leave at 21:30. There is no public transportation from the 

banquet venue back to Erlangen. Don’t miss the bus! 

Enjoy the conference!  
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i FRIDAY 18
TH

 AUGUST 

09:00 – 12:00 Directors’ committee meeting  

10:30 – Registration desk open  

12:00 – 13:30 Directors’ lunch  

13:30 – 13:45 Opening of Symposium  

 

PHYSIOLOGY OF COLOUR VISION 

Chair: Dingcai Cao and Rigmor Baraas 

14:00 – 14:15 Responses of macaque ganglion cells to natural scenes: spatial, temporal 

and chromatic factors  
Barry Lee, Manuel Schottdorf 

 
2 

14:15 – 14:30 Are retinal pathways the source of contrast-dependent red-green 

balance shift?  
Steven L Buck, Tanner DeLawyer, Fred Rieke 

 
3 

14:30 – 14:45 Melanopsin contributions to image forming vision in humans 

Andrew J Zele, Prakash Adhikari, Beatrix Feigl, Dingcai Cao 
4 

14:45 – 15:00 Paradoxical pupil constriction to isolated M-cone increments  

Ian J Murray, Jan Kremers, Declan McKeefry, Neil RA Parry 
5 

15:00 – 15:15 Spatial distribution of S-cones characterized in human and macaque 

retinae  

Ravi S Jonnal, Glen Jeffery, Tobias W Weinrich, John S Werner 

 
6 

15:15 – 15:30 Melanopsin contributions to human brightness estimation  

Beatrix Feigl, Prakash Adhikari, Andrew J Zele, Dingcai Cao 
7 

 

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break  
 

COLOUR INDUCTION AND CONSTANCY I 

Chair: Ian Murray and Arthur Shapiro 

16:00 – 16:15 Chicken colour vision in context: colour constancy and colour contrast  
Almut Kelber, Peter Olsson, Olle Lind 

8 

16:15 – 16:30 Partial independence of brown induction suggests brightness induction is 

a two-stage process  

Joris Vincent, Hohjin Im, Steven L Buck 

 
9 

16:30 – 16:45 Modeling individual differences in appearance matches made with 

simple achromatic contrast displays. 
Michael E Rudd 

 
10 

16:45 – 17:00 Does local chromatic contrast discrimination predict global illumination 

discrimination ability? 

Anya Hurlbert, Stacey Aston, Olivia Kingston 

 
11 

17:00 – 17:15 Illuminant estimation by the optimal color hypothesis for natural objects 

and daylights  

Keiji Uchikawa, Kazuho Fukuda 

 
12 
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17:15 – 17:30 Short break  
 

INVITED TALK 1 

Chair: Andrew Zele 

17:30 – 18:30 Reverse-engineering circuits that subserve human spatial and color vision  
Austin Roorda 

13 

 

19:00 – 21:00 Welcome reception  
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 SATURDAY 19

TH
 AUGUST 

08:30 – Registration desk open  

 

VARIABILITY IN COLOUR VISION 

Chair: Mirella Barboni and Declan McKeefry  

09:00 – 09:15 Individual differences in hue scaling suggest mechanisms narrowly tuned 

for hue and broadly tuned for lightness  
Kara J Emery, Vicki J Volbrecht, David H Peterzell, Michael A Webster 

 
15 

09:15 – 09:30 Detection of cone isolating chromatic spots is limited by cone number  
Rigmor C Baraas, Hilde R Pedersen, Lene A Hagen, Stuart J Gilson 

16 

09:30 – 09:45 Estimates of L:M cone ratio for Norwegian males and females .. 
Lene A Hagen, James A Kuchenbecker, Stuart J Gilson, Maureen Neitz, Jay 
Neitz, Rigmor C Baraas 

17 

09:45 – 10:00 Development of chromatic and achromatic thresholds in children 5-12 

years of age: Evidence for higher blue-yellow thresholds in early 

childhood  

Stephen J Dain, Barbara Y Ling 

 
 
18 

10:00 – 10:15 Chromatic adaptation limits in colour discrimination  

Balázs V Nagy, Matheus T Horn, Dora F Ventura 
19 

10:15 – 10:30 Anomalous trichromatic colour vision model for evaluation of PIC plates  

Sergejs Fomins, Maris Ozolinsh, Renārs Trukša, Līva Strade, Gunta Krūmiņa 
20 

 

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break  
 

CONGENITAL COLOUR VISION DEFECTS 

Chair: Neil Parry and Yoko Mizokami 

11:00 – 11:15 Color compensation in anomalous trichromats assessed with fMRI  
Katherine EM Tregillus, John E Vanston, Donald IA MacLeod, Ichiro Kuriki, 
Stephen A Engel, Michael A Webster 

21 

11:15 – 11:30 A color difference data set for observers with color vision deficiency  

Anne Kristin Kvitle, Phil Green, Peter Nussbaum 
22 

11:30 – 11:45 Glasses for the colorblind: Their effect on chromatic discrimination in 

subjects with congenital red-green color vision deficiency  

Emily J Patterson 

 
23 

11:45 – 12:00 Cone-isolating ERGs and VEPs in genetically characterized dichromats 

Mirella TS Barboni, Balázs V Nagy, Cristiane MG Martins, Daniela MO 
Bonci, Einat Hauzman, Avinash Aher, Tina I Tsai, Jan Kremers, Dora F 
Ventura 

24 

 

12:00 – 13:30 Lunch  
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i INVITED TALK 2 

Chair: Steve Shevell 

13:30 – 14:30 Colour selectivity in the human visual system measured with fMRI 

adaptation – from thalamus to cortex  
Kathy T Mullen 

 
25 

 

14:30 – 16:30 Poster session 1 (incl. coffee break)  
 

CLINICAL ASPECTS OF COLOUR VISION  

Chair: Jack Werner and Cord Huchzermeyer 

16:30 – 16:45 Effects of yellow IOLs on peripheral mesopic vision under different 

spectral power distributions 
Eduardo G Vicente, Lioba P Obregon, Isabel Arranz, Beatriz M Matesanz, 
José A Menéndez, David Galarreta, Santiago Mar, Juan A Aparicio 

 
26 

16:45 – 17:00 Color Vision Changes in Alzheimer's Disease  

Kallene SM Vidal, Mirella TS Barboni, Balàzs V Nagy, Cristiane MG Martins, 
Matheus T Horn, Geraldo B Filho, Dora F Ventura 

27 

17:00 – 17:15 Chromatic VEP responses and OCT characteristics in young patients with 

demyelinating disease  

Manca Tekavcic-Pompe, Branka S Kranjc, Darko Perovšek, Maja Sustar 

 
28 

17:15 – 17:30 Temporal contrast sensitivity functions driven by different photoreceptor 

subtypes in patients with retinitis pigmentosa and Stargardt's disease  

Cord Huchzermeyer, Jan Kremers, Francesca Pasutto 

 
29 

 

VERRIEST MEDAL LECTURE 

Introduced by: Sergio Nascimento 

17:30 – 18:30 Colour vision in an uncertain natural world David H Foster 30 
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 SUNDAY 20
TH

 AUGUST 

08:30 – Registration desk open  

 

COLOUR INDUCTION AND CONSTANCY II 

Chair: Steven Buck and Almut Kelber  

09:00 – 09:15 Separate spatial channels for color vision  
Arthur G Shapiro, Laysa Hedjar 

32 

09:15 – 09:30 Metamers in real world scenarios  
Arash Akbarinia, Karl R Gegenfurtner 

33 

09:30 – 09:45 Hyper color contrast illusion (HCC), large enhancement of simultaneous 

color contrast by bordering white line  

Tama Kanematsu, Kowa Koida 

 
34 

09:45 – 10:00 Investigations into the effect of different spectra upon the process of 

chromatic adaption  
Daniel Garside, Lindsay MacDonald 

 
35 

10:00 – 10:15 Colour discrimination under different states of chromatic adaptation 

Ágnes Urbin, Balázs V Nagy, Klára Wenzel 
36 

10:15 – 10:30 Chromatic induction in space and time 

Andrew J Coia, Steven K Shevell 
37 

 

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break  
 

COLOUR VISION ASSESSMENT 

Chair: Stephen Dain and Balázs Nagy 

11:00 – 11:15 Chromatic sensitivity in Dyslexia  
Galina V Paramei, Joseph Black, Lorna Bourke, John L Barbur 

38 

11:15 – 11:30 Operational based vision assessment: Cone contrast test research and 

development  

Marc Winterbottom, James Gaska, Steve Wright, Steven C Hadley 

 
39 

11:30 – 11:45 On the ability of colour fidelity metrics to predict perceived colour 

difference  

Sophie Jost, Coralie Cauwerts, Hareesh Mandalapu 

 
40 

11:45 – 12:00 Age-related changes in chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivity in 

young people, as assessed using a tablet computer-based test  

Mei Ying Boon, Lakshmi Bodduluri, Stephen J Dain 

 
41 

 

12:00 – 13:30 Lunch  
 

13:30 – 15:30 Poster session 2 (incl. coffee break)  
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i INVITED TALK 3 

Chair: Barry Lee 

15:30 – 16:30 Cortical double-opponent cells and the importance of color edges  
Robert M Shapley 

42 

 

16:30 – 16:45 Short break  
 

CENTRAL PROCESSING OF COLOUR VISION 

Chair: Bevil Conway and Declan McKeefry  

16:45 – 17:00 Hue opponency: chromatic valence functions, individual differences, 

cortical modeling and the transform from spikes to sensitivity  
Vincent A Billock 

 
43 

17:00 – 17:15 Color-ambiguity Matching  
Steven K Shevell, Wei Wang 

44 

17:15 – 17:30 Interactions of colour- and luminance-defined motion signals in human 

visual cortex measured by fMRI 

Ichiro Kuriki, Weijing Ren, Kazumichi Matsumiya, Satoshi Shioiri 

 
45 

17:30 – 17:45 Weak colour information reduces the precision of luminance perception 
Ippei Negishi, Keizo Shinomori 

46 

17:45 – 18:00 A tetrachromatic sensor system suited for measuring the colour of 

rainbows and flowers 
Thomas Bangert, Ebroul Izquierdo 

 
47 

18:00 – 18:15 Discrimination of spatially separate stimuli: the case of saturation 

Marina Danilova, John D Mollon 
48 

 

18:30 – 19:30 “Eine Uni – Ein Buch” – FAU book club (informal)  49 
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 MONDAY 21
ST

 AUGUST 

08:30 – Registration desk open  

 

OBJECT-SURFACE PROPERTIES AND MATERIAL PERCEPTION 

Chair: Hannah Smithson and Eiji Kimura  

09:00 – 09:15 Natural colours and aesthetic preference 
Sérgio MC Nascimento, Anke Marit Albers, Karl R Gegenfurtner 

51 

09:15 – 09:30 Does motion of glossy objects promote separation of lighting and surface 

colour?  
Hannah E Smithson, Robert J Lee 

 
52 

09:30 – 09:45 Automatic shadow detection using hyperspectral data for terrain 

classification  

Christian Winkens, Veronica Adams, Dietrich Paulus 

 
53 

09:45 – 10:00 Influence of Melanopsin excitation on brightness perception and pupil 

size  
Mohd AA Raza, Sophie Jost, Matthieu Iodice 

 
54 

 

10:00 – 10:30 Coffee break  
 

COLOUR COGNITION 

Chair: Kinjiro Amano and Galina Paramei  

10:30 – 10:45 Semantic word impressions expressed by hue  
Keizo Shinomori, Honami Komatsu 

55 

10:45 – 11:00 The attentional filters for hue and for saturation  
Sarah J Flaherty, Marina V Danilova, John D Mollon 

56 

11:00 – 11:15 Color language reflects color use 

Bevil Conway, Edward Gibson, Richard Futrell, Julian Jara-Ettinger, Kyle 
Mahowald, Leon Bergen, Siva Ratnasigam, Mitchell Gibson, Steven 
Piantadosi 

57 

11:15 – 11:30 #thedress: the first multi-stable color image  
Rosa Lafer-Sousa, Bevil Conway 

58 

 

11:30 – 12:00 General discussion regarding excursion and banquet  

12:00 – 12:30 Group photo  

12:30 – 18:30 Lunch and Excursion  

19:00 – 21:30 Banquet  
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 TUESDAY 22
ND

 AUGUST 

08:30 – Registration desk open  

 

UNIQUE HUES 

Chair: Sophie Wuerger and John Mollon  

09:00 – 09:15 The Impact of Melanopsin Activation on Unique White Perception  
Dingcai Cao, Adam Chang, Shaoyan Gai 

60 

09:15 – 09:30 Unique hues are not mediated by two perceptually opponent 

mechanisms  
Sophie Wuerger 

 
61 

09:30 – 09:45 Typical and unique hues depend on saturation  

Christoph Witzel, Juliana Hammermeister 
62 

09:45 – 10:00 Psychological elementary colours in visual search task  
Katsuaki Sakata 

63 

 

10:00 – 10:30 Coffee break  
 

NATURAL SCENES AND ART 

Chair: Sergio Nascimento and Karl Gegenfurtner  

10:30 – 10:45 Constancy of skin colour reproduction in art paintings 
Kinjiro Amano, Sérgio MC Nascimento 

64 

10:45 – 11:00 Luminance and lightness distribution in natural scenes and art paintings  
João MM Linhares, Cristina Montagner, Andrea Casini, Costanza Cucci, 
Lorenzo Stefani, Marcello Picollo, Taisei Kondo, Shigeki Nakauchi, Sérgio 
MC Nascimento 

65 

11:00 – 11:15 Blindness to absence of color in natural scene images  

Eiji Kimura, Natsumi Takahashi 
66 

11:15 – 11:30 Colour in paintings – an independent contribution to beauty?  
Anke Marit Albers, Sérgio MC Nascimento, Karl R Gegenfurtner 

67 

 

11:30 – 13:00 Business meeting  

13:00 – 13:30 Closing of Symposium  
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i SATURDAY 19
TH

 AND SUNDAY 20
TH

 AUGUST 

POSTERS 

1 Off-axis Mesopic Contrast Sensitivity. The contribution of rods and cones from the 

interactions among SPD, luminance level and spatial frequency 
Barbara Silva, Maria C Tripolone, Luis Issolio, Elisa Colombo 

 
69 

2 Relation between increase in chromaticity threshold and eye optical quality in aging 
Marcelo F Costa, Livia R Rego, Carlo M Gaddi 

70 

3 Are hue and saturation carried in different neural channels?  

Sarah E Regan, Robert J Lee, Donald IA MacLeod, Hannah E Smithson 
71 

4 Using silent substitution to assay the retinoelectrophysiology of rod- and cone-

based vision in mice carrying a red-shifted cone opsin  
Tina I Tsai, Anneka Joachimsthaler, Jan Kremers 

 
72 

5 Perception of illusory scenes during transition between central and peripheral vision 

differs on the color content of excitation  
Maris Ozolinsh, Anna Pastere, Olga Danilenko, Vootele Tamme 

 
73 

6 The dynamics of luminance adaptation in the mouse retina  
Anneka Joachimsthaler, Tina I Tsai, Jan Kremers 

74 

7 The effect of eccentricity and light level on the time course of light adaptation 

mechanisms  
Pablo A Barrionuevo, Beatriz M Matesanz, Alejandro H Gloriani, Isabel Arranz, 
Santiago Mar, Juan A Aparicio 

 
75 

8 Hue, saturation and brightness scaling of signals from single cones  
Brian P Schmidt, Katharina G Foote, Alexandra E Boehm, Austin Roorda 

76 

9 Influence of changes in diffusivity of lighting on appearance of object surface  
Yuki Kiyasu, Yoko Mizokami, Hirohisa Yaguchi 

77 

10 A new method to measure electroretinograms elicited by temporal white noise  
Jan Kremers, Beatrix Feigl, Avinash Aher, Declan McKeefry, Neil RA Parry, Ian J 
Murray, Andrew J Zele 

 
78 

11 Development of a color graphic icon for image color content and color shifts  
Coralie Cauwerts, Sophie Jost 

79 

12 Usher syndrome and colour vision  
Anne Kurtenbach, Gesa Hahn, Christoph Kernstock, Stephanie Hipp, Ditta Zobor, 
Katarina Stingl, Susanne Kohl, Crystel Bonnet, Saddek Mohand-Said, Isabelle Audo, 
Ieva Sleisoraityte, Ana Fakin, Mark Hawlina, Francesco Testa, Francesca Simonelli, 
Christine Petit, Eberhart Zrenner 

80 

13 Correlation between the perception of color, shadows and surface textures and the 

realism of a scene in virtual reality  
Pedro J Pardo, María I Suero, Ángel L Pérez 

 
81 

14 Pattern-VEP with rear projection of a ‚blue-on-yellow‘ stimulus as objective tool in 

glaucoma diagnosis  
Folkert Horn, Laura Dussan-Molinos, Robert Lämmer, Jan Kremers 

 
82 

15 Colour categorisation without colour naming  
Katarzyna Siuda-Krzywicka, Christoph Witzel, Emma Chabani, Myriam Taga, Laurent 
Cohen, Paolo Batolomeo 

83 
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 16 Human S-cone ERGs in Trichromats, Blue Cone Monochromats and Enhanced S-cone 

Syndrome  
John Maguire, Neil RA Parry, Jan Kremers, Ian J Murray, Declan McKeefry 

 
84 

17 Uniqueness of gold color perception compared with other glossy colors  
Tatsuya Yoshizawa, Tomohisa Matsumoto, Masayuki Sato, Keiji Uchikawa, Haruyuki 
Kojima 

85 

18 Color discrimination, ophthalmological exam and genetic analysis of Tyr and opsin 

genes of an albino capuchin monkey (Sapajus apella) 
Leonardo D Henriques, Paulo RK Goulart, Daniela Maria Oliveira Bonci, Einat 
Hauzman, Felipe TGR de Vasconcelos, Ronaldo Y Sano, Jessica L Alfaro, Roberto C 
Leão, Givago S Souza, Luiz CL Silveira, Olavo F Galvo, Dora F Ventura 

 
86 

19 Adaptation to hue variation in colourful ensembles  
John Maule, Anna Franklin 

87 

20 Psychophysical and fMRI assessment of magnocellular and parvocellular responses 

in patients with Parkinson's disease  
Claudia Feitosa-Santana, Liana G Sanches, Marcelo M Felix, Edson Amaro Junior, 
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Responses of macaque ganglion cells to natural scenes: spatial, temporal and chromatic factors 

Barry Lee1, 2, Manuel Schottdorf3  

1MPI for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany 
2SUNY Optometry, New York, USA 
3MPI for Dynamics and Self Organization, Göttingen, Germany 

Corresponding author: blee@sunyopt.edu 

 

We have described responses of macaque ganglion cells to natural scenes using a simplified 

stimulus just modulated in time and color (van Hateren et al., J. Neurosci., 2002). We now consider 

responses to a full spatiotemporal stimulus - a video of a flower-show played back to ganglion cells. 

In the simplified stimulus, the average of central pixels was played back as a uniform field. 

Coherence (bit rate) functions of responses were very similar for the full and simplified stimuli. 

Spike trains of responses to the two stimuli were highly correlated. Receptive field profiles 

(luminance and chromatic) were derived from reverse correlation of responses with the 

spatiotemporal movie, using standard whitening techniques. For MC cells, luminance RF profiles 

showed a sharp peak with minimal indication of center-surround structure, and no response to L-M 

or S-cone signals. For PC cells, luminance RF profiles also showed a sharp peak and a similar but 

weaker profile for the |L-M| signal. Comparing responses to the full video and the simplified 

stimulus, we conclude that responses are primarily driven by the temporal modulation over the 

receptive field rather than stimulus spatial structure per se. PC cells’ responses to the luminance 

component in the scene were larger than the response to |L-M|, because of the low |L-M| cone 

contrast in natural scenes. We discuss reasons why cell responses to natural scenes seem primarily 

driven by temporal modulation as the eye scans the scene. 
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Are retinal pathways the source of contrast-dependent red-green balance shift? 

Steven L Buck1, Tanner DeLawyer1, Fred Rieke2 

1Department of Psychology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA 
2Department of Physiology & Biophysics and Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of 

Washington, Seattle, WA, USA 

Corresponding author: sbuck@uw.edu 

 

Red-green (RG) balanced yellow targets become greenish brown with increased surround 

luminance, and RG balanced brown targets become reddish yellow with decreased surround 

luminance. The red-green shift is found both when the target is dimmed on a fixed-luminance 

bright surround and when the surround is brightened for a fixed-luminance target. It is not due to 

simple chromatic adaptation by the bright achromatic surround. These effects imply contrast- and 

luminance-dependent weighting of M- and L-cone signals in post-receptoral pathways. To evaluate 

whether these changes in signal weighting might be retinal in origin, we made physiological 

recordings from primate midget ganglion cells, the presumed substrate of the L- and M-cone 

signals determining RG balance in our human psychophysical studies. Spike responses were 

recorded from both ON- and OFF-center midgets in peripheral retina. The relative strength of L- 

and M-cone center responses was measured for each cell with a stimulus that filled the center of 

the receptive field while the surrounding region was alternately unstimulated or strongly 

stimulated, analogous to the difference between black and bright psychophysical surround stimuli. 

We looked for evidence that the weighting shift might be caused by contrast-dependent changes 

either within individual midget cells or between ON- vs. OFF-center sub-pathways. We found no 

evidence that the relative strength of L- and M-cone post-receptoral responses changed 

systematically with change of surround irradiance. Nor was there any systematic difference 

between ON- and OFF-subtypes. Thus, so far we find no physiological evidence for a retinal basis 

for the RG balance shift observed in human psychophysics. This suggests that the change in signal 

weighting occurs later in the visual system. 
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Melanopsin contributions to image forming vision in humans 

Andrew J Zele1, 2, Prakash Adhikari1, 2, Beatrix Feigl1, 3, 4, Dingcai Cao5 

1Visual Science and Medical Retina Laboratories, Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation, 

Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
2School of Optometry and Vision Science, QUT, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
3School of Biomedical Sciences, QUT, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
4Queensland Eye Institute, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
5Dept of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA 

Corresponding author: andrew.zele@qut.edu.au 

 

Melanopsin-expressing intrinsically photosensitive Retinal Ganglion Cells (ipRGCs) signal to 

nonimage forming processes for circadian photoentrainment and control of the pupil light reflex, 

whereas melanopsin contributions to human vision are largely unknown. Here we study visual 

processing initiated by melanopsin photoreception. Melanopsin, rod and the three cone 

photoreceptor excitations were independently controlled using a custom-built 5-primary 

photostimulator (Cao et al 2015). The stimulus was a 30° diameter circular field with the central 

10.5° blocked (2000 Td adaptation level). Observer calibrations nullified individual differences in 

pre-receptoral filtering. The intrusion of signal artefacts from penumbral cones in the shadow of 

retinal blood vessels was limited through application of temporal white noise (Hathibelagal, Feigl, 

Kremers, Zele, 2016). We show that melanopsin visual thresholds (1 s incremental pulse) were 

17.5% (± 3.3 SEM) in Weber contrast (+L-M: < 1% ± 0.04; L+M: 6.8% ± 1.6; S-cone: 8.1% ± 1.6); the 

presence of a melanopsin pedestal (18% to 24% Weber contrast) decreased cone-mediated 

chromatic discrimination thresholds. Melanopsin-mediated temporal contrast sensitivity was low 

pass with a high frequency cut-off at ~3-4Hz. The pupil light reflex was measured under similar 

photoreceptor isolation conditions to the psychophysical data; melanopsin activation produced 

slower and more sustained pupil responses (including after light offset) compared to the transient 

rod and cone contributions. Chromatic (+L-M) evoked pupil responses are larger than for other 

colour directions, and rod inputs to the pupil are measureable when saturated for vision. Our 

results demonstrate that melanopsin inputs to image- and non-image forming vision can reliably be 

measured when penumbral cones are desensitised using noise. Under these conditions, 

melanopsin photoreception leads to salient visual percepts. SUPPORT: Australian Research Council 

ARC-DP170100274.  
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Paradoxical pupil constriction to isolated M-cone increments 

Ian J Murray1, Jan Kremers2, Declan McKeefry3, Neil RA Parry4   

1Division of Pharmacy and Optometry, Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health, University of 

Manchester, Manchester, UK 
2Department of Ophthalmology, University Hospital Erlangen, Erlangen, Germany 
3Bradford School of Optometry & Vision Science, University of Bradford, Bradford, UK 
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Previously we reported that isolated M-cone onset stimulation produces an electroretinogram 

(ERG) resembling a response to white light offset, whilst L-cone onsets elicit conventional onset 

ERGs. This phenomenon has a perceptual correlate, observers reporting a decrease in brightness to 

an increase in isolated M-cone stimulation, whereas L-cone onsets produce a veridical percept. 

Here we test whether there is a corresponding anomalous pupil response. A four-primary ganzfeld 

(Diagnosys Colordome) was used to generate selective M- and L-cone stimulation using triple silent 

substitutions. White light (equally stimulating all 4 photoreceptor classes) acted as controls. Cone 

contrast was 0.11 mean luminance was 17cd/m2. Onset duration was 1s with a 2s offset. With full-

field stimulation, the central 7° was occluded to avoid macular pigment. A range of discs and annuli 

were used. Pupil diameter was monitored with an Espion E3 system (Diagnosys) using the inbuilt 

ganzfeld camera and a LiveTrack interface (CRS). Positive and negative luminance bias was tested 

with a range of 15 stimuli with bias values ranging from 1.35 (brighter) to 0.65 (dimmer) in steps of 

0.05. The middle value of 1.0 represented 'pure' cone isolation. The pupil constricted normally to 

onset of white light and to an isolated L-cone increment, with slow recovery on offset. However 

the pupil constricted to the offset of the M stimulus. The luminance bias sequences confirmed the 

anomalous pupil response. To neutralise the response, L-cones required a decrease in luminance 

while M-cones required an increase. Under these conditions, the pupil constricted to both onset 

and offset events. The basic results correspond to the ERG and psychophysical data. The inverted 

response is presumably linked to the antagonistic nature of the M-cone input to bipolar cells. 

Perceptually this is manifested as a brightness decrement. Here we confirm that the pupil responds 

similarly.  
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Spatial distribution of S-cones characterized in human and macaque retinae 

Ravi S Jonnal1, Glen Jeffery2, Tobias W Weinrich2, John S Werner1 

1University of California, Davis Eye Center, Sacramento, CA, USA 
2University College London, Institute of Ophthalmology, London, UK 

Corresponding author: rsjonnal@ucdavis.edu 

 

Purpose: Histology of the retina (1,2) has shown that the structure and distribution of S-cones 

differ from L/M-cones. This study's purpose is to measure such differences in the living human 

retina using adaptive optics optical coherence tomography (AO-OCT), and to compare the 

properties of putative human S-cones and macaque cones stained against S-opsin. Methods: In 

normal human subjects, volumetric images were acquired at foveal and parafoveal locations. In 

these, cone photoreceptors were resolved in three dimensions, and the inner-outer segment 

junction (IS/OS) was identified in each cone. Cones with longer inner segments were labeled as 

putative S-cones, and their density and packing regularity were characterized using Voronoi 

analysis (3). Separately, the retinae of six macaques (sacrificed for another, unrelated study) were 

stained against S- and L/M-opsins, permitting measurements of their density and packing 

regularity. Results: Images of human retinae contained quasi-hexagonally tiled, laterally distributed 

mosaics at the depths of IS/OS and cone outer segment tips, with appearance and spatial 

frequencies (75 - 80 cyc/deg) consistent with histological measurements of cone density. Most 

cones (95% - 97%) contain a reflection at the predominant IS/OS depth, but some (3% - 5%) 

possess a reflection 6 - 9 μm distal. The distribution of these cones was similar to that of the 

macaque retinae. At the location closest to the fovea (1°), the human S-cone mosaic was irregular 

but nonrandom. Discussion: A small minority of cones appear to possess a longer IS, consistent 

with histology of S-cones. If these cones are of the S-type, AO-OCT represents a novel method for 

identifying them and measuring their density and distribution, which may have useful application 

in studying their losses in normal aging and disease. 1. Ahnelt et al. J Comp Neurol 1987. 2. Curcio 

et al. J Comp Neurol 1991. 3. Weinrich et al. Sci Rep 2017. 
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Melanopsin contributions to human brightness estimation 

Beatrix Feigl1 – 3, Prakash Adhikari4, 5, Andrew J Zele4, 5, Dingcai Cao6 

1Visual Science and Medical Retina Laboratories, Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation, 

QUT, Brisbane, QLD, Australia, 
2School of Biomedical Sciences, QUT, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
3Queensland Eye Institute, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
4Visual Science and Medical Retina Laboratories, Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation, 

QUT, Brisbane, QLD Australia 
5School of Optometry and Vision Science, QUT, Brisbane, QLD, Australia 
6Dept of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA 

Corresponding author: b.feigl@qut.edu.au 

 

The precise photon counting-capability of melanopsin-expressing intrinsically photosensitive 

Retinal Ganglion Cells (ipRGCs) can signal the total irradiance over long time periods for 

photoentrainment of the circadian rhythm (Dacey et al 2005). Additive (L+M) cone inputs to the 

MC-pathway provide the physiological substrate for human photopic luminosity (Lee et al 1988). 

Here we study the contribution of melanopsin signalling and cone signalling to human brightness 

estimation. Participants (n = 6) judged the brightness of coloured lights using a method of absolute 

magnitude estimation (Barlow & Verrillo 1975). The lights were narrow-band primaries (Blue: 460 

nm; Cyan: 502 nm; Green 520 nm; Amber: 593 nm; Red: 632 nm) presented in a Ganzfeld for 10 s 

duration. Calibrated light outputs were 1.7–53,589.5 cd.m-2 in melanopsin luminance or 1.1–3,950 

cd.m-2 in photopic cone luminance. The brightness of the primary lights were estimated in 2 

conditions, either melanopsin equated conditions or cone-luminance equated conditions. 

Brightness estimation for each participant follows an approximately linear increase with increasing 

melanopsin or cone luminance (in log units), but the estimates were not equivalent for the 5 

primary lights when equated with either melanopsin or cone luminance. Overall, brightness 

sensations result from a combined interaction between melanopsin and cone luminance signalling. 

We infer from our best-fitting analytical model for each primary light using wavelength dependent 

coefficients, that melanopsin always positively correlates with the brightness magnitude, and the 

cone luminance has two contributions, one that is additive to melanopsin and a second that is 

negative which implicates an adaptation process, possibly originating within the MC pathway. 

These results provide a new framework for evaluating the physiological basis of brightness 

perception. SUPPORT: Australian Research Council ARC-DP170100274 and a QUT IHBI Visiting 

Researcher Fellowship.  
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Chicken colour vision in context: colour constancy and colour contrast 

Almut Kelber, Peter Olsson, Olle Lind 

Department of Biology, Lund University, Sweden 

Corresponding author: almut.kelber@biol.lu.se 

 

Chickens (Gallus gallus), like most birds, have tetrachromatic colour vision based on four types of 

cones. Colour discrimination is thought to be limited by noise in receptor channels, and recent 

work has determined the colour discrimination thresholds of chickens (Olsson et al 2015, J Exp 

Biol). This threshold changes in dim light when additional sources of noise - photon shot noise and 

dark noise - make receptor signals less reliable. Here we summarize our newer results of 

behavioural experiments on colour constancy and the effect of background colour on colour 

discrimination. We find that chickens trained to discriminate between yellow and red in white 

illumination can correctly choose the trained colour in largely red-shifted illumination, proving 

stable colour constancy in naturally occurring light regimes. Moreover, their performance is 

improved when they can use the relative colour relationship between the training colours. In 

contrast, colour discrimination was impaired when the yellow and red colours were not presented 

on a similarly coloured orange, or a neutrally coloured grey, but on a green background. This 

indicates that the optimal colour discrimination thresholds that are set by receptor noise can only 

be reached under optimal conditions. 
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Partial independence of brown induction suggests brightness induction is a two-stage process 

Joris Vincent, Hohjin Im, Steven L Buck 

University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA 

Corresponding author: jorisv@uw.edu 

 

In high-contrast articulated surrounds, such as White's illusion, a checkerboard variation, and a set 

of concentric rings, brightness induction often produces assimilation that cannot be (solely) 

explained by contrast mechanisms such as lateral inhibition. These same surround contexts also 

induce qualitative brownness in yellow targets. This brightness assimilation has been explained 

separately by low-level (multiscale spatial filtering accounts), mid-level (based on T-junctions), and 

higher-level processing (scission of the scene into different depth planes). Here we propose that at 

least two stages (lower- and higher-level) of processing underlie brightness induction, and that 

different aspects of a stimulus display drive these mechanisms differentially. This two-stage model 

generates several hypotheses about how well the brightness or brown induction in a given 

stimulus predicts performance on another stimulus, or the other induction. Across observers, both 

brightness and brown induction were in the direction of assimilation more often than in the 

direction of contrast, although the frequencies differed among the different stimuli. On the ring 

and checkerboard stimuli, observers showed congruent direction of brightness and brown 

induction more often than expected by chance. This lack of independence suggests that brightness 

and brown induction share the first of the two processing stages. On the White's illusion, however, 

the directions of brightness and brown induction were independent for individual observers. 

Moreover, while the frequency of brown assimilation was similar to that of the other stimuli, 

brightness induction for this stimulus was almost always in the assimilation direction. This suggests 

that brown induction on the White's illusion only relies on the initial processing stage, but that 

brightness induction is pushed preferentially in the assimilation direction on the White's illusion by 

the second stage. 
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Modeling individual differences in appearance matches made with simple achromatic contrast 

displays 

Michael E Rudd 

University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA 

Corresponding author: mrudd@uw.edu 

 

Previous research on achromatic color matching using simple computer-generated contrast 

displays has revealed significant individual differences in the strength of contrast when such 

displays are matched "naively" (i.e., without special instructions) (Rudd & Zemach, 2005, 2007), as 

well as a strong influence of instructions on appearance matches when subjects are instructed to 

interpret changes in the luminance of the surround as resulting from either changes in surface 

reflectance or illumination (Arend & Spehar, 1993; Rudd, 2010). To understand these "top-down" 

effects on achromatic color matches is important for the development of computational and 

neural models of human color perception, both because the light-dark dimension comprises one 

dimension of standard color models and because results obtained with achromatic stimuli may 

generalize to chromatic dimensions of color. Here, I present a quantitative analysis of a database of 

achromatic color matches made with a fixed incremental contrast display (Rudd & Zemach, 2005) 

by different naive observers, and by identical observers under different matching instructions. I 

show that the variation in appearance matches across observers and instructional conditions can 

be completely explained in terms of a computational model in which two--and only two--top-down 

factors contribute to the variation in appearance matches. The first factor is edge classification: 

whether the observer interprets a luminance step in the display to be the result of a surface 

reflectance change, or an illumination change. The second is the size of the spatial window over 

which the observer evaluates the influence of spatial context to "compute" perceived surface 

color. I propose an explanation of these observer-dependent influences on human achromatic 

color judgments in terms of a neural model of lightness computation within the ventral stream of 

visual cortex (Rudd, 2014; Rudd, in press). 
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Does local chromatic contrast discrimination predict global illumination discrimination ability? 

Anya Hurlbert, Stacey Aston, Olivia Kingston 

Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 

Corresponding author: anya.hurlbert@ncl.ac.uk 

 

The illumination discrimination task (IDT) provides a measure of colour constancy by determining 

thresholds for discrimination of global illumination changes on fixed scenes. IDT thresholds for real 

and simulated scenes are higher in the "blue" than "yellow" direction of the daylight locus, and 

lower on the orthogonal ("red/green") locus in uniform colour space – evidence of a "blue bias" 

(Pearce et al. 2014; Radonjic´ et al. 2016). Absolute and relative threshold values vary substantially 

between individuals. To determine the factors contributing to this individual variability, we 

compared performance on the IDT and a local chromatic contrast detection task (CCDT) (Cranwell 

et al. 2015). The CCDT requires participants to detect a small (~ 4.5°) arrow briefly flashed against 

either a uniform (uCCDT) or random-luminance-noise (nCCDT) background. The arrow's contrast 

varied on one of 5 axes in DKL space, 3 cardinal (luminance, S-cone, or (L-M)-cone) and 2 inter-

cardinal ('lime/magenta', 'cyan/ orange'). For 17 participants (10 female; mean age 22 +/3 years): 

(1) uCCDT and nCCDT thresholds did not differ significantly for all chromatic half-axes, apart from 

'cyan'; (2) neither uCCDT nor nCCDT thresholds show a "blue bias", here defined as higher 

thresholds for +S-cone contrasts; and (3) mean IDT thresholds (averaged over all 4 chromatic half-

axes) did not correlate significantly with mean CCDT thresholds (averaged over both CCDT tasks 

and all chromatic half-axes). Predicted thresholds for intercardinal directions were calculated from 

performance on cardinal directions, within the nCCDT, assuming independent detection 

mechanisms. These did not match observed thresholds. Similarly, predicted IDT thresholds 

calculated from nCCDT performance did not match observed IDT thresholds. We conclude that (a) 

chromatic contrast discrimination performance is not explained by independent cardinal detection 

mechanisms and (b) individual variations in IDT performance, and its "blue bias", are likely not 

explained by variations in local chromatic contrast detection ability. 
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Illuminant estimation by the optimal color hypothesis for natural objects and daylights 

Keiji Uchikawa1, Kazuho Fukuda2 

1Research Institute of Multimodal Sensory Science, Kanagawa University, Japan 
2Kogakuin University, Tokyo, Japan 

Corresponding author: uchikawa@ip.titech.ac.jp 

 

We can perceive color of an object as invariant under various illuminants of different colors. This 

visual function is called "color constancy". To achieve color constancy the visual system should 

estimate an illuminant in a scene. We previously proposed the optimal color hypothesis for 

illuminant estimation (Uchikawa et al., JOSA, 2012). This hypothesis assumes that the visual system 

knows the optimal color shells of different illuminants, and selects the best one fit to the 

chromaticity-luminance distribution of surfaces in a scene. The peak of the optimal color shell 

corresponds to the illuminant chromaticity. In this study, we examined whether the optimal color 

hypothesis could effectively work to estimate an illuminant in a scene, which consists of natural 

objects under daylights. We measured 400 spectral reflectances of natural objects, such as, leaves, 

flowers, bark, rocks, fruits, vegetables, which we could find in our natural environment, and also 

measured spectral power distributions of daylight at different times in a day and in various 

locations in Tokyo Tech. campus in Yokohama, Japan (Zhang, et al., APCV, 2014). The L, M, S values 

of the natural objects calculated under various daylights were plotted on the MacLeod-Boynton 

chromaticity diagram. The best-fit optimal color shell was obtained for a given daylight using the 

least root-mean-square (RMS) error method between luminances of the optimal col or shell and 

the natural objects. The results show that the daylight chromaticity in the shade in a clear day at 

noon was very blue (approx. 23000K) whereas that in the sun was white (approx. 5700K). The 

optimal color hypothesis estimated both illuminants quite well, better than the mean chromaticity 

and the LMS mean hypotheses, even when the spectral reflectances of natural objects were 

heavily biased in the chromaticity. Acknowledgment: This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI 

JP26780413 and JP25245065. 
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Reverse-engineering Circuits that Subserve Human Spatial and Color Vision 

Austin Roorda 

School of Optometry, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA 

Corresponding author: aroorda@berkeley.edu 

 

To facilitate the study of circuits underlying spatial and color vision near the fovea, we developed a 

system with adaptive optics and high-speed eye tracking that enables tracking, targeting and 

stimulation of individual cones in living eyes. Stimulation of individual cones repeatedly elicit the 

same percepts and reveal interesting aspects of how we interpret sensory inputs. For example, we 

find that many cones do not yield color percepts at all, and that the percepts elicited by single cone 

stimulation do not always agree with classic expectations. Individual cones also have sensitivity 

thresholds that are highly dependent on the state of excitation/adaptation of surrounding cones, 

providing insight into the lateral connections within the retina. Collectively these experiments are 

shedding new light on how our exquisite spatial and color vision is achieved in the fovea. 
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Individual differences in hue scaling suggest mechanisms narrowly tuned for hue and broadly 

tuned for lightness 

Kara J Emery, Vicki J Volbrecht, David H Peterzell, Michael A Webster 

University of Nevada, Reno, USA 

Corresponding author: karaemery@nevada.unr.edu 

 

Individual differences in color appearance are large and reliable among color-normal observers, 

but the bases for these differences remain poorly understood. In a recent factor analysis of hue-

scaling functions, we found that the differences depended on multiple processes each tuned to a 

narrow range of stimulus hues (Emery et al Vision Research 2017). In the present work we 

extended this analysis to assess individual differences in hue scaling across changes in hue and 

lightness. Stimuli included 12 chromatic angles at 30-deg intervals around the LM vs S plane, each 

shown at 5 luminance levels that varied from increments to decrements along a sphere (fixed 

radius) or cylinder (fixed chromaticity) relative to the 20 cd/m2 gray background. The stimuli were 

displayed in random order in a uniform 2-deg field on the background and pulsed repeatedly until 

observers recorded the perceived proportion of red, green, blue, or yellow in the hue. Settings for 

34 (cylinder) or 23 (sphere) observers were factor-analyzed with PCA and Varimax rotation. Both 

analyses revealed ~12 systematically-tuned factors (i.e. with loadings greater than 0.4 on 2 or more 

adjacent stimuli), accounting for more than 80% of the total variance. These factors approximately 

paralleled our previous analyses in exhibiting narrow and unipolar tuning for stimulus angle, and 

revealed generally broader tuning for lightness. Some factors spanned a wide lightness range, 

while others divided hues into increments and decrements. Our results suggest that individual 

differences in color appearance cannot be explained by variations in three underlying opponent 

mechanisms, and may instead reflect a population code in which the codes for most hues are free 

to vary independently. We compare this representation of color to the variations predicted by 3-

dimensional representations for other stimulus attributes such as the cardinal axes of space or 

motion. 
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Detection of cone isolating chromatic spots is limited by cone number 

Rigmor C Baraas, Hilde R Pedersen, Lene A Hagen, Stuart J Gilson 

University College of Southeast Norway, National Centre for Optics, Vision and Eye Care, Faculty of 

Health and Social Sciences, Norway 

Corresponding author: rigmor.baraas@usn.no 

 

We have previously shown that there is a correlation between parafoveal measures of L-cone 

isolating letter acuity and cone density (Baraas et al. Vision Res. 2017, 132:45-52). Here we sought 

to elucidate the relationship between L-cone isolating stimuli and the underlying photoreceptor 

mosaic through measuring the minimum size of L-cone isolating spots detectable at different 

contrasts. Healthy participants with normal vision, known cone opsin genes, and known L:M cone 

ratios were included in the study. Normal colour vision was confirmed with a battery of colour 

vision tests. High-resolution retinal images were obtained of the photoreceptor mosaic in the 

macular region with the Kongsberg adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscope that allowed for 

both confocal and split-detection imaging. The subject's eye was dilated and accommodation 

suspended with Cyclopentolate 1% prior to imaging. Cone density, size and mosaic analyses were 

performed using custom software. Spot detection size was measured for L-cone isolating stimuli at 

different levels of increment cone contrast at 1, 3 and 5 deg eccentricities. Observers were 

corrected to best logMAR letter acuity and viewed the stimuli monocularly from a distance of 2.3 

m with natural pupils. Cone density varied between participants and there was a strong correlation 

between cone density and at-threshold spot size at all eccentricities. Rod density was higher when 

cone density was lower, thus cone diameter was largely the same across participants and 

independent of their cone density at 3 and 5 deg. The average number of cones associated with 

particpants' at-threshold spot size for a given contrast was similar regardless of at-threshold spot 

size at 3 and 5 deg, but not at 1 deg eccentricity. This suggests that midget cells may need to 

sample from a minimum number of cones at a given parafoveal eccentricity to signal L-cone 

increment chromatic information. 
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Estimates of L:M cone ratio for Norwegian males and females 

Lene A Hagen1, James A Kuchenbecker2, Stuart J Gilson1, Maureen Neitz2, Jay Neitz2, Rigmor C 

Baraas1 

1National Centre for Optics, Vision and Eye Care, Faculty of Health and Social Sciences, University 

College of 

Southeast Norway, Kongsberg, Norway 
2Department of Ophthalmology, University of Washington Medical School, Seattle, WA, US 

Corresponding author: lene.hagen@usn.no 

 

The L:M cone ratio in colour normal Caucasian males is reported to vary between 1.1:1 and 16.5:1 

with a mean of 2.5:1 (~71%L) [Carroll et al. (2002) J Vis 2: 531–542; Hofer et al. (2005) J Neurosci 

25: 9669–9679]. Here, we estimated L:M cone ratios from ERG flicker photometry and genetics in 

Norwegian males and females of Caucasian descent. A total of 144 colour normals (16–46 yrs; 64 

males), 5 deutan and 3 protan males (13–66 yrs) were included. All were healthy with normal 

logMAR visual acuity and stereo acuity. L- and M-opsin genes were sequenced, and the amino acids 

specified at spectral tuning sites were used to determine the peak sensitivities for the L- and M-

cones. Analysis of opsin array composition was carried out by Mass Array. Spectral sensitivity 

functions were measured with full-field ERG in the dominant eye, and peak sensitivities for the L- 

and M-cones were used to calculate cone ratios (%L) for each individual. The error for repeated 

measurements was ±3.2%L. The mean L:M cone ratio for colour normal males with single L genes 

(n=64) was 3.7:1 (~79%L). Colour normal females with the same L genes on both chromosomes 

(n=33) had a significantly higher mean L:M cone ratio than males [5.7:1 (~85%L); t=-2.67, p=0.01]. 

The mean L:M cone ratio for females who had multiple L genes with different L peak sensitivities 

(n=47), were 4.8:1 (~ 83%L) for mean L peak sensitivity, ranging from 3.6:1 (~78%L) to 7.5:1 

(~88%L), for the highest to lowest L peak sensitivities. Norwegian colour normals have a higher 

mean L:M ratio than previously reported for Caucasian males. This, and the observed higher L:M 

ratio for females, highlight the large variation in normal opsin gene expression that might be 

gender specific. 
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Development of chromatic and achromatic thresholds in children 5-12 years of age: Evidence for 

higher blue-yellow thresholds in early childhood 

Stephen J Dain, Barbara Y Ling 

School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia 

Corresponding author: s.dain@unsw.edu.au 

 

Investigation of colour discrimination in young children is confounded by the cognitive, perceptual 

and attention demands of tests and the development of these skills in children. “Rocketship 

psychophysics” provides a minimised demand on these skills and peer-group competition is 

motivation. Isoluminant blue, yellow, red, green, black and white thresholds were investigated 

using a four-alternative-forced-choice test with gaming elements. Thresholds were measured 

(pseudo 10-bit system) on a grey background using an adaptive staircase. Data from children with 

congenital colour vision deficiencies were excluded. Parental and School Principal’s permissions 

were obtained and the study was approved by the University Human Research Ethics Committee. 

Results were obtained on 150 children (79 female and 71 male, 5.3–12.7 years). The results were 

expressed as ΔECIELUV to permit comparison of chromatic and achromatic thresholds. No significant 

differences were found between the colour pairs nor between genders. Significant differences 

were found between all other colour combinations and age (p<0.001). Data were combined into 

BY, RG, and Achr values. The results were best fitted with Threshold = b0+b1*age-1. The values of b1 

for RG (6.26±1.90) (95% confidence limits) and Achr (3.96±1.07) were significantly different from 0 

but were not significantly different from one another. b1 for BY (12.48±2.76) is significantly 

different from RG and Achr. 

Whether RG and Achr threshold change is due to sensitivity or to development of other skills 

cannot be determined. The BY thresholds clearly develop at a faster rate from a higher value. 

Beyond about 10.5 years of age, the BY and RG thresholds are no longer significantly different 

although all thresholds are still reducing. Since the non-colour demands of the test are a constant 

for RG, BY and Achr, the later development of BY discrimination is not an artefact of the test. 
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Chromatic adaptation limits in colour discrimination 

Balázs V Nagy1, 2, Matheus T Horn, Dora F Ventura2 

1Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary 
2University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil 

Corresponding author: nagyb@mogi.bme.hu 

 

Purpose: With the general application of spectrally mixed illumination there is need to characterize 

the limits up to the human visual system can adjust itself independent of ambient chromaticity. 

Our aim was to investigate the characteristics of chromatic adaptation in visual tasks of colour 

discrimination. Methods: Spectrally tunable ambient was created with uniform luminance and 

chromaticity with five LED primaries for colour mixing. 18 different colour ambient settings, with 

equal luminance levels were used in the CIE u'v' colour space. Colour discrimination psychophysical 

tests were conducted with 18 healthy participants using the Farnsworth D-15, the Lanthony D-15d 

and the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT) after adapting to the ambient illumination. Colour 

discrimination was evaluated based on the illumination dependent CCI (Colour Confusion Index) in 

the case of the reflective tests, and the deltaEu'v' values in the CCT test in eight directions. Results: 

The results indicate the variation of colour discrimination depending on ambient chromaticity. 

Saturated colours in the adaptation ambient generally suppress colour discrimination for reflective 

samples (with CCI values from 1.18±0.18 up to 2.58±0.41 between white ambient and saturated 

colour ambient for the D-15d). In the case of the CCT the blue ambient seems to be more 

prejudicial (with deltaEu'v' from 0.005±0.001 of the white and 0.013±0.006 for the blue ambient). 

The results show statistically significant differences (p>0.05). Discussion: Based on the results we 

estimate the region in the CIE u'v' space where colour discrimination is similar to that in a 

spectrally more uniform ambient considered as the white region. These results can be used in 

illumination design where colour vision is important to provide the minimal necessary mixture of 

different spectra to ensure adequate colour discrimination, and also in basic research to 

understand the perceptual limits of colour adaptation. 
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Anomalous trichromatic colour vision model for evaluation of PIC plates 

Sergejs Fomins, Maris Ozolinsh, Renārs Trukša, Līva Strade, Gunta Krūmiņa 

Institute of Solid State Physics, University of Latvia, Rīga, Latvia 

Optometry and Vision Science Department, Faculty of Physics and Mathematics, University of 

Latvia, Rīga, Latvia 

Corresponding author: sergejs.fomins@lu.lv 

 

Colour vision deficiency in last two decades mostly modeled on the bases of tristimulus values 

(Brettel, Vienot & Mollon, 1997). In the last decade models of anomalous trichromatic vision 

including the pigment density impact on perception, appeared based on the multispectral scene 

analysis (Thomas, Formankiewicz & Mollon, 2011). In our approach we are attempting to develop 

the multispectrally based model for evaluation of pseudoisochromatic plates and arrangement 

tests. PIC and arrangements tests could provide ambiguous results leading to misdiagnosis. In the 

first step of our study, we have evaluated the performance of the HRR, Ishihara, Farnsworth D-15 

tests misdiagnosis in F, CWF and natural daylight illumination conditions for 14 anomalous 

trichromats. Based on that data we propose multispectral model of PIC tests and recently also for 

arrangement test performance for anomalous trichromacy. The basis of the model is the spectral 

shifts of photopigment curves. Second issue is the impact of pigment optical density changes 

(Thomas, Formankiewicz & Mollon, 2011), which can account for shifts of perception in case of 

small saturation in PIC plate test and Farnsworth D-15. Modelling results support the color 

constancy in anomalous trichromats (Baraas, Foster, Amano, & Nascimento, 2006). The most 

suitable scaling of cone signals is applied according to findings on LWS and MWS cones gain 

changes in dichromatic vision (Kremers, Usui, Scholl & Sharpe, 1999). The simulation results are 

comparable with results we acquired from the color vision screening with Rabkin, HRR and 

Farnsworth D-15 in 160 subjects under CWF illumination. Results suppose the uncertainties in the 

color deficiency test readings could arise from optical density fluctuations and spectral composition 

of illumination. Results of modelling and experimental data indicate that less affected are the PIC 

test with chromatic backgrounds, while Farnsworth D-15 shows the most unstable performance. 
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Color compensation in anomalous trichromats assessed with fMRI 

Katherine EM Tregillus1, John E Vanston1, Donald IA MacLeod2, Ichiro Kuriki3, Stephen A Engel4, 

Michael A Webster1 

1University of Nevada, Reno, USA 
2University of California, San Diego, USA 
3Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 
4University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA 

Corresponding author: ktregillus@nevada.unr.edu 

 

Anomalous trichromats have reduced sensitivity to the L/M dimension of color space due to the 

reduced separation between the spectral sensitivities of their L and M cones. Despite this, previous 

work suggests that these observers may perceive the world to be much more colorful than their 

cone sensitivities would predict, potentially because of long-term adaptation that amplifies the 

weakened chromatic signals provided by the cones. Most of the evidence for this gain adjustment 

rests on subjective measures of color appearance or color salience. In the present study, we tested 

for neural correlates of color compensation by using fMRI to compare the cortical responses to 

chromatic stimuli in normal and anomalous observers. Participants were presented with 

counterphasing (1 Hz) radial sinewave gratings (0.28 c/deg) defined by chromatic variations along 

the L/M or S/(L+M) cone opponent axes. Each was shown at 4 levels of chromatic contrast for a 

total of 8 conditions. Isoluminance was established for individuals using minimum motion. During 

scans the stimuli were presented using a counterbalanced block design, with 14 sec stimulus 

intervals interleaved with 8 sec zero-contrast gaps. Activation patterns were analyzed in Brain 

Voyager to assess the relative contrast response for each color axis. Responses were measured for 

2 deuteranomals and 3 protanomals. For these observers the average ratio of LM to S BOLD 

responses in early visual areas was only moderately reduced relative to color-normal controls, and 

substantially higher than predicted by threshold ratios. For some, whole-brain contrasts revealed 

no regions where S/(L+M) responses were greater than L/M, which was also true for color-normal 

controls. Our results thus provide evidence for a compensatory amplification of chromatic signals 

in color-anomalous observers, consistent with psychophysical evidence for an expanded color 

gamut, and suggest that this adjustment occurs at least as early as V1. 
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A color difference data set for observers with color vision deficiency 

Anne K Kvitle, Phil Green, Peter Nussbaum 

Norwegian University of Science and Technology, The Norwegian Colour and Visual Computing 

Laboratory, Gjøvik, Norway 

Corresponding author: nne.kvitle@ntnu.no 

 

The objective of this work was to investigate the perceptual color difference on different color 

centers evaluated by two different groups: observers with normal color vision and observers with 

color vision deficiency. In our experiment, 15 deutan observers and 15 color normal observers 

participated. The experiment was designed as a grey scale anchor pair experiment on a computer 

display, where the participants assessed 194 color pairs from 8 color centers. Each color center had 

variations in lightness, hue and chroma relative to a reference color. The established greyscale 

method of judgement was used, whereby each color pair was compared with the differences 

between 6 neutral colors of varying lightness. While the visual color difference (ΔV) is based on 

perceptual difference evaluated by human observers in psychophysical experiments, the metric 

color difference (ΔE) is based on measured differences computed by color difference equations. 

Here we use CIELAB 1976 ΔE*ab and CIEDE2000 ΔE00. To evaluate how these equations predict 

the perceived difference, we use the STandardized Residual Sum of Squares (STRESS) method, 

recommended by CIE for evaluating color difference equations. The STRESS results for the normal 

observers are consistent with those found in other experiments, while the values for the CVD 

observers are invariably higher, as expected, with a larger spread between normal and CVD 

observers in some color centers. This new color difference data set for observers with normal color 

vision and color vision deficiency can be used for purposes such as evaluating the predictions of 

CVD simulations. 
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Glasses for the colorblind: Their effect on chromatic discrimination in subjects with congenital 

red-green color vision deficiency 

Emily J Patterson 

Medical College of Wisconsin, USA 

Corresponding author: epatterson@mcw.edu 

 

Purpose: Congenital red-green (RG) colour vision deficiency (CVD) affects around 1 in 12 males. 

Recently, commercially available colour-enhancing glasses have received an increase in media 

attention based on renewed claims to alleviate red-green colour blindness. Here we used the 

Colour Assessment and Diagnosis (CAD) test to objectively examine two types of commercially 

available glasses that are targeted at individuals with RG CVD. Methods: Fifteen males (aged 18 to 

68 years) with genetically confirmed RG CVD were recruited: 7 deuteranopic, 6 deuteranomalous, 

1 protanopic and 1 protanomalous. Subjects completed one run of the CAD test for each of two 

types of colour correcting glasses — EnChroma CX-65 and O2 Amp Oxy-Iso — as well as two runs 

without glasses. Chromatic discrimination thresholds were measured under CIE Standard 

Illuminant D65 lighting conditions (and after adapting for 30 minutes with glasses). Spectral 

transmission of both types of glasses was measured to enable modeling of cone responses. Results: 

Without glasses, RG chromatic discrimination thresholds ranged from 2.09 to 45.65 (CAD units are 

normalised to 1 for the standard normal observer). Wearing O2 Amp glasses resulted in improved 

RG discrimination for dichromats (p =.007) but not anomalous trichromats (p =.376). For both 

protan subjects, O2 Amp glasses resulted in a rotation of the axis of confusion from protan to 

deutan. EnChroma glasses had no significant effect on RG thresholds for either dichromats (p 

=.360) or anomalous trichromats (p =.063). Conclusions: Although EnChroma and O2 Amp glasses 

differentially modulate the intensities of certain wavelengths of light reaching the eye, enabling 

some individuals with CVD to "cheat" on standard colour vision tests, this is achieved by altering 

luminance contrast rather than chromatic sensitivity. Evidence of "Color for the colorblind" 

(EnChroma) or "Color blindness correction for everyone" (O2 Amp) is not supported by our data. 
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Cone-isolating ERGs and VEPs in genetically characterized dichromats 

Mirella TS Barboni1, 2, Balázs V Nagy1, 3, Cristiane MG Martins1, Daniela MO Bonci1, 4, Einat 

Hauzman1, 4, Avinash Aher5, Tina I Tsai5, Jan Kremers5, Dora F Ventura1, 4 
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Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary 
4Instituto Israelita de Ensino e Pesquisa Albert Einstein, São Paulo, Brazil 
5Department of Ophthalmology, University Hospital Erlangen, Erlangen, Germany 

Corresponding author: mirellabarboni@usp.br 

 

Retinal and cortical signals initiated by a single cone type can be recorded using the spectral 

compensation paradigm. Moreover, a single cone type can be stimulated emphasizing its excitation 

onset or offset, using luminance increments or decrements, respectively. Here we joined these 

paradigms to record ERGs and VEPs in trichromats and dichromats. Sawtooth flicker (4 Hz) stimuli 

provided triple silent substitution conditions for the L- or M-cones using four LED types: red (638 ± 

9 nm), green (523 ± 19 nm), blue (469 ± 11 nm), and amber (594 ± 8 nm). The mean luminance 

(284 cd/m²; 14200 phot td retinal illuminance) and the mean chromaticity (x = 0.5686, y = 0.3716; 

CIE 1931) remained constant and thus the state of adaptation was the same. Full-field ERGs and 

VEPs from one randomly chosen dilated eye were simultaneously recorded from 11 controls (27 ± 

5 y/o, 8 males and 3 females), 6 protanopes (32 ± 17 y/o, 5 males and 1 female), and 6 

deuteranopes (30 ± 6 y/o, all males). All subjects were genetically characterized by molecular 

analysis and they performed the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT) prior to the electrophysiological 

examination. Molecular analysis showed genetic alteration compatible with either protanope or 

deuteranope phenotypes found in the CCT. As expected, L-cone isolated responses were absent in 

protanopes and M-cone isolated responses were quite reduced in deuteranopes. Dichromats 

showed reduced VEPs: protans showed an asymmetric reduction of their M-cone isolated VEPs in 

which decrement responses were more affected, while deutans showed a symmetric reduction of 

their L-cone VEPs. The spared cone type (L or M) might drive the ERG responses. In the 1° visual 

cortex the ON/OFF asymmetry might emphasize luminance processing in dichromats. These results 

might be considered when modeling visual responses.  
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Colour selectivity in the human visual system measured with fMRI adaptation – from thalamus 

to cortex 

Kathy T Mullen 

Vision Research Unit, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

Corresponding author: kathy.mullen@mcgill.ca 

 

Some surprisingly fundamental questions about the functional organization of the human brain for 

colour vision remain controversial and unresolved. Is colour encoded within dedicated pathways 

that exclude achromatic (black and white) information? Are there dedicated areas in the human 

brain for colour processing?  Alternatively, are integrated pathways sensitive to both color and 

achromatic contrast, sufficient to support color vision without the need for colour specialization? 

Different solutions to these questions will likely apply at the different stages of the visual system. 

fMRI studies have a lot of potential to address these issues in human vision. BOLD responses may 

be used to reveal both responsiveness and, combined with adaptation, the selectivity of the 

responses to colour and achromatic contrast in the visual system. Moreover, multivariate pattern 

analyses may, with sufficient resolution, indicate the organizational principles of responses to 

chromatic and achromatic contrast.  A further issue is the comparison between fMRI approaches 

and others such as direct recordings from neurons. Overall, fMRI recordings may reveal more of 

the influence of modulatory signals (as opposed to driver neuron responses), for example in 

cortico-thalamic feedback.  Drawing on the results of my recent fMRI studies, I will discuss these 

issues at different levels, from LGN to V1, and extrastriate areas. 
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Effects of yellow IOLs on peripheral mesopic vision under different spectral power distributions 

Eduardo G Vicente1, Lioba P Obregon1, Isabel Arranz1, Beatriz M Matesanz1, José A Menéndez2, 
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Visual transmittance and spectral sensitivity change with age, but also with the insertion of an 

intraocular lens (IOL) after cataract surgery. In this study, we analyzed the effect of spectral power 

distribution of different streetlamps on contrast threshold (CT) and reaction times (RT), for 

different visual transmittance conditions in mesopic illumination. Ten young subjects and ten old 

subjects prior and after a cataract surgery (a blue-light blocking filter IOL was inserted) constituted 

the control, the pre-old and the post-old groups. A two-channel Maxwellian optical system was 

used to measure CTs and RTs with a high pressure sodium (HPS) and a metal halide (MH) lamp, at 

three background luminances (0.01, 0.1 y 1 cd/m2), and at 10º of retinal eccentricity. Significantly 

lower CT-values were obtained in young subjects for MH than for HPS lamp. These differences did 

not exist in pre or post-old groups. CT-values decreased after surgery, resembling to young subjects 

results, only in case of HPS lamp. Concerning RT-results, significant differences were not observed 

between illuminants or background luminances. The RT-values were lower after surgery, and the 

decrease is more pronounced for those subjects with higher RT-values previous to surgery. In off-

axis vision at 0.01 cd/m2, rods play a significant role in stimuli detection. This effect is clear in 

young people when employing a lamp with a significant proportion of blue light wavelengths. The 

lens opacification produces low quality retinal images, higher CT and RT-values making the spectral 

composition influence disappear. A blue-blocking IOL insertion allows recover a high quality retinal 

image with low CT-values but avoids the benefits due to rod spectral sensitivity. Reduction in RT-

values after surgery is scarce since the motor component of RT is dominant in old people. 

Acknowledgments: Authors express their gratitude for the financial support received from MINECO 

(FIS2016-78037-P).  
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Color Vision Changes in Alzheimer's Disease 
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Background: Visual deficits are often reported as one of the first symptoms of AD, therefore visual 

screening might be considered for earlier diagnosis AD4. Nonetheless, changes in the color vision 

have not been extensively investigated in AD. Purpose: To evaluate the color discrimination and 

the cone opponent ERG responses using psychophysical tests and heterochromatic flicker ERGs in 

patients with DA, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and controls. Methods: Eight patients with DA 

(72.8 yrs ± 7.8), ten MCI patients (73.9 yrs ± 5.7) and nine age-matched healthy volunteers (75.8 yrs 

±3.7; p=0.56) underwent a complete ophthalmological evaluation. Medical conditions such as 

disabling chronic diseases, psychiatric disorders, and ophthalmological diseases were exclusion 

criteria. Color discrimination was measured with the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT) using the 

trivector protocol. ERG responses to heterochromatic (red-green) flicker stimulation (SuperColor 

Ganzfeld Q450, Roland Consult, Germany) were recorded for different ratios of the red and green 

in counterphase sinusoidal modulation at 12 and 36 Hz, temporal frequencies reflecting chromatic 

and luminance activity respectively. Results: DA patients had significant worst color discrimination 

in the deutan axis (96.12 ± 25.8) compared to MCI (62.9 ± 19.5) and controls (66.5 ± 15.7; p=0.01). 

No significant differences in the protan and tritan axis were found. Similarly, the heterochromatic 

flicker ERG showed no difference among the groups. Conclusions: Our preliminary results suggest 

that color vision alterations in patients with DA might be related to impairment in the inner retina 

or/and higher order visual areas, since there is no alteration of the cone opponent activity 

measured with the heterochromatic flicker ERG.  
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Chromatic VEP responses and OCT characteristics in young patients with demyelinating disease 

Manca Tekavcic-Pompe, Branka S Kranjc, Darko Perovšek, Maja Sustar 

Eye Clinic, University Medical Centre, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Corresponding author: manca.tekavcic-pompe@guest.arnes.si 

 

The purpose of this study was to correlate chromatic VEP responses in young patients with 

demyelinating disease with other electrophysiological and structural parameters. 30 patients (8-

28y) with demyelinating disease with or without a history of optic neuritis (ON) were investigated. 

OCT imaging was performed using high-resolution spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT; Spectralis, 

Heidelberg Engineering, Germany), measuring retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness. Chromatic 

visual evoked potentials (cVEP) were recorded to isoluminant red-green stimulus. The stimulus was 

a 7 deg circle composed of horizontal sinusoidal gratings with spatial frequency 2 cycles/degree 

and 90 % chromatic contrast. Onset-offset mode of stimulation (ON:OFF=300:700ms) was used. 

VEP and PERG (pattern reversal electroretinography) were recorded simultaneously using black 

and white checkerboard stimulus. RNFL thickness, cVEP P-wave latency, VEP P100 latency and 

PERG N95 wave latency were analysed. 60 eyes were studied – 22 with at least one episode of ON 

(ON-group) and 38 without clinically evident episode of ON (nON-group). The average temporal 

RNFL thickness in the ON-group was 47.9±4.5micron, while in the nON-group it was 70.8±2.1mic 

ron (p<0.0001). cVEP P-wave latency in the ON-group was 181.3±10.8ms, while in the nON-group it 

was 164.9±3.6ms (p=0.08). VEP P100 latency in the ON-group was 116.5±3.9ms, while in the nON-

group it was 101.2±1.2ms (p=0.0003). PERG N95 latency in the ON-group was 102.2±2.9ms, while 

in the nON-group it was 99.1±0.9ms (p=0.22). Negative correlation between cVEP P-wave latency 

and temporal RNFL thickness (r=-0.17) and positive correlation between cVEP P-wave latency and 

VEP P100 latency (r=0.18) was observed. The study showed that temporal RNFL thickness, cVEP P 

wave latency and VEP P100 latency could be used as potential biomarkers for follow-up of young 

patients with demyelinating disease, since they show significant difference between ON and nON 

groups.   
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Temporal contrast sensitivity functions driven by different photoreceptor subtypes in patients 

with retinitis pigmentosa and Stargardt's disease 
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Corresponding author: cord.huchzermeyer@uk-erlangen.de 

 

Measurements of aspects of visual function under well-defined conditions can be associated with 

specific retinal mechanisms and can be an important clinical goal for early detection and 

monitoring of chronic neurodegenerative retinal diseases. The purpose of this study was to 

measured temporal contrast sensitivity (tCS) functions driven by the four photoreceptor subtypes 

(L-, M-, S-cones and rods) in patients with retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and Stargardt's disease (SD) 

using the silent substitution paradigm. Eleven RP patients RP, eleven SD patients with confirmed 

mutations of the ABCA4 gene and 24 healthy trichromats were examined. A four primary LED 

stimulator under Maxwellian view was used to create the stimuli. In order to facilitate perception 

by the visually disabled patients, an annular test field (inner diameter 2°, outer diameter 13°; 2.7 

log phot Td white) was used. The inner circle was used for fixation. During measurements, LED 

luminances were sinusoidally modulated around these settings at temporal frequencies between 1 

and 28 Hz with varying contrast to measure photoreceptor-specific tCS functions using triple silent 

substitutions. In both patient groups, tCSs were markedly reduced for all photoreceptor subtypes 

at low and at high temporal frequencies. Compared with the SD patients, RP patients had much 

lower tCSs for rod-isolating stimuli around 12 Hz. In contrast, SD patients had reduced sensitivities 

at low temporal frequencies around 4 Hz for L- and M-cone isolating stimuli. Apart from these 

relative constant findings, there were significant inter-individual differences between the two 

patient groups concerning the overall shape of the tCS functions. The results in the patient groups 

are in agreement with etiology. Inter-individual variability within groups may be the consequence 

of differences in genotypes, promising better genotype-phenotypes correlations in the future. 
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Colour vision in an uncertain natural world 

David H Foster 

Sensing, Imaging, and Signal Processing Research Group, School of Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK 

Corresponding author: d.h.foster@manchester.ac.uk 

 

Colour vision allows us to segment scenes and to detect, discriminate, and identify objects within 

them. What we know about vision in such tasks comes largely from laboratory experiments with 

simple constrained stimuli, such as coloured planar geometrical or repetitive shapes and blocks 

worlds. But much of the natural world is optically unconstrained. Scenes containing trees, shrubs, 

herbs, flowers, grasses, soil, stones, and rock are spatially and spectrally complex, inhomogeneous, 

and subject to spatial and temporal uncertainty, as the lighting changes over the course of the day. 

How do these factors affect the usefulness of colour vision? How often do surfaces with different 

reflecting properties appear the same? How do their differing abundances affect detection and 

discrimination? How do illumination changes from one location to another and over time affect 

surface colour judgments? Experimental measurements by human observers with natural images, 

along with computational simulations and statistical analysis, show that performance is generally 

much poorer than with simple, constrained stimuli. Uncertainty significantly limits what colour 

vision can reveal of the natural world. 
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Separate spatial channels for color vision 

Arthur G Shapiro, Laysa Hedjar 

Departments of Psychology and Computer Science, Center for Behavioral Neuroscience, American 

University, Washington, DC, USA 

Corresponding author: arthur.shapiro@american.edu 

 

Color cells in the visual cortex can be divided into classes based on their spatial characteristics 

(Conway and Livingstone, 2006; Solomon, Lennie, 2007; Johnson, Hawken, Shapley, 2008). Here, 

we follow our previous studies (see Dixon and Shapiro, 2017) and test the hypothesis that there 

are multiple spatial channels for color vision, and these channels are best suited for particular 

perceptual tasks: that is, the visual system separates any image into low spatial frequency (LSF) 

color channels, high spatial frequency (HSF) color channels, and rectified color contrast (RCC) 

channels. We start with a computational demonstration that illustrates the effects of altering the 

size of the center and surround receptive fields. We show that altering the size of the excitatory 

center affects the responsivity to HSF content, whereas altering the size of the inhibitory surround 

affects the responsivity to LSF content. The implication is that even with relatively very weak 

surround inhibition, a center-surround organization prevents the representation of LSF content. 

The results suggest a representation of luminance and chromaticity in which the spectral energy 

(Eλ) is weighted by a spectral function (like Vλ) and a spatial function (Sϕ). We will show that this 

type of representation has major advantages for maintaining color constancy and estimating the 

color of the illuminant (and suggest a reason for the ubiquity of center-surround organization in 

sensory systems). Furthermore, we show that many contextual illusions can be extracted from 

energy in the stimulus and do not require Bayesian estimates of the illuminant, and that there are 

significant differences in LSF sensitivity for observers who see #TheDress as white-gold or black-

blue. We argue that a LSF color channel encodes information roughly similar to the global 

illumination, the HSF channel remains relatively invariant to changes in global illumination, and an 

RCC channel could be useful for object segmentation. 
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Metamers in real world scenarios 

Arash Akbarinia2, Karl R Gegenfurtner1 
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Colour of two surfaces might appear exactly alike under one illuminant while varying under others: 

the metamerism phenomenon in which distinct reflectance spectra result into identical tristimulus 

values. Such metameric pairs can cause great ambiguities for our visual perception. We examined 

this phenomenon in real-world scenarios from two aspects: (a) how frequent metameric pairs are 

among surfaces of natural and man-made objects under illumination of natural and artificial lights; 

(b) how different colours of a metameric pair appear when they mismatch. We collected 11,302 

reflectance spectra of various objects (flowers, logs, papers, etc.) and examined their colour 

appearance under 27 different illuminants (daylights, florescent, LED, etc.). We measured the 

difference between two colours using the CIE DE2000 metric in the CIE L*a*b* colour space. A pair 

is determined to be metameric through nominal thresholds: i.e. a lower threshold (LTH) for 

perceptual indiscriminability under one illuminant and a higher threshold (HTH) for perceptual 

discriminability under another. Our results extend previous studies in literature by suggesting that 

metamers are infrequent, e.g. for LTH=HTH=0.5 out of every 5,000 samples only one surface pair is 

metameric. Problematic cases in which colour of two surfaces appear as identical under one 

illuminant and completely dissimilar under another are exceedingly rare, e.g. for LTH=1.0 and 

HTH=4.5 only one pair out of every 200,000 samples. We observed the least incidents of metamers 

under natural daylights and the most under the illumination of Prime light and Street lamp. We 

further analysed frequency of metamers under different illuminants with the multidimensional 

scaling technique to better visualise the link between illuminants and likelihood of metamers. We 

believe this novel paradigm offers a more intuitive representation of our results and reveals a 

relation between the correlated colour temperate and frequency of metamers across illuminants 

with a smooth spectral power distribution.  
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Hyper color contrast illusion (HCC), large enhancement of simultaneous color contrast by 

bordering white line 
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We found that the appearance of a simultaneous color contrast was greatly enhanced when a 

bordering white line was introduced. The induced area was a thin gray line, typically 1 pixel wide, 

and the background was uniform pale cyan, but the effect was not limited to a certain hue. The 

bordering white line was also thin (1 pixel) and covered both sides. The induced color was red as a 

complementary hue to the background. This effect was tolerant to the orientation of the line 

across visual field. Surprisingly, this effect was obvious when the simultaneous contrast was not 

apparent without the bordering. To estimate the effect of bordering on a color’s appearance, we 

carried out a color-matching experiment. Sample and matching stimuli were shown on the display, 

and the observers (n = 10) were asked to match the appearance of induced color by modulating 

the matching stimulus which was surrounded with white background. There were two background 

conditions: cyan (CIE x = 0.208, y = 0.333, 275 cd/m²) and pink (CIE x = 0.374, y = 0.342, 275 cd/m²), 

and four levels of luminance of the gray-induced line (50 to 275 cd/m²), and with or without a 

bordering white line. Matched colors were significantly shifted toward a complementary hue by 

adding the border for both color conditions (p < 0.05, permutation test). The magnitude of the 

effects of bordering was not correlated with the magnitude of color shifting without the bordering. 

Thus this effect was not explained by the gain modulation of the original simultaneous contrast. 

This effect was not explained by display errors nor eye chromatic aberrations. Hence, we 

concluded that the effect, hyper color contrast (HCC), is a new type of color illusion and could be a 

useful clue for elucidating the mechanisms of color vision. 
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Investigations into the effect of different spectra upon the process of chromatic adaption 

Daniel Garside, Lindsay MacDonald 

University College London, London, UK 

Corresponding author: dannygarside@outlook.com 

 

To investigate the influence of the spectrum of an adapting field on chromatic adaptation, a 

ganzfeld viewing environment was created using a 750mm diameter fibreglass sphere; with a 

viewing aperture on one side, an aperture of 4° visual angle behind which an LCD screen was 

positioned on the opposite side, and an aperture through which surround lighting was delivered 

atop. During the experiment a randomly assigned colour patch, of controlled luminance, was 

displayed through the 4° aperture in the centre of the visual field, whilst the surround was lit 

through the top aperture with narrowband illumination. The observer's task was to adjust the 

colour patch to an achromatic appearance by moving handheld sliders, one controlling the 

blueness/yellowness of the patch, and another controlling the redness/greenness. This was 

repeated for 16 luminance levels, decrementing in steps of 5 L* from 85 to 10. This process was 

repeated 10 times, forming a one hour session, to allow an observation of adaptation over time. 16 

sessions per observer were performed, with a different wavelength of narrowband light 

illuminating the sphere interior (visual surround) for each session, covering the wavelengths 

400nm-700nm inclusive in 20nm intervals. The interior of the sphere was painted matt grey to 

make the surround as homogenous as possible. Initial observations on data collected using this set-

up, from two observers, were presented by MacDonald and Roque (2013). Here, data from an 

additional observer shall be presented, as well as a further examination of the full dataset and 

conclusions. 
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Colour discrimination under different states of chromatic adaptation 

Ágnes Urbin, Balázs V Nagy, Klára Wenzel 

Department of Mechatronics, Optics and Mechanical Engineering Informatics, Budapest University 

of Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary 

Corresponding author: urbin@mogi.bme.hu 

 

The aim of our study was to observe the effect of the different chromatic adaptation states on 

colour discrimination and to estimate the chromaticity of the best colour discrimination in different 

adaptation conditions. 26 normal colour observers participated in the study. The task was to 

perform the trivector test of the Cambridge Colour Test in order to find the just-noticeable stimuli 

relative to the achromatic background under different states of chromatic adaptation. The 

measurement was performed without filter as a reference and two colour filters were applied to 

achieve different states of chromatic adaptation. We applied a purple filter with higher 

transmission in most of the wavelengths and a green filter with more reduction in some spectrum 

ranges. Colour discrimination test directions were set towards the Protan, Deutan and Tritan 

confusion points. The luminance was set considering the spectral transmission of the applied filter 

in order to provide equiluminance among the filters. The chromaticity of the background was 

shifted stepwise from the neutral point of the display towards the chromaticity points of the filters 

in the CIE (1976) u'v' diagram. Statistical analysis concerning the states of adaptation, the analysed 

confusion lines and the background chromaticities shows that chromatic adaptation to the filters 

affects colour discrimination. We estimated the chromaticity of the adapted white point 

considering the range of the lowest chromatic discrimination values, showing shift from the 

adaptation state without filter. The results of this estimation show difference between the filters 

regarding adaptation. After adapting to the broader transmission filter, results show good 

coherence, while adaptation to the more spectrally reductive filter was not detected in half of the 

participants. Based on these results we estimated the adaptability to the applied filters. 
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Chromatic induction in space and time 

Andrew J Coia, Steven K Shevell 
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The color of a light is affected by variations in both space and time. In the spatial domain, a 

chromatic stimulus within a patterned surround can appear a different hue than the same stimulus 

within a uniform surround. In the temporal domain, the color of a flashed chromatic stimulus 

appears to lag the same stimulus in an adjacent area seen as part of a continuously changing 

sequence of colors (the flash lag effect). Anstis (2007, Perception) found the flash lag effect was 

not susceptible to illusory motion, and concluded that the flash lag results from a neural 

representation at an earlier stage of visual processing than the motion illusion. The current study 

tests whether the flash lag effect for color depends on a neural representation prior to chromatic 

induction from a surrounding pattern. METHODS/STIMULI: Matching experiments were conducted 

with patterned ring stimuli adapted from Monnier and Shevell (2003, Nat. Neurosci.). Baseline 

measurements for chromatic induction were taken by matching the color of a flashed ring within a 

uniform surround to a flashed ring within a patterned surround. Baseline measurements for the 

flash lag effect were made by matching the color of a flashed ring within a uniform surround to a 

ring changing in chromaticity and also within a uniform surround. The main experiments combined 

chromatic induction and the flash lag in three conditions: (1) both the changing and flashed rings 

were within a patterned surround; (2) the changing ring was within a patterned surround and the 

flashed ring within a uniform surround; and (3) the changing ring was within a uniform surround 

and the flashed ring within a patterned surround. RESULTS/DISCUSSION: Unlike motion, flash lag 

measurements for color were affected by induced perceptual changes caused by context. The 

neural representation mediating the flash lag effect for color follows chromatic induction. 
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Chromatic sensitivity in Dyslexia 

Galina V Paramei, Joseph Black, Lorna Bourke, John L Barbur 
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Reading disability in developmental dyslexia is conjectured to have a visual basis. There is also 

evidence that coloured filters may improve dyslexics’ reading performance. Two hypotheses have 

been put forward, one implying deficiency of the magnocellular system (Stein, 2001) and the other 

cortical hyperactivity (Wilkins, 1995). Colour vision (CV) has not been investigated thoroughly in 

dyslexic observers. In the present study, we measured red/green (RG) and yellow/blue (YB) 

thresholds in 12 dyslexics and 12 controls using the Colour Assessment and Diagnosis test. Each 

participant’s CV was also assessed with the Ishihara 24-plates edition, D-15 and D-15d tests. All 

subjects were native English speakers and their reading performance was assessed with the 

Dyslexia Adult Screening Test. When compared to the limits of the RG and YB thresholds in age-

matched normal trichromats (cf. Barbur & Rodriguez-Carmona, In: Handbook of Color Psychology, 

2015), three dyslexics revealed elevated RG thresholds, indicative of mild deuteranomaly; two of 

these also exhibited elevated YB thresholds, the impairment reflected also in D-15 and D-15d 

outcomes. There was, however, no indication of supernormal RG or YB chromatic sensitivity in any 

of the dyslexics (cf. Dain et al., Vis. Neurosci., 25, 2008). Although luminance-defined motion has 

been reported to be impaired in dyslexics (Jonhson et al., Brain Cogn., 108, 2016), the present 

results yield predominantly normal performance in detection of colour-defined motion by 

dyslexics. The three subjects that fall outside normal limits manifest mild congenital and/or 

acquired loss that may be related to other neurodevelopmental conditions known to genetically 

overlap with dyslexia. These preliminary results are consistent with normal chromatic sensitivity 

and normal processing of colour-defined motion in dyslexics for stimuli presented foveally. The 

question remains as to whether dyslexics exhibit greater peripheral chromatic sensitivity compared 

to normal readers (Grosser & Spafford, Percept. Mot. Skills, 68, 1989). Acknowledgements: The 

authors express their gratitude to the participants for their time and good will, as well as to the 

Student Support and Wellbeing department of Liverpool Hope University for help in recruiting the 

subjects for this study.  
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Operational Based Vision Assessment: Cone Contrast Test Research and Development 

Marc Winterbottom, James Gaska, Steve Wright, Steven C Hadley 
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Introduction: In 2011, the United States Air Force (USAF) introduced a new computer-based color 

vision screening test - the Rabin cone contrast test (RCCT) to replace pseudoisochromatic plate 

(PIP) tests. The RCCT, which measures contrast thresholds using stimuli that selectively stimulate a 

single cone type of a color vision normal (CVN) observer, reliably screens for color deficiency and 

classifies type of deficiency. However, due to technical limitations, the RCCT imposes a ceiling 

effect, with most (CVN) individuals scoring at the maximum value of 100. To support OBVA 

research, we developed a new OBVA CCT (OCCT) with improved accuracy and reliability. Methods: 

USAF pilot candidates were tested using the OCCT and RCCT during their medical screening. The 

test was administered either binocularly or monocularly. Some participants also repeated the test 

to examine test-retest reliability. Color deficiency was assessed based on criteria established for 

the monocularly administered RCCT (log contrast threshold for L- or M-cone tests > -1.65). Results: 

Approximately 1,100 pilot candidates were tested. For CVN individuals mean binocular L- and M-

cone log contrast sensitivities were approximately -2.21 and -2.15, respectively. CVN mean 

monocular L- and M-cone log contrast sensitivities were approximately -2.08 and -2.02, 

respectively. Among the USAF pilot candidates tested, approximately 3.9% were classified as 

deutans, and approximately 0.7% as protans. Test-retest reliability of the OCCT was quite good (M-

cone R2 = 0.87). Conclusion: The improved accuracy and reliability of the OCCT provides the 

capability to establish the distribution of thresholds of normal color vision individuals, which was 

not previously possible with the RCCT. The OCCT also enables binocular testing, and can support 

improved detection of changes in color vision. The improved precision of the OCCT supports OBVA 

research, which requires the ability to characterize the full range of visual capabilities to examine 

potential impact on operationally-relevant performance. 
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On the ability of colour fidelity metrics to predict perceived colour difference 

Sophie Jost, Coralie Cauwerts, Hareesh Mandalapu 
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The Colour Rendering Index (CRI) defined by CIE is widely adopted and used to assess the ability of 

light sources to render colours. But over the past years, there has been increasing evidence of its 

limitations. Two technical committees have been set up by CIE, one dealing with colour fidelity of 

light sources (TC1-90) and the other with new methods for evaluating colour quality excluding 

fidelity (TC 1-91). TC1-90 will soon publish a Colour Fidelity Index (Rf) to predict the perceived 

colour difference between samples illuminated under two light sources (a test and a reference). 

This study was designed to evaluate the new fidelity index proposed by the CIE (Rf) through a 

psychovisual experiment. Performance of colour difference formulae and impact of colour 

matching functions were also investigated. The conducted experiment is based on the grey scale 

method to assess the colour difference of identical samples placed in two side-by-side booths. 

Twelve young observers (23-28 years old) with normal colour vision evaluated colour difference of 

16 colour samples (+ 4 repetitions) under 8 pairs of light sources at two correlated colour 

temperature (3000K and 4000K). Eight colored samples were selected from the HL8 set developed 

for TC1-90 and the other eight were chosen from the Japanese Color Research Institute (JCRI) set. 

The light sources were LEDs and fluorescent light sources with different Rf values ranging from 60 

to 90. The preliminary results suggest that colour difference calculated in CIECAM02-UCS colour 

space can predict the perceived colour differences and Rf is a rather good indicator of fidelity. CIE 

2006 10° CMFs provides better visual match of the grey samples and showed better performance 

than the CIE 1931 colorimetric standard observer to describe visual results. 
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Age-related changes in chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivity in young people, as 

assessed using a tablet computer-based test 
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Purpose: Chromatic and achromatic contrast sensitivity are known to improve gradually during 

maturation. If changes in vision are to be used as indicators of ocular health in children and 

adolescents, it is necessary to understand how vision normally changes longitudinally in that age 

range. In this current study, we aim to understand the age-related changes in visual function in a 

group of healthy, young people as measured using a portable tablet computer-based test, using a 

longitudinal study design. Methods: Monocular, chromatic (red-green and blue-yellow) and 

achromatic contrast sensitivities were assessed using a custom-designed tablet computer-based 

game (Colour Combo Rush) at 3 monthly intervals over a period of 6 to 9 months in children and 

adolescents aged 9-19 years with normal vision and ocular health. Monocular measures were 

taken, as acquired losses are usually asymmetrical in severity, and regression analysis conducted. 

Rate of change in visual thresholds in individuals were compared in age bins: children (9-12 years), 

adolescents (14-<18 years) and young adults (18-19 years). Results: Forty-three children, 72 

adolescents and 67 adults participated. Linear mixed regression analysis showed a significant 

negative relation of both the chromatic (slope: red–green= –0.20, blue–yellow= –0.18; p<0.01) and 

achromatic (slope: black– white= –0.30; p<0.01) contrast thresholds with age. A higher proportion 

of adolescents had a significant rate of change in visual thresholds than children and adults (Fisher 

exact test, p<0.01). Conclusion: Results confirm age-related increase in chromatic and achromatic 

contrast sensitivity between 9-19 years of age, with adolescents showing greater shift over 6 to 9 

months using the tablet game. When interpreting acquired vision deficits, for example due to 

systemic/ocular conditions such as diabetes mellitus/diabetic retinopathy on visual function in the 

young people, it is important to consider these known age-related variations in order to 

understand the true effect of any pathology. 
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Cortical double-opponent cells and the importance of color edges 

Robert M Shapley 
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Quoting the great psychologist Gaetano Kanizsa, “… space and color are not distinct elements but, 

rather, are interdependent aspects of a unitary process of perceptual organization." Neural 

mechanisms of color perception must make computations that take into account the spatial layout 

of the scene as well as the reflectance spectra of different uniformly colored surfaces. Recent 

electrophysiological and imaging results about responses to color in the primary visual cortex, V1, 

suggest that the population of double-opponent cells in V1 is crucial for the neural computation of 

surface color, and also indicate the importance of color boundaries in color perception. 
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Hue opponency: chromatic valence functions, individual differences, cortical modeling and the 

transform from spikes to sensitivity 
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Hue cancellation functions arguably provide the best quantitative gauge of color opponency, but 

are now seldom measured and are inadequately understood. This study marshals all available 

chromatic valence data and builds neural models for cortical hue opponency. Towards these ends, I 

garnered data from 28 observers in 11 different studies. Of these, 15 r-g and 18 y-b datasets 

(sampled about every 10 nm between at least 440–650 nm) were used to construct composite 

observer functions for modeling. Winner-Take-All (WTA) spiking neuron models were created to 

implement soft-wired r-g and y-b cortical opponency and an excitatory coupling model simulated 

the odd amplification effects often found in the Y-lobe of the y-b channel. Findings: (1) As 

previously noted for smaller samples, there was much more consistency between observers for r-g 

than for y-b valence functions. Indeed, there is no characteristic Y-lobe behavior – many (8) 

observers’ Y-lobes peak at 535-550 nm, some (5) at 575-585 nm and some have other peaks and/or 

multiple peaks. Observers who peak near 575-585 nm have a sharp-peaked spectral response that 

suggests nonlinear amplification. (2) Two different WTA cortical competition models were 

developed from Wilson’s (1999) model of coupled spiking neurons; each has advantages for 

modeling. Driving cortical WTA models using LGN spike rate inputs (De Valois et al., 1966) yields 

spike-rate opponency that resembles psychophysical color opponency. (3) Mapping the spike rates 

onto psychophysical data suggests a power law transformation: 

SpikeRate=(Intensity*Sensitivity)^n; n=0.25-0.30 for all chromatic valence lobes and for luminance. 

(4) Excitatory-coupled spiking neuron models, like one used to model sensory amplification in 

rattlesnake (Billock & Tsou, JCNS, 2014), yield amplified responses similar to the Y-lobe responses 

of some observers if L+M+S- neurons are coupled to M+L- or broadband neurons. Supported by 

NSF 1456650. 
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Color-ambiguity Matching 
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In classic trichromatic color matching, a spectral distribution of light is perceived to match a 

mixture of three primary lights. Although the spectral distribution is physically different from the 

mixture, the match occurs because both result in identical neural responses; thus, the two 

percepts must be indistinguishable. Importantly, this explains only why the spectral distribution 

and mixture appear identical, not their perceived color. This principle is extended here to neural 

representations of color that are ambiguous and thus perceptually unstable: two separated 

retinotopic areas with identical but ambiguous neural representations for color will match even 

though their bi-stable hue can switch. This is color-ambiguity matching. METHODS/RESULTS: 

Ambiguous chromatic neural representations were generated using a form of interocular-switch 

rivalry (Logothetis, Leopold & Sheinberg, Nature, 1996). Two binocularly rivalrous chromaticities 

were swapped between the two eyes about 7 times/second. This resulted in a sustained percept 

for over 1.5 sec (>10 eye swaps) of one color and then the other color. Further, two such 

ambiguous representations, one above a fixation point and one below it, usually were the same 

color. Although their color changed regularly, both appeared the same color far more often than 

chance (p< 0.001). Next, the ambiguous representation above fixation was presented with a non-

rivalrous unambiguous constant chromaticity below fixation. Measurements showed the stable 

color below did not facilitate perception of the same color above. CONCLUSION: (1) Two separate 

stimuli that generate identical but ambiguous neural representations appear the same color, even 

though the resulting color is bi-stable. Like classical color matching, the neural representations in 

the two areas establish a match without specifying the perceived hue, which fluctuates over time. 

(2) Common ambiguity for the two stimuli is critical. When one stimulus is replaced with a fixed 

unambiguous chromaticity, the remaining ambiguous representation is not linked with the 

unambiguous one. 
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Colour and other visual features (e.g., motion, shape, etc.) are conveyed through separate 

pathways in the early levels of visual system. It is also known that they are finally unified to achieve 

an object perception. The present study attempted to investigate where and how these signals 

inter act in human brains by using direction selective motion aftereffect. Stimuli were a circular 

radial grating modulated sinusoidally in either colour (L-M direction) or luminance (visually 

matched in contrast) and the gratings rotated in either clockwise or counterclockwise. Event-

related responses to test stimulus, presented with randomly jittered ISIs, were recorded by 

functional MRI technique during continuous adaptation to one of the stimulus conditions. Effect of 

direction selective adaptation was evaluated by subtracting responses evoked by test stimuli in the 

same direction as adapter from that evoked by the opposite direction (typical adaptation shows a 

positive value). Six regions of interests (V1, V2, V3, V3A/B, V4, and MT+) were defined by 

retinotopic mapping. As a result, when tested with luminance stimuli during the colour adaptation 

condition, results from 10 participants yielded significantly larger response to the adapted 

direction as oppose to typical aftereffect, i.e ., negative effect, in V1, V3, V4, and MT+; this does 

not correlate with percept. The effect of residual luminance in the colour stimulus was tested by 

using low contrast (1/5) luminance grating as adapting stimulus. Only MT+ exhibited a similar result 

as colour adapting condition, but not in other visual areas. Another possibility is the perceived 

speed differences: the speed of colour stimulus appeared about 0.8 times of the luminance 

stimulus. However, the results did not show negative effect, at all. To summarize, the interactions 

between luminance and colour motion signals take place in V1, V3, and V4, but seems to be in a 

way different from what we perceive. 
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Weak colour information reduces the precision of luminance perception 
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We have reported the results of fMRI experiments that slightly-coloured patches on an achromatic 

background pattern weaken the signal in V1, while brilliantly-coloured patches have slightly- or no-

effect to the signal. We supposed that the signal corresponding to luminance information is 

suppressed in order to increase the sensitivity for weak colour information. In this study, we 

investigated the presence and the effect of intensity of colours at surrounding patches in judging 

luminance contrast, to confirm that the sensitivity for luminance information is reduced by weak 

colour information. In the experiment, test and reference stimulus (modified Gabor-patch) were 

presented sequentially in random order and subjects responded which stimulus had higher 

luminance contrast (temporal two alternative forced choice). The contrast of reference stimuli was 

fixated to 50% and the contrast of test stimulus was varied between 34-66% in 4% steps. Each 

stimulus was surrounded by 10 chromatic patches and Chroma (in Munsell colour system) of them 

was 0 (achromatic), 2, 4 or 6, which is consistent in each trial. In fitting to the probability data by 

the psychometric function, optimized parameters, μ (mean of the data) and σ (standard deviation 

of the distribution function) were obtained. As results of 10 subjects, one-way ANOVA showed that 

σ under the Chroma /2 condition was significantly larger than those under the other Chroma 

conditions (by Tukey's test; Chroma /0: p=0.046; Chroma /6: p=0.021; and Chroma /4: p=0.007), 

meaning that Chroma /2 condition showed the much smoother slope in the psychometric function. 

This result indicates that luminance contrast discrimination ability was worse in Chroma /2 

condition due to the suppression of luminance signal by the colour patches. 
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A Tetrachromatic Sensor System suited for Measuring the Colour of Rainbows and Flowers 
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Natural sunlight when it is diffracted by a raindrop, a prism or a grating, separates into a 

continuous spectrum of colours, which is a gradation of light by wavelength. Yet a human observer 

perceives this continuous gradient as banded. These bands are an artefact of the human visual 

system. We present a simple sensor system that provides a potential explanation for this banding 

while at the same time allowing for precise measurements of single wavelength light. We employ 

four spectrally restricted luminance sensors equidistantly placed on the visible spectrum to 

measure mono-chromatic (single wavelength) light. These sensors are arranged into two opponent 

pairs and the measurements produced are inherently categorized into four general bands, along 

with transitions between bands. It is convenient to label this opponent pair code as colour because 

human perception also has four primary colour categories, with all other colours being transitional. 

Wavelength may be calculated from this code if the spectral location of the bands is known. The 

code is produced directly from the sensors themselves; by simple subtraction of the opponent 

sensor pairs. A sensor of one of the two pairs must always be stimulated fully and one sensor of 

the second pair may be partially stimulated; taken together they indicate first the spectral region 

(the primary colour) and then the (linear) distance from that region. A constant response from the 

spectral region sensor allows a linear distance from the second sensor to code position with 

respect to the band, and from this code the wavelength can be calculated. The use of opponent 

subtraction also allows more broad spectrum stimuli (if equally distributed) to be measured as if 

they were equivalent to monochromatic. This system can be extended further to certain natural 

stimuli, such as the measurement of the colour of some types of flowers. 
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Discrimination of spatially separate stimuli: the case of saturation 
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The discrimination of luminance deteriorates rapidly as the compared patches are separated in 

space (Sharpe & Wyszecki, 1976, JOSA), whereas the discrimination of hue is almost as good when 

the patches are 10 degrees apart as it is when the stimuli are juxtaposed (Danilova & Mollon, 2006, 

Vision Research). We here consider the case of saturation. This sensory dimension, in the 

terminology of S.S. Stevens (1957, Psychological Review), is prothetic, varying in quantity like 

luminance, rather than metathetic, varying in quality like hue. And saturation, like luminance, is 

less readily encoded verbally than is hue. The chromaticities of our stimuli fell on a horizontal line 

passing through Illuminant D65 in the MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram, S-excitation being 

held constant. Observers indicated which of two stimulus patches was of greater saturation. Pairs 

of reddish stimuli and pairs of greenish stimuli were tested in different experimental runs. The 

discriminanda were presented for 180 ms on an imaginary circle of 5-deg radius centred on the 

fixation point, and the position of their midpoint was random from trial to trial. Their spatial 

separation was varied between blocks. Thresholds for discriminating saturation were similar 

whether stimuli were juxtaposed or were separated by up to 10 degrees of visual angle and fell in 

opposite hemifields – although some observers show an optimum at small separations. Seldom 

discussed, but of considerable interest, is the question of how the comparison of separated stimuli 

is achieved. We doubt that the discrimination depends on an array of dedicated 'comparator units', 

one for each possible pair of points in the visual field and each sensory attribute. Instead we have 

suggested the existence of a 'cerebral bus', where the same neural substrate carries different 

information from moment to moment (Danilova & Mollon, 2006, Vision Research). 
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The Machine Stops 

E M Forster 
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The Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) Erlangen-Nürnberg was one of the winners of the “Eine 

Uni – Ein Buch” (a book for each University) competition for all German universities launched by 

Stifterverband and the Klaus Tschira Foundation in co-operation with the weekly newspaper “Die 

Zeit”. During this summer semester, a range of different events will be held to mark the start of a 

literary journey at the University. The book chosen by FAU is E.M. Forster’s ‘The Machine Stops’. 

The Idea: All members of the University, as well as literature enthusiasts from outside the 

University are invited to read the book. At events hosted by FAU, people can meet to discuss the 

book and express their opinions, likes and dislikes. 

The Book: In his more than 100-year-old novel ‘The machine stops’, the British author EM Forster 

had several prescient notions about the development of the internet and possible social and 

psychological consequences of a world in which information technology is gaining more and more 

importance. 

In his gloomy 80-page vision, published in 1909, Forster portrays a scenario, in which people have 

shifted their lives to an isolated, subterranean world that is controlled by the ‘machine’. Any form 

of communication, information and interaction with others is exclusively through the machine. The 

inhabitants of this machine world are provided with all they need to live comfortably but must 

remain in the cells they live in and subject themselves completely to the rules of the machine. 

Throughout the book, Forster examines the profound and comprehensive change in human 

interactions caused by technology. The central aspects of this short novel are the change of human 

communication through the use of technology, the influence of technology on thinking and 

learning, the considered and callous use of the machine – which is a curse and a blessing – and 

finally the potential consequences for society if the technology fails. 
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Natural colours and aesthetic preference 

Sérgio MC Nascimento1, Anke M Albers², Karl R Gegenfurtner² 
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Colour is an important element in paintings, but what makes a colour composition beautiful is 

difficult to quantify. In an experiment where observers rotated the colour gamut of images of 

unfamiliar paintings to select the preferred chromatic composition, they selected compositions 

very close to the original (Nascimento et al, 2017, Vision Research, 130, 76-84). What chromatic 

cues underlie aesthetic judgments in these conditions? One hypothesis is that aesthetic preference 

for a chromatic composition is determined by its degree of naturalness. We assessed this 

possibility by evaluating the relationship between naturalness and aesthetic preference with 

images of natural scenes. Four observers judged naturalness and expressed their preference for 

natural scene images (urban and rural) synthetized from hyperspectral imaging data. The scenes 

were presented either in their original form, or were spatially manipulated with a modified version 

of the 'eidolon factory' (Koenderink et al, 2017, Journal of Vision, 17(1):22, 1–35) to look like 

abstract paintings that preserved the original colours but were deprived of semantic content. The 

colour gamut of the images was rotated in CIELAB from -100° to +100°, in steps of 20°. Participants 

performed pairwise comparisons on images of the same scene, original or manipulated, with the 

rotated colour gamut. Using Maloney and Yang's maximum likelihood difference scaling we derived 

aesthetic preference and naturalness perceptual scales as a function of the angle of gamut 

rotation, for each observer, scene and image condition. For rural images, the scales for aesthetic 

preference and naturalness had maxima at similar angular positions and similar shapes. For urban 

images with artificial elements such as graffiti, we found that the maxima had a trend to coincide, 

although the shape of the curves could be quite different. These results suggest that aesthetic 

preference is related to how natural the colours are perceived. 
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Does motion of glossy objects promote separation of lighting and surface colour? 

Hannah E Smithson1, Robert J Lee² 
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The image of a glossy surface can exhibit spatial variation in chromaticity due either to surface 

patterning or to variation in the light field reflected from the surface. We test whether operational 

colour constancy – the ability to distinguish colour changes caused by changes in the spectral 

reflectance of a surface from those caused by changes in the spectral content of the illuminant - is 

sensitive to relative motion between surfaces and specular reflections. Stimuli were hyperspectral 

computer-renders of marbled or bumpy spheres, illuminated with three point sources, and 

presented in a void. Participants viewed 1.3-second movies in which either the spectral reflectance 

of the surface changed, or the spectral content of the illumination changed, and their task was to 

identify which type of change had occurred. Performance in each condition was measured as a 

function of specularity, from a specularity of 0 (completely matte) to a specularity of 0.1 (which 

appears like a glossy plastic). We tested six motion conditions: Motion of the object or of the lights 

around two visual axes, giving four conditions, plus a static control condition, and a further control 

condition in which the image rotated. Data from six observers shows large individual differences in 

performance. However, for each observer, performance was well matched across each of the six 

motion conditions. High levels of operational constancy were not disrupted by motion of the 

specular highlights, even with bumpy surfaces where individual highlight regions appear and 

disappear during motion. But equally, observers who were relatively insensitive to the chromatic 

cues conferred by specularity remained insensitive to these signals, even in dynamic visual scenes 

with richer cues to 3D shape. Motion of glossy objects is therefore neither necessary nor sufficient 

to promote separation of lighting and surface colour. 
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Automatic shadow detection using hyperspectral data for terrain classification 

Christian Winkens, Veronica Adams, Dietrich Paulus 
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Hyperspectral image classification has received more attention from researchers in recent years. 

Hyperspectral imaging systems utilize sensors, which acquire data mostly from the visible through 

the near infrared wavelength ranges and captures tens up to hundreds of spectral bands. Using the 

detailed spectral information, the possibility of accurately classifying materials is increased. 

Unfortunately conventional spectral cameras sensors use spatial or spectral scanning during 

acquisition which is only suitable for static scenes like earth observation. In dynamic scenarios, 

such as in autonomous driving applications, the acquisition of the entire hyperspectral cube in one 

step is mandatory. To allow hyperspectral classification and enhance terrain drivability analysis for 

autonomous driving we investigate the eligibility of novel mosaic-snapshot based hyperspectral 

cameras. These cameras capture an entire hyperspectral cube without requiring moving parts or 

line-scanning. The sensor is mounted on a vehicle in a driving scenario in rough terrain with 

dynamic scenes. The captured hyperspectral data is used for terrain classification utilizing machine 

learning techniques. A major problem, however, is the presence of shadows in captured scenes, 

which degrades the classification results. We present and evaluate methods to automatically 

detect shadows by taking advantage of the near-infrared (NIR) part of spectrum to build shadow 

candidate maps. By utilizing these shadow maps the classifier is able to produce better results and 

avoid misclassifications due to shadows. The results are validated on our new hand-labeled 

hyperspectral dataset, acquired by driving through suburban areas, with several hyperspectral 

snapshot-mosaic cameras mounted on it. 
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Influence of Melanopsin excitation on brightness perception and pupil size 
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Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) are known to be involved in non-image 

forming functions such as circadian rhythm and pupillary light reflex. However, some studies in 

lighting suggest that melanopsin contained in these cells might also contribute to visual perception. 

To study the influence of melanopsin excitation on pupillary light reflex and on brightness 

perception, a psychovisual experiment based on black metamers was conducted. Two spectral 

power distributions (SPDs) of metameric sources (same LMS excitations) that respectively 

maximize and minimize melanopsin excitation, were produced with three similar, 7 channel 

tunable LED projectors. During the experiment, the pupil response (measured with an eye tracking 

device) and the brightness rating of 12 observers (on a 0-10 continuous scale) were recorded at 

three different light levels (around 160lx, 230lx and 320lx). The observers seated in a uniform white 

non-reflecting octagonal enclosed room, and looked at a target on the central wall. The preliminary 

results suggest a gain in brightness perception and a reduction of the pupil size when increasing 

illuminance or increasing melanopsin stimulation at the same illuminance level. These results 

indicate that ipRGC stimulation contributes to visual perception of brightness and that improving 

SPDs for a higher melanopsin excitation (even with similar cones excitation) could provide a gain in 

brightness perception and thus permit to reduce light levels. 
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Semantic word impressions expressed by hue 
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To estimate the psychological effects by using colors, under many situations the impression of 

colors has been expressed by words mostly in the semantic differential method. In this study, I 

investigated the possibility that such semantic word impressions could be expressed by colors. It is 

apparent, of course, that in the case of simple words (like "warm"), the word impression was most 

likely to be obtained by the color impression, retroactively. It has not been clear, however, 

whether the impression of semantic words expressing complex concepts can be expressed by 

selected colors. Thus, in this study, we investigated the stability and validity to express word 

impressions by hue and asked 10 young observers to select the color that was more suitably 

matching to the word impression by the paired comparison method. We employed 9 semantic 

words like "Vigorous" and "Tranquil" and used 12 colors from vivid tone in PCCS (Practical Color Co-

ordinate System). As examples of the results, "Vigorous" has the maximum selection rate (in z-

score) at yellow and the minimum rate at blue to purple, and "Tranquil" has the maximum rate at 

yellow to green and the minimum rate at red. The principal component analysis to all words' 

selection results indicated that the first and the second components determined 94.6%. In 75.9% 

of the calculated z-scores of hues from these two components were in 95% confidence intervals. 

Additionally, in two-dimensional space of the two components, all 12 hues were distributed in a 

circle shape. These results suggest that the semantic word impression can be expressed by color 

reasonably, and hues are treated as impression of hue ring, not as color category. 
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The attentional filters for hue and for saturation 
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George Sperling and colleagues (Sun et al, 2016, PNAS) recently introduced an attractive method 

for estimating the width of attentional filters for a given sensory dimension. Participants judge the 

centre of gravity of a 2-dimensional array of dots of a target colour, embedded in distractor dots of 

other colours, permitting the weights applied to dot s of each colour to be modelled. Sun and 

colleagues report that filters for hue have much narrower bandwidths than those for saturation, 

even when the (equiluminant) stimuli were equated for discriminability. However, their hue targets 

were all of high saturation, whereas their saturation targets included stimuli that would be difficult 

to detect against the steady white background. To compare filters for hue and saturation, we 

implemented a centroid procedure under conditions where the two types of stimuli could be 

expressed in a common metric. We scaled the ordinate of the MacLeod–Boynton diagram so that 

the line from unique blue to unique yellow lay at -45°. This scaling yields approximately equal 

thresholds about the white point for the two cardinal axes (Danilova & Mollon, 2016, 

Proc.Roy.Soc.B). Target chromaticities lay on either a 45° line or -45° line passing through the white 

point. Saturation distractors were drawn from the same 45° line, and hue distractors from the 

orthogonal line through the target, at the same distances from the target as the saturation 

distractors. This produces saturation and hue distractors for each target with equal differences in 

S/(L+M) and L/(L+M) channels, but combined in different phases. Attentional filters were measured 

for two target chromaticities in different quadrants of the Macleod-Boynton diagram. In both 

quadrants, filters for hue and saturation showed similar selectivities. Hence, for stimuli of 

comparable differences in retinal signal, there is little difference in selectivity for hue and 

saturation. 
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Color language reflects color use 
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What determines how languages categorize colors? The World Color Survey is a large database of 

color naming in 110 languages, but these data were likely obtained with various implementations 

of the instructions, potentially compromising the data. To address this concern, we collected 

original data using two extreme versions of the color-naming task, in three groups: the Tsimane', a 

remote Amazonian hunter-gatherer isolate; Bolivian-Spanish speakers; and English speakers. The 

results of the two tasks show that possible methodological issues do not corrupt information-

theoretic analyses. We report three discoveries. First, we show that despite gross differences 

across languages, communication is always better for warm colors (yellows/reds) than cool colors 

(blues/greens). Second, we perform the first analysis of color statistics in a large databank of 

natural images curated by human observers for salient objects, and show that objects tend to have 

warm rather than cool colors. These results suggest that the cross-linguistic similarity in color 

naming efficiency reflects colors of universal usefulness, and provide the first account of a principle 

(color use) that governs how color categories come about. Third, we hypothesized that the 

differences in color categorization between languages may be explained by variability in overall 

usefulness of color to a culture. In support, we find that color naming among Tsimane' had 

relatively low communicative efficiency, and the Tsimane' were less likely to use color terms when 

describing familiar objects. Color-naming among Tsimane' was boosted when naming artificially 

colored objects compared to natural objects, suggesting that industrialization promotes color 

usefulness. 
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To date, there are no clear examples of multi-stable color images. Here we present several lines of 

evidence that together constitute the first quantitative evidence that the #thedress is multi-stable. 

First, clustering algorithms of the color-matching data collected in a large population show that the 

colors in the dress image are viewed categorically, as either white/gold or blue/black. Power 

analysis shows that data from ~300 subjects are required to uncover the true population response. 

Color-matching responses assessed using multinomial regression predicted subjects' categorical 

labels, among both naïve and non-naïve subjects. Moreover, a binomial regression showed that 

observers' descriptions of the lighting conditions were predictive of the colors seen: W/G observers 

inferred a cool illuminant, whereas B/K observers inferred a warm illuminant. Second, about half of 

observers reported experiences of perceptual switching; rates of switching appeared to increase 

with exposure to the image. Third, priming viewers with versions of the image in which the dress 

color was disambiguated biased subsequent reports of the dress color towards the disambiguated 

colors. Fourth, knowledge of the dress' true colors impacted the distribution of W/G and B/K 

responses in the population. And fifth, self-reported eye movements (not necessarily reflective of 

actual eye movements) predicted categorical responses. We use the image to further probe what 

stimulus features are important for generating a color-constant percept. We cropped the dress 

from the rest of the photograph, and digitally placed it on a female model. We show that a tint 

applied to the model's skin, reflecting a warm or cool color bias in an illuminant, was sufficient for 

observers to disambiguate the illuminant color and achieve a predictable percept. 
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The Impact of Melanopsin Activation on Unique White Perception 
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Current models of human photopic color vision only consider cone inputs, yet it is unclear whether 

the melanopsin signaling in the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) 

contributes to color perception. Using a lab-made five-primary photostimulator that can 

independently control the stimulations of rods, three types of cones and ipRGCs in human retina 

(Cao et al 2015, J Vis, 15(1):27,1-13), we determined the impact of background melanopsin 

activation level on unique white perception, which is the experience of absence of hues, i.e. nor 

reddish, nor greenish, nor bluish nor yellowish. The stimulus was a 30° diameter circular field with 

the central 10.5° blocked at three light levels, including 2,000, 6,000, and 10,000 Td. At each light 

level, unique white was measured with two conditions, "Mel-High" and "Mel-Low", with the "Mel-

High" condition having 10.5% higher background melanopsin activation level than the "Mel-Low" 

condition. To verify the unique white setting, hue scaling was used to compare perceptual 

differences between the two conditions for the EES lights. The results showed that the unique 

white L/(L+M) setting for the "Mel-High" condition was consistently higher than those for the "Mel-

Low" conditions, while the S/(L+M) setting values between the two conditions were not statistically 

different, probably due to large variability among the observations in this direction for unique 

white setting. Hue scaling results indicated that for the EES lights, the "Mel-High" condition had a 

more greenish appearance associated with a much lower saturation than the "Mel-Low" condition. 

The results for blueness/yellowness rating were not consistent, with most observers reported that 

the "Mel-High" condition had higher yellowness rating than the "Mel-Low" condition. Our results 

suggested that changing melanopsin activation levels shifts the equilibrium point in the 

parvocellular pathway. The existing color vision model may need to be revised by incorporating 

melanopsin signaling. 
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Unique hues are not mediated by two perceptually opponent mechanisms 
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Colour vision starts in the retina where light is absorbed in three different cone classes, sensitive to 

long-, medium-, and short-wavelength light. The cone signals then feed into three post-receptoral 

channels, a luminance channel and two cone-opponent chromatic -channels. Behavioural 

experiments have shown that these two cone-opponent chromatic channels do not correspond to 

perceptually salient colour mechanisms (unique red, green, yellow, blue). The putative red-green 

mechanism, which is at equilibrium for unique yellow and blue, is approximately linear in cone 

space. On the other hand, the putative yellow-blue mechanism, which is at equilibrium for unique 

red and unique green, is known to be non-linear. If unique yellow and unique blue are indeed 

generated by a single red-green mechanism, then the individual differences in the unique yellow 

and unique blue settings are predicted to be correlated; similarly for unique red and green. We 

tested this hypothesis by analysing the unique hue settings at different saturation and lightness 

levels for a large sample of observers (n=185). Our results show that the individual differences in 

the opponent pairs (red-green; yellow-blue) are not correlated. We have confirmed this result by 

analysing the data in different colour spaces (cone space, u'v'). Our results are inconsistent with 

the hypothesis that the unique hues are generated by two perceptually opponent mechanisms. We 

conclude that there are at least four unipolar colour appearance mechanisms underlying the 

perception of unique hues. 
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Typical and unique hues depend on saturation 
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Saturation and chroma have been widely neglected in studies on colour categorisation and unique 

hues. If saturation influences the measurement of colour categories and unique hues, it might 

provide an explanation for regularities in colour categorisation across languages and for the 

variation of unique hue measurements across studies with different stimulus samples. Previous 

studies found that prototype choices across languages coincided with highly saturated colours; but 

it was not clear whether there was a causal relationship between cross-cultural prototype choices 

and the variation of saturation in the stimulus set. In this study, we tested whether there is such a 

causal relationship between saturation and the measurement of category prototypes and unique 

hues. We created two sets of Munsell chips, in which colours around an assumed typical and 

unique hue (e.g. typical yellow) were more saturated in one (e.g. reddish yellow) or the other hue 

direction (e.g. greenish yellow), respectively. For each set, observers first selected unique and 

binary hues, and then the prototypes of the eight German chromatic Basic Colour Terms. 

Observers chose different typical and unique hues for the two stimulus sets. In particular, choices 

were shifted towards the more saturated hues in the respective stimulus set. This was the case for 

all prototypes except for brown, and for all four unique hues. Binary hues were not significantly 

different across the stimulus sets. These results show that measurements of typical and unique 

hues depend on the variation of saturation across hues in a stimulus sample. These findings 

highlight the importance of controlling saturation when measuring colour categories and unique 

hues. More importantly, they further support the idea that the variation of saturation in stimulus 

samples may explain cross-cultural regularities in colour categorization as well as differences in 

unique hue measurements across studies. 
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Human chromatic perception allows for the perception of four elementary colours: red, green, 

yellow, and blue. Two of these are complementary colours that cancel out each other owing to 

their chromaticity. To understand the conformation of colour detection and hue opponency, I 

examined whether the efficiency of each unique hue had a different detection rate in visual-search 

tasks. In these tasks, the chromaticity of the targets was slightly different from that of achromatic 

distractors, and participants searched for the target and reported whether or not they found it. 

Some of the targets had the difference along unique hue direction, and some of those had 

difference in intermediate hue direction. Detection rate of the target among subjects, by virtue of 

their chromatic efficiency, was higher for targets of a unique hue than for those with an 

intermediate hue that involved the difference of two unique hues. The difference in detection 

performance of participants between unique and intermediate hues through perception of colour 

difference contributing visual search task is higher unique hue mechanism than L-M and S/(L+M) . 

This finding substantiates the reported unique-hue mechanism, which is predominant compared to 

complementary colour mechanisms. 
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Constancy of skin colour reproduction in art paintings 
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Popular colour reproductions of art paintings such as postcards are intended to remind viewers of 

the original works. Skin coloration in the reproductions is crucial in capturing the colour features of 

the original, but how well is colour appearance preserved under different illuminations when 

compared with the original? To answer this question, a reproduction colour-constancy index (RCCI) 

was calculated with hyperspectral images of art paintings and their postcard reproductions. Two 

15c Flemish paintings were selected: one with a woman holding a child (Senhora do leite da meia 

laranja), representing joy and happiness, and another with a woman holding the deceased Christ 

(Senhora com Christ morto), representing sadness. Local skin areas, including the forehead, cheek, 

and hand or arm on each painting were selected. RCCI was defined in L*a*b* colour space. Thus if 

a is the distance between the colours in the original and postcard under a test illuminant and b is 

the distance between the colours in the original painting between test and reference illuminants, 

then RCCI = 1 – a/b. Perfect constancy corresponds to unity and the greater the error, the lower 

the index. The reference illuminant was CIE daylight D65 with correlated colour temperature 6500 

K and the test illuminants were D40 daylight and CIE fluorescent lights F2 and F11, all 

approximately 4000 K, and an approximately 3500 K LED light source for art materials. Mean RCCI 

in L*a*b* colour space over the chosen areas was just 0.40. The lower performance was attributed 

mainly to a large lightness change with D40. In a*b* chromaticity space, however, RCCI ranged 

from 0.47 to 0.81. These results suggest that lightness and saturation may be critical in the 

appreciation of colour reproductions, an effect that is similar to that observed elsewhere in colour 

preference judgements and colour memory. 
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Luminance and lightness distribution in natural scenes and art paintings 
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Paintings mimic several spatial and chromatic properties of the natural world. The relationships 

between luminance and perceived lightness between the natural world and its representation by 

the means of paintings remain nevertheless unclear. The goal of this work was to characterize and 

compare the luminance and the lightness of paintings and natural scenes. 67 paintings and 50 

natural scenes were digitalized with a hyperspectral imaging technique. Paintings represented both 

natural environments and abstract shapes and were from Portugal (48), Italy (9) and Japan (10), 

representing different aesthetic cultures, painting techniques, styles and epochs. From each image 

pixel, the estimated reflectance spectrum was converted into colorimetric parameters by 

estimating the CIE tristimulus values and the CIELAB colour space assuming the 1931 2º standard 

observer and the CIE D65 illuminant. Y, L*, a* and b* frequency distributions of the paintings were 

estimated and compared against those obtained for natural scenes. The Euclidean distance (DE) of 

each colour from the origin of the CIELAB colour volume was also estimated and compared among 

databases. Comparisons of the estimated frequency distributions of Y, L*, a*, b* and DE using the 

Wilcoxon-Mann Whitney test showed no similarities between the estimated distributions for the 

paintings database and the natural scenes database (p<0.05). These analyses seem to indicate that 

luminance and lightness distributions used by the painters do not mimic entirely the ones found in 

natural scenes. 
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Blindness to absence of color in natural scene images 
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When color is removed from a central or peripheral region of natural scene images and then the 

images are briefly presented, observers often fail to detect the achromatized region (scotoma). 

This happens even if the scotoma is relatively large (e.g., a central circular region of 10-15°). This 

blindness to absence of color has been associated with our subjective impression that the entire 

visual field is in rich color (Balas & Sinha, 2007). To elucidate mechanisms underlying the blindness, 

this study investigated the effects of color diagnosticity of natural scenes, which refers to the 

degree to which a scene is associated with specific colors. We selected high and low color-

diagnostic scene images (28.6° × 24.3°) in which color removal produced comparable changes in 

metric chroma in the CIE L*a*b* color space. The coloring of scene images was also manipulated 

(normal- and complementary-color conditions). There were three window conditions; Full-color 

(no scotoma), color-center (only the central 21° region was colored), and gray-center (the central 

13° region was achromatized) conditions. The scene image was presented for 70 msec, followed by 

a color mask. Observers were asked to indicate whether the image had a scotoma ("scotoma" vs. 

"no scotoma" response). Results showed that, in both the color-center and the gray-center 

conditions, observers more frequently missed the scotoma in the normal- than in the 

complementary-color condition. However, the effect of color diagnosticity was not significant. 

Analysis using signal detection theory revealed that a strong response bias led to the blindness in 

the normal-color condition. An additional experiment showed that high color diagnosticity 

provided an advantage for detecting the scotoma, when the stimulus duration was long. Overall, 

these findings suggested that response bias, rather than color completion, mediates the blindness 

to absence of color and presumably our subjective impression of colorful world as well. 
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Colour in paintings – an independent contribution to beauty? 
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Walking around an art museum we readily see how colours strongly influence our perceptual and 

aesthetic preferences. Artists know how to select colour compositions that match what is 

perceived as beautiful in paintings, whether abstract or realistic (Nascimento et al, 2017, Vision 

Research, 130, 76-84). But is the beauty of colours anchored to the spatial composition of the 

paintings or is it preserved even with random spatial arrangements? To address this question, we 

asked participants to select the more beautiful among different colour-manipulated versions of the 

same painting. The colour volume was rotated rigidly around the L* axis in CIELAB space, 

preserving lightness and saturation but changing hue. To test the influence of the spatial structure, 

the images of the paintings were presented in three formats: (1) the original painting, (2) a spatially 

scrambled version that preserved the colour composition, and (3) a version with both colour and 

spatial scrambling. Spatial scrambling was implemented with the "Eidolon factory" (Koenderink et 

al, 2017, Journal of Vision, 17(1):22, 1–35) and colour scrambling by randomly rotating the colour 

volume of small parts of the painting independently. Curves representing preference as a function 

of hue angle were obtained for the four paintings in their original and modified forms. For the 

original paintings, we found that participants generally preferred the colour angle that matched 

the original version of the painting. Crucially, they similarly preferred the original colour angle with 

the spatially scrambled paintings. By contrast, with the spatially and colour scrambled paintings, 

the preference angle curves were mostly flat. These results suggest that the perceived beauty of 

colours is not anchored to particular spatial compositions but is partly preserved even when the 

spatial composition is destroyed. Paintings thus seem to contain a beauty component that is 

exclusively related to colour. 
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Off-axis Mesopic Contrast Sensitivity. The contribution of rods and cones from the interactions 

among SPD, luminance level and spatial frequency 

Barbara Silva, Maria C Tripolone, Luis Issolio, Elisa Colombo 
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The basis of the human color vision across visual field demands more studies about the relative 

weights of cones and rods along the whole mesopic range. For studying the interaction of the SPD 

with luminance level, spatial frequency (fs) and age, we select two different SPDs of the 

stimulus/display in such a way that one of these has an important peak in 448nm. The used 

conditions were: a) CCT=3900K with S/P=1.79, and b) CCT=8600K with S/P=2.79. In this experiment 

took part 4 observers, (2 young and 2 older adults). We measured monocular CS for 1, 2 and 3 c/d 

under four photopic luminances (0.1, 0.3, 1 and 3 cd/m2) to an eccentricity of 10° in temporal area 

of the retina. The subject task was to discriminate the grating orientation of a single stimulus 

presentation with a 2AFC method, by pressing a button. Stimuli were presented in a TRC monitor 

controlled by a ViSaGe MKII Stimulus Generator from CRS. In meantime an eyetracker controlled 

the fixation. Results show: 1) For SP=1.79 mesopic CS increases with the luminance independently 

of spatial frequency and age, 2) The values of mesopic CS for 0.1cd/m2 much lower than those 

found for SP=2.79, 3) For S/P=2.79 for the two lowest values of luminances mesopic CS decreases 

as spatial frequency increases, while for the highest two luminances mesopic CS increases with 

spatial frequency. These results highlight the transition from dominance of the rods to cones and 

we also speculate about a contribution of the S cones for the high mesopic range that is evidenced 

in the growth of SC for the fs=3 c/d for both age groups. 
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Relation between increase in chromaticity threshold and eye optical quality in aging 
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The reduction of color vision with aging is attributed, in part, to optical changes occurring in the 

ocular media. Important role in this process is played by the intraocular lens, related to its 

opacification and color change, which leads to a reduction in the chromatic perception to the axis 

of confusion of blue-yellow color confusion. Our objective was to analyze the ocular dispersion 

component related to the damage in color vision in aging. In this experiment, we used the C-Quant 

equipment to psychophysically quantify the straighlight and compare the degree of ocular 

dispersion with the chromaticity thresholds measured by the Cambridge Color test. We tested 76 

subjects aging from 24 to 68 (35 males) with normal visual acuity and no clinical evidence of 

cataract. The results show that there is a positive correlation between the chromaticity thresholds 

of the protan (r=0.24; p=0.040), deutan (r=0.36; p=0.002) and tritan (r=0.26; p=0.035) color 

confusion axes and the logarithm of the ocular dispersion. The other 2 parameters measured in C-

Quant were not correlated with chromaticity thresholds, suggesting no problems with the quality 

of the dispersion measurement performed. Our results shows that the increase in ocular dispersion 

that occurs with aging negatively impacts the chromaticity threshold were similar on the three 

color confusion axes. Therefore, the higher increase in the chromaticity threshold in the blue-

yellow axis observed with increasing age should be, primarily, due to other factors than the ocular 

dispersion increased by the increase in the opacity of the intraocular lens. Indeed, changes in the 

pigmentation of ocular media should be playing important role on chromaticity changes in aging. 
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Are hue and saturation carried in different neural channels? 
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Colour matching data have been used to characterise the trichromatic stage of human colour 

vision. Selective adaptation experiments additionally provide evidence for separable 'cardinal' 

opponent mechanisms, operating post-receptorally, one comparing long- and middle-wavelength 

(L- and M-) cone signals, and the other comparing the signals from the short-wavelength (S-) cones 

with a combination of L- and M-cone signals. However, other aspects of chromatic processing are 

still contentious. We presented temporally-modulated stimuli whose time-averaged trichromatic 

and cardinal-axis modulations were held constant across conditions in an effort to isolate post-

cardinal mechanisms. Two of our conditions moved through Equal Energy White in MacLeod-

Boynton (cardinal) colour space, thus moving in terms of saturation; the other two conditions 

moved around Equal Energy White, thus moving in terms of hue. We replicated multiple previous 

findings of an asymmetry between the two saturation conditions: observers had lower detection 

thresholds for the condition that varied in terms of M-cone versus synergistic L- and S-cone signals 

(reddish-greenish), and the condition that varied in terms of L- versus synergistic M- and S-cone 

signals (bluish-yellowish), which has been attributed to greater variance along the latter axis in 

natural environments (McDermott & Webster, 2012). However, thresholds for the hue conditions 

were comparable to those of the M versus L and S saturation condition. We therefore did not find 

evidence for a psychophysical channel that extracts hue thresholds more effectively than the 

psychophysical channel that determines saturation thresholds. This was unexpected because 

although the number of just-noticeable steps around the perimeter of a circle centred on the 

completely desaturated white point ought to be 2πr, it is in fact slightly more than 4πr (Judd, 

1968). This apparent conflict may be because those measurements were taken above threshold, 

whereas ours were taken at threshold. 
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Using silent substitution to assay the retinoelectrophysiology of rod- and cone-based vision in 

mice carrying a red-shifted cone opsin 
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The clearer divergence in spectral sensitivity between native rod and human L*-cone opsins in the 

transgenic LIAIS mice in comparison with wildtype mice has allowed the function of these 

photoreceptor subtypes to be isolated more effectively using the silent substitution technique. The 

purpose of the pre sent study was to measure the electroretinogram (ERG) in LIAIS mice to 

separate sine-wave rod and cone modulation at different mean luminances (0.1–130 cd/m²) and 

temporal frequencies (6–26 Hz), and to characterize the ERGs driven by the two photoreceptor 

types. We report maximum rod driven response at 0.1-0.5 cd/m², which were also almost four 

times larger than the maximum cone driven response at 21.5–130 cd/m². Rod and cone driven ERG 

response amplitudes thus exhibited the expected differences as a function of mean luminance, 

with rod-only signals occurring below 7 cd/m2, and cone driven responses were dominating from 7 

cd/m2 and above. Over these respective 'preferred' luminance conditions, both rod and cone 

driven response amplitudes exhibited 'low-pass' functions with similar frequency resolution limits. 

Despite this, two distinguishing features in their frequency characteristics were noted – i) the 

frequency-dependent amplitude decrease of rod driven responses was more profound (i.e. by up 

to a factor of 50 vs. only up to five-fold for cones), and ii) linear relationships describing the phases 

of rod driven responses as a function of stimulus frequency have steeper slopes (i.e. rods: 14.4–

19°/Hz, cones: 11.8–13.2°/Hz, corresponding to 40–53 ms and 33–37 ms). Taken together, a robust 

assessment of single photoreceptor physiology can indeed be achieved in the LIAIS mouse when 

the stimulus is of the appropriate mean luminance. In comparison to rod and L-cone frequency 

characteristics described for the human retina (Maguire et al., 2016), rod and L*-cone behaviour in 

the mouse share some similarities. 
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Perception of illusory scenes during transition between central and peripheral vision differs on 

the color content of excitation 
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Stimuli were like in the original Shapiro-Meilstrup illusion. Back layer of stimuli elements contained 

internal motion sources - clockwise spinning disk on neutral background. Disk consisted of centro-

symmetrical radial rays which luminance was sinus mode modulated along the disc circumference. 

Spinning speed was 0.15 rps. Frontal stimuli layer contained concentrically allocated six circular 

apertures in neutral background rotating with the same speed however counter-clockwise. The 

latter motion assumed as perceived global movement. Apertures lied concentrically with symmetry 

centre collocated with the hidden centre of internal motion. Observers made judgements (Tobserv 

= 2 sec) at different viewing eccentricity: 1) movement of disks seemed jumbled; spinning 

perceived continuous, however 2) counter- or 3) clockwise. Viewing eccentricity of subjective 

equivalence determined where probabilities of counter-clockwise perceived movement equalized 

clockwise movement. Stimuli varied in luminance, in contrast and in colour to estimate the 

peripheral vision colour sensitivity impact on perception. Basic reference point (for grayscale 

stimuli) of subjective perception equilibrium between controversial motions - was detected at 

eccentricity ca. 4 deg for greyscale internal grating contrast 100%. Internal motion perception 

dominance for stimuli containing only blue colour shifts toward higher viewing eccentricities, that 

we would try to explain by different L,M and S cone densities within retina. We have additionally 

investigated also transition from dominant perception of rotating apertures (assumed as global 

motion) at zero viewing eccentricity relative to the scene symmetry centre to perception of 

clockwise internal motion - when screen/background transparency is continuous increasing. At 

these conditions in a wide range of screen transparency observers' perception characterizes in 

combined perception of both (rotating in opponent directions) movements, until the loss of 

perception of apertures at high transparency levels. Also here colour of stimuli plays role. 

Perception of only grating rotation (or loss of perception of opposite movement of apertures) 

occurs at higher level of screen transmittance if stimuli are isoluminant blue. 
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The dynamics of luminance adaptation in the mouse retina 
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Purpose: To date, most studies on in vivo electroretinography (ERG) in mice are performed on 

steady state light or dark adapted animals. In the present study, we focused on the dynamics of 

adaptation to high and low light levels in the mouse retina. Methods: The animals were adapted to 

25 cd/m² white light and the responses to 6.3 cd s/m² flashes were recorded every 60 sec for a 15 

min period. Subsequently, the mice were dark adapted again and the ERGs to 6.3 cd s/m² flashes 

were recorded every 60 sec for up to 30 min. We also recorded the changes in the responses to 

sinusoidal luminance modulation (12 Hz; 100% Michelson contrast) during the adaptation to a 25 

cd/m² and a 1 cd/m² mean luminance. Results: flash ERGs: The amplitudes of the flash ERG 

increased during light adaptation, while the implicit times of the different wave components 

decreased. The changes in most parameters were completed after 7 min of light adaptation. The 

subsequent dark background led to an instantaneous decline of the ERG signal followed by a slow 

increase. The a-to-b-wave ratio increased, indicating adaptational processes at the synapse 

between photoreceptor to bipolar cells. ERG responses to sinusoidal luminance modulation: The 

phases of the 1st harmonic components decreased significantly during light adaptation but were 

constant during dark adaptation. Their amplitudes decreased during light adaptation but increased 

during dark adaptation. Conclusions: Light and dark adaptation in ERG responses are highly 

dynamic processes that take several minutes to complete. Additionally, our data indicate that 

adaptation can take place at several stages in the retinal circuitry. That the response amplitude 

decreases to sine-wave modulation after light adaptation is at odds with the changes in the flash 

ERG components where the component amplitudes increase, indicating that adaptation may be 

different in different retinal pathways. 
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The effect of eccentricity and light level on the time course of light adaptation mechanisms 
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Input visual signal is modified by neural adaptation mechanisms in order to be efficiently processed 

by posterior circuits. However these mechanisms do not work instantaneously and they are not 

similar in fovea and periphery. In this work we analyze the effect of transient and steady 

backgrounds on contrast detection threshold at different light levels and eccentricities. We used a 

two-channel Maxwellian view optical system to measure detection luminance thresholds with the 

method of limits for steady (LA) and transient (SOA300) background fields on three subjects with 

emmetropic vision. Data were collected for different retinal eccentricities (0°-15°), and adaptation 

luminances (0.06-110 cd/m2). Test/background size was 0.45°/1°. Comparison between LA and 

SOA300 TvI curves evidence that for most conditions, thresholds for SOA300 are higher than LA 

thresholds, with greater differences for photopic conditions. In mesopic light levels for 3°, 6° and 9° 

of eccentricity LA and SOA300 thresholds are similar, except at 6 cd/m2 for 6° where LA thresholds 

are higher than SOA300 data. A model consistent in known adaptation mechanisms (originally 

applied for steady conditions; Gloriani et al, Vision Research, 2016) showed that the photopic 

threshold increment for SOA300 is due to slowness of subtractive and molecular mechanisms, and 

variations in mesopic levels are due to an increment of noise involvement especially at higher 

eccentricities. This study provided evidence that the time course of mechanisms and factors 

affecting sensitivity is strongly dependent of light level and eccentricity. Acknowledgements: PI-UE 

ILAV, FIS2016-78037-P.  
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Hue, saturation and brightness scaling of signals from single cones 

Brian P Schmidt, Katharina G Foote, Alexandra E Boehm, Austin Roorda 
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The algorithm used by the visual system to extract hue, saturation and brightness from the 

ambiguous signals generated by cone photoreceptors is unknown. We investigated this 

computation by stimulating individual cones in human subjects and recording the associated 

percepts. An adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope was used to image and present 

stimuli to the retina ~1.5° from the fovea. The eye's optical aberrations were measured with a 

wavefront sensor (940 nm) and corrected with a deformable mirror. Imaging and eye-tracking was 

performed with 840 nm light. Cones were targeted with spots (543 nm; 500 ms; 0.45 arc min) that 

varied in intensity from near- to supra-threshold. Chromatic aberration between the three 

channels was corrected following Harmening et al. 2012. The background appeared white. The 

spectral class of targeted cones were identified using densitometry (Sabesan, Hofer, Roorda. 2015). 

Subjects rated the brightness of each stimulus on a scale from zero (not seen) to five (brightest). 

Stimuli that received brightness ratings above zero were also rated for hue and saturation (Gordon, 

Abramov, Chan 1994). The subject indicated the percent of red, green, blue, yellow and white 

contained in each stimulus using five button presses that summed to 100%. The majority of cones 

tested mediated desaturated sensations at all intensities. Only a few cones elicited saturated 

percepts. L-cones tended to generate red, and to a lesser extent yellow, hue reports. M-cones 

produced predominantly green reports. Hue was largely independent of stimulus intensity and 

brightness rating. Brightness ratings were positively correlated with stimulus intensity. In summary, 

over the range of intensities tested, a single cone produced a consistent hue sensation and 

relatively fixed saturation, but with brightness roughly proportional to stimulus intensity. This is 

consistent with the interpretation that for percepts associated with single cone stimulation, hue 

and saturation are independent of photoreceptor isomerization rate.  
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Influence of changes in diffusivity of lighting on appearance of object surface 
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The appearance of object surface is largely influenced by lighting conditions. It is known that the 

components of specular and diffuse reflection change depending on the diffuseness of 

illumination. In the near future, there would be a wide variety of object appearance due to the 

development of new solid-state lamps including OLED lighting which is a surface light source with 

strong diffusivity. We previously showed that differences in appearance under diffusive and direct 

lighting were mainly glossiness and surface smoothness (ECVP2016). However, it has not been 

systematically analyzed how surface appearance is influenced by the diffuseness of lighting. In this 

study, we investigate the influence of lighting to the appearance of surface property in a miniature 

room under different levels of diffused light. We used plane test samples with different levels of 

surface roughness and spheres with matte and gloss surface. We changed the level of diffuseness 

of lighting in three levels. In the experiment, observers adapted to the lighting environment for 3 

minutes and then evaluated the appearance of the samples. We used a magnitude estimation 

method for evaluation. Observers evaluated its appearance in terms of glossiness, naturalness, 

translucency, sharpness, saturation, brightness, roughness, heaviness, hardness, and preference. 

They rated the appearance of a test samples under randomly changed diffused light in comparison 

with that under diffused light with medium level which served as a reference. The result showed 

that the appearance of a sample changed systematically in glossiness, hardness, sharpness, weight, 

roughness by diffuseness of lighting. Samples tended to appear less glossy, smoother and softer as 

the diffuseness of lighting becomes stronger. There was no significant difference in lightness and 

brightness appearance. Supported by JSPS KAKENHI 16K00368.  
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A new method to measure electroretinograms (ERGs) elicited by temporal white noise 
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Purpose: To measure and describe ERGs derived from responses to temporal white noise (TWN) 

stimuli. Methods: The TWN ERGs were recorded from nine participants with normal trichromatic 

vision. Temporal white noise stimuli had the property that amplitudes in the frequency domain 

were constant, the phase at each frequency (0-359°) was randomly chosen. Impulse response 

functions (IRFs) were obtained by cross-correlating the recorded response with the TWN stimulus. 

The stimuli were created using multi-primary stimulators. The TWN ERG responses were measured 

to full field (FF) and to 40° diameter stimuli at mesopic and photopic mean luminances and at 

different contrasts. In addition, L- and M-cone isolating TWN was used. Results: The TWN ERG 

recordings were highly repeatable, with good signal-to-noise ratio. The white light IRFs resembled 

flash ERG waveforms and consisted of an initial negativity (N1) followed by a positivity (P1). These 

N1 and P1 components showed commonalities in implicit times with the a- and b-waves of flash 

ERGs. The IRFs lacked components similar to the oscillatory potentials (OPs) and depended linearly 

on stimulus contrast. There was a clear transition from rod to cone driven IRFs at luminances 

around 1 photopic cd/m². L- and M-cone driven IRFs were inverted relative to each other. 

Conclusion: The TWN represents a stimulation method that is similar to natural viewing 

environments and is more convenient than flashes. The TWN stimulus allows for independent 

variation of stimulus strength and mean luminance, which is not possible with flashes. The 

compression of energy into a short time period in a flash may lead to non-linearities in flash ERGs 

(e.g. the OPs) that are not present in the IRFs. The cone driven IRFs confirm previous finding of 

L/M-cone opponent processing in ERGs. TWN ERGs may provide a new method to study the 

physiology of the retina.  
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Development of a color graphic icon for image color content and color shifts 
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This work develops a color graphic icon providing descriptive information about the color content 

of a complex (real) scene. The icon aims both at representing color content and at informing on 

color shifts (in hue and chroma) due to illuminant and/or glazing changes. Such a graphic presents 

an interest for research fields such as light source quality (color rendering, color enhancement) and 

energy and buildings (impact of coated glazing...). The graphical icon is based on recent 

developments in lighting color quality: color rendering vectors [1], color icon [2], color vector graphic 

[3] and was adapted for real scenes. This adaptation raised questions about color appearance 

models for complex environments, color spaces and their division. The resulting color graphic icon 

is a projection of the color content of images (original and distorted) in PT plane of IPT color space, 

after application of iCAM06 algorithm aiming at predicting visual appearance of such complex 

scenes [4]. For communication and interpretation, the PT plane was divided in six principal bins, 

corresponding to orange, yellow, green, blue, purple and red. Color attributes were averaged for 

these bins. Last, to inform on scene's color repartition, a circular histogram complements the 

projection in the PT plan. [1] van der Burgt, P. and J. van Kemenade, About color rendition of light 

sources: The balance between simplicity and accuracy. Color Research & Application, 2010. 35(2): 

p.85-93. [2] Davis, W. and Y. Ohno, Color quality scale. Optical Engineering, 2010. 49(3): p.1-16. [3] 

Illuminating Engineering Society, TM-30-15 IES method for evaluating light source color rendition. 

2015, Illuminating Engineering Society New York (NY). [4] Kuang, J., G.M. Johnson, and M.D. 

Fairchild, iCAM06: A refined image appearance model for HDR image rendering. Journal of Visual 

Communication and Image Representation, 2007. 18(5): p.406-414.  
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Usher syndrome and colour vision 
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Usher syndrome is an autosomal recessive sensory disorder associating deafness, vestibulary 

defects and profound visual impairment. Its prevalence is estimated to be 1:25,000 so that studies 

on larger populations of Usher patients are limited. In this multicenter study, we bring together the 

results of colour vision testing that was a secondary marker in a European study of Usher patients. 

Usher syndrome has been subdivided into three clinical subtypes (USH1, USH2 and USH3) based on 

the severity of symptoms. USH1 and USH2 are the most frequent subtypes in Europe We examined 

the colour vision of 202 genetically confirmed adult Usher patients, aged between 18 and 70 years 

(53 USH1 and 136 USH2 and 1 USH3). Three different colour vision testing methods were carried 

out at different centres: the Farnsworth D-15 Dichotomous test together with the Lanthony 

Desaturated 15 Hue test, the FM28 and its desaturated version or the Ishihara colour plate test. 

The results of the right eye were taken for further analysis unless only the left was examined. The 

majority of USH1 patients show either a normal colour vision or diffuse colour vision defects. USH2 

patients, on the other hand, additionally show tritan errors and sporadic cases of protanomaly and 

deuteranomaly. Interesting is the one USH 3 patient who at 70 years of age still maintained normal 

colour vision. USH1 and USH2 have different prognoses for their colour vision, confirming previous 

results on the colour vision deficiencies in Usher patients. This work was supported by the 

European Union Seventh Framework Programme under the grant agreement HEALTH-F2-2010-

242013 (TREATRUSH), by the Tistou and Charlotte Kerstan Foundation. 
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Correlation between the perception of color, shadows and surface textures and the realism of a 

scene in virtual reality 
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Head Mounted Displays (HMD) are experimenting a great development during the last years. This 

type of device allows immersive experiences in virtual worlds and it would be expected to have 

many applications, in both fields: recreational and professional. Along with the development of 

HMDs, they have also produced significant advances in rendering techniques following physical 

models of lighting and shading. Some of these developments are incorporated into the 

programming platforms providing content to devices such as Oculus Rift Virtual Reality (VR) 

glasses. The aim of this paper is to check the accuracy of the visual appearance of real objects 

captured through a 3D scanner, rendered in a personal computer (PC) and displayed in a VR device. 

We have used five high quality artworks replica corresponding to different styles and periods and 

we have scanned them with a Creaform Go!Scan 20 3D scanner. Subjective evaluation has been 

carried out in both environments, real and virtual. Twenty observers conducted a survey based on 

the Mean Opinion Score scale. We have compared forward rendering versus deferred rendering in 

real-time computing using two different illuminations and five artworks replica. The survey 

contains seven items for each artwork (Color, Shading, Texture, Definition, Geometry, Chromatic 

Aberration and Pixelation) and an extra item related with the realism. Results have shown the high 

correlation of the realism's sensation with the quality of surface texture and the definition of 

artworks reproduction and, in a minor way, with the quality of color reproduction. This work was 

supported by the Spanish Minister of Economy and Competitiveness, grant number FIS2016-

80983-P, and by the Regional Government of Extremadura through the research groups fund 

program GR15102, partially financed by the European Regional Development Fund. 
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diagnosis 
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Background and Aims: Recent studies found that the pattern-VEP predominantly originating in the 

koniocellular pathway can be delayed in glaucoma. These earlier investigations used monitors or 

optical benches for stimulation of the blue-yellow sensitive pathway. A recently developed light 

source uses the micro-mirror-device incorporated in modern LED-beamers. Advantage of this 

method is high temporal resolution in combination with high contrast and intensity. The present 

study was carried out to study the utility of this technique in diagnosis of glaucoma. Methods: Rear 

projection with a LED beamer (DLP-technology) generated a strong yellow (570 nm peak) 

adaptation light for suppression of L- and M-cone responses. A superimposed blue (460 nm peak) 

checkerboard pattern mainly stimulated the S-cones in the pattern onset (200 ms)-offset (400 ms) 

mode. Subjects and patients: 42 healthy controls, 52 ‘perimetric’ open-angle glaucoma patients, 

and 15 ‘preperimetric’ glaucoma patients. All subjects underwent full ophthalmological 

examinations including perimetry (Octopus) and OCT (Spectralis). Exclusion criteria were: visual 

acuity less than 0.6, age below 40 or above 80 years. Analyses were performed with age-corrected 

data. Results: Pattern-onset generates a negative deflection of the VEP. The offset-response, 

however, is a positive component as in conventional pattern reversal VEP measurements (ISCEV 

recommendations). The onset time to trough in the 'preperimetric' glaucoma group (132.4±9.9 ms) 

was significantly (p<0.001) prolonged in comparison to the normal controls (119.8±7.5 ms) and 

shorter than the time to trough in the 'perimetric' glaucoma patients (148.5±16.9 ms, p=0.001). 

Correlation analyses in the glaucoma patients revealed significant (p<0.001) correlation of time to 

through with visual field losses and with reduction of retinal nerve fiber thickness. In addition, we 

found significant associations in paired analyses between right and left eye. Conclusion: VEP with 

activation of the blue-yellow sensitive pathway is an objective tool in glaucoma diagnosis because 

the responses are significantly associated with optic nerve damage. 
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Colour categorisation without colour naming 
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Do we need words to distinguish green from blue? We developed a task that aims at measuring 

colour categorisation without the need for colour naming. In one trial, two bipartite fields are 

presented, one with two colours from the same category (e.g. light and dark green), the other with 

two colours from a different category (e.g. orange and yellow). Observers indicate which of the 

bipartite fields contains colours from the same category. To control the involvement of verbal 

labelling, the task is performed without and with verbal interference. We assessed this task with 30 

non-clinical participants and used it to examine a patient with a left occipito-temporal damage. The 

patient suffered from colour anomia (impaired colour naming) while having non-clinical colour 

perception. If colour categorisation is independent from colour naming, verbal interference should 

not deteriorate performance in non-clinical observers. Also, the patient should be able to perform 

the task despite his problems with verbal naming. Preliminary results show that in non-clinical 

participants, verbal interference paradoxically improves categorisation, by reducing response 

times. Moreover, the patient's accuracy was well within the range of the non-clinical participants. 

We conclude that colour categorisation and colour naming can be dissociated. The patient's ability 

to categorise without being able to name indicates that colour categorisation and colour naming 

are guided by different neural mechanisms, and that the left occipito-temporal brain region plays a 

crucial role in linking naming to categorisation. These findings provide a new approach to study the 

relationship between colour categorisation and language and allows for further investigation of the 

neural underpinnings of those two processes with neuroimaging.  
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The purpose of this study was to characterise the response properties of the human S-cone ERG in 

normal trichromats in both time and frequency domains. In addition, we also examined how the S-

cone response was affected in two pathological conditions; Blue Cone Monochromatism (BCM) 

and Enhanced S-cone Syndrome (ESCS). We recorded S-cone mediated ERGs using steady-state 

(sinusoidal) and transient (square-wave) silent substitution stimuli. Responses were obtained from 

a total of 16 normal trichromatic observers as well as two subjects with BCM and one with ESCS. 

Temporal response functions were obtained using steady-state sinusoidal, S-cone isolating stimuli 

(1000 Td, cone contrast = 0.25) which varied in temporal frequency between 5Hz to 75Hz. The 

functions obtained were approximately low-pass in nature and response amplitudes fell below 

threshold criterion above 30Hz. The S-cone ERGs elicited by square-wave, transient stimuli (onset = 

250ms; offset = 250 ms) were characterised by a- and b-waves with implicit times longer than 

those measured for the corresponding components in the L- and M-cone ERGs. In normal 

trichromats the S-cone response lacked a prominent positive offset d-wave which was observed in 

the L- and M-cone responses. The S-cone ERGs obtained from the BCM and ESCS patients did 

exhibit a more prominent offset response. The results demonstrate that silent substitution stimuli 

can be used to generate ERGs that selectively reflect S-cone mediated vision in humans. S-cone 

ERGs have response properties that are different to those mediated by L- and M-cones. 

Furthermore, the results raise the possibility that differences in the ERG waveforms observed in 

retinal pathologies that affect the S-cone system may reflect a re-organisation of S-cone signal 

processing in these conditions. 
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Gold color can be seen when glossiness is added to a yellow surface. It has been shown that gold 

has the color-naming properties necessary to be classified as a basic color, such as red, green, 

yellow, blue. Colors, which change their names with glossiness, are only gold and silver in all other 

colors. These characteristics of gold would suggest that gold might be differently processed in the 

visual system from other glossy colors. We investigated whether gold was different in visual 

properties when compared with other glossy colors. We measured gloss discrimination threshold, 

response time in visual search and ERP response. In all experiments stimuli were made by 3DCG 

(LightWave 9.6) on a LCD monitor. The stimuli consisted of 4 colors (yellow, red, blue and green), 3 

shapes (star, saucer and pot) with various gloss levels defined by specular reflectance. The gloss 

discrimination threshold was found as a function of gloss level not to be significantly small nor 

large for gold from other colors. In the visual search experiment, 2 gloss levels, high and low, were 

set to all stimuli of 4 colors. A stimulus, made of an odd combination of color and gloss level, was 

chosen as the target in a display having 16, 32, 48 or 64 stimuli altogether (a target and 

distractors). The reaction time to the target was found, again, not to be significantly different for 

gold from other colors. We found, however, that ERP responses had a significantly bigger P300 

component to gold than to yellow, and that these dominant components were bigger to gold than 

to glossy red. These results suggest that gold stimuli might be differently processed from other 

glossy color stimuli in a higher level of the visual system although not in earlier levels. (Supported 

by JSPS KAKENHI JP15K12125).  
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Albinism is a disorder that affects animals' melanin production, featuring reduced or absent 

pigmentation of some organs, including in some cases, skin and pelage. Routinely albinism is 

caused by a mutation in the tyrosinase gene, which leads to a deficient or ineffective production of 

tyrosine. Several visual alterations are associated with albinism, including lack of fovea, high 

concentration of ganglion cells on the expected foveal area and higher crossing of visual pathways. 

In monkeys this may impair survival due to both lack of camouflage and difficulty in detecting 

predators. In this work we investigated the color discrimination of an albino capuchin monkey, 

Sapajus apella. Ophthalmologic evaluation was performed with a Schepens binocular indirect 

ophthalmoscope. The behavioral color vision testing determined discrimination ellipses with an 

adapted version of Cambridge Colour Test using 20 equidistant chromatic vectors for three 

different background chromaticities. Genetic analyses of the tyrosinase and the LWS/MWS opsin 

gene were performed from DNA extracted from a blood sample. The LWS/MWS opsin gene 

sequence was described and the aminoacids at critical positions for spectral sensitivity were 

identified (180,277,285). The subject was confirmed as an albino Sapajus apella with 

oculocutaneous type 1 phenotype, presenting nystagmus, foveal hypoplasia and diffuse 

hypopigmentation on both eyes. Genetic analysis identified a nonsense mutation on the tyrosinase 

gene that leads to a truncate protein. The opsin gene sequence had the amino acids SYT at the 

spectral tuning sites (560-563 nm), which is in accordance with the deuteranope diagnostic from 

the behavioral test and an expected phenotype for a male capuchin monkey. Our work showed 

that this albino capuchin monkey shares with human albinos the absence of a fovea and a genetic 

marker. This condition did not impair its color vision capabilities comparable to normal phenotype 

capuchins.  
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Observers are able to extract the mean hue from a rapidly-presented ensemble of colours (e.g. 

Maule & Franklin, 2016). This ability has been demonstrated for other stimulus domains, including 

orientation, size and facial expression. In addition to summary statistics of central tendency, it may 

also be useful for the visual system to encode information about the variation present in colourful 

sets. We report the results of a series of experiments investigating the encoding of variance for 

colourful ensembles with elements varying in hue. Ensemble variance was controlled by varying 

the difference in hue (in CIELUV colour space) between different elements. Observers viewed pairs 

of ensembles situated to the left and right of a central fixation point. During the adaptation phase 

there was a consistent relationship between the amount of variance in each ensemble (e.g., left 

more variable in hue than right). Test trials used the method of constant stimuli, with observers 

asked to judge which ensemble appeared more variable. Psychometric functions fitted to the data 

indicate shifts in the point of subjective equality consistent with adaptation to the variability of 

ensembles in different locations. Generally, following exposure to highly variable ensembles on the 

left observers perceived a pair of equally variable ensembles as relatively less variable on the left 

compared to the right of the display. This result is similar to that shown by Norman et al. (2015) for 

ensembles of orientation, suggesting that representation of the variance independent of the 

central tendency may be a general feature of visual coding. Further experiments investigated the 

generalisation of variance adaptation, across the hue circle and across visual modalities. We 

suggest that variance of a multi-coloured ensemble is encoded automatically, and implications for 

research on visual coding and summary statistics are discussed. Research supported by European 

Research Council (CATEGORIES: 283605). 
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Motor effects of Parkinson's disease (PD) are well known but visual aspects are seldom studied. 

Although questionable (Gaines, 2006), psychophysical measures of magnocellular (M) and 

parvocellular (P) visual pathways have shown losses in PD patients (Silva et al., 2005). The objective 

of this study was: (1) the psychophysical evaluation of luminance contrast discrimination in 

patients with PD (n=28; mean= 50 ± 9 y/o) and age-matched controls using stimuli designed to be 

selective for M and P pathways in two computerized tests: Pedestal Test (Pokorny & Smith, 1997; 

Gualtieri et al., 2006) and Checkerboard Test (Benoff et al., 2001; Costa, 2011); (2) the comparison 

of PD subgroups: early-onset PD (EOPD) (onset before 45 y/o; n= 19, mean= 46 ± 6 y/o), and late-

onset PD (LOPD) (onset after 45 y/o; n= 9; mean= 58 ± 6 y/o); and (3) the fMRI assessment with an 

adapted version of the Checkerboard Test for PD patients (n= 14; mean= 52 ± 10 y/o) and age-

matched controls. The results indicated: (1) the Pedestal and Checkerboard Tests shows that losses 

occur in both M- and P-pathways in PD-patients; (2) the comparison of the performance of the PD-

subgroups with the controls suggests that the M- and P-pathways were impaired in both LOPD-

patients (Pedestal Test) and EOPD-patients (Checkerboard Test). In addition, this is the first study 

to suggest that impairments of the M- and P-pathways in LOPD-patients are greater than in EOPD-

patients (inferred by Pedestal Test); and (3) fMRI responses showed no differences for M- and P-

pathways selective stimuli across groups. ROI analysis for V5 (M-pathway selective) and V4 (P-

pathway selective) also showed no difference. These results indicate possible dissociation between 

the fMRI measures and the psychophysical measures. Future studies with larger samples and/or 

samples from other populations are necessary. 
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Effects of language on colour discrimination are specific to hue-based basic colour categories 
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Chromatic stimuli across a boundary of basic colour categories (BCCs; e.g. BLUE and GREEN) are 

discriminated faster than equidistant colours within a given category (Bornstein & Monroe, 1980, 

Psychol. Res., 42, 213-225). Furthermore, language-specific colour categories are also thought to 

have an advantage at this novel category boundary: e.g. Russian has two BCCs for BLUE, sinij 'dark 

blue' and goluboj 'light blue', and native Russian speakers were reported to discriminate light and 

dark blues faster than English speakers (Winawer et al., 2007, PNAS, 104, 7780-7785). We 

attempted to replicate this effect in two experiments that employed the same categorisation and 

discrimination tasks, but with a greater number of trials per stimulus. In the first experiment, with 

a between-participants design, 15 blue shades were used (out of 20 in the original study). Russian 

early bilinguals categorised the stimuli as either sinij/goluboj and non-Russian speaking bilingual 

controls categorised them as light/dark blue, followed by a triad, target-matching discrimination 

task. The second experiment used a within-participants design with Russian monolinguals or late 

bilinguals, and the 15 colours ranged from darker to lighter blue while 15 others ranged from green 

to blue. Participants performed the discrimination tasks, then categorised the colours in three 

contexts: with each colour presented an equal number of times (unbiased), or with either more 

frequent lighter or darker blue (or greener or bluer). In neither of the two experiments was the 

boundary reaction time advantage observed for sinij/goluboj, though we did observe a classic 

boundary effect for BLUE/GREEN. The frequency bias affected the sinij/goluboj boundary: in a 

lighter context, the boundary shifted towards lighter shades and vice versa. Contrary to previous 

reports, our results imply that in Russian, lightness-defined BLUE BCCs differ behaviourally from 

hue-based BCCs: the boundary is context-sensitive, is less robust, and does not manifest speeded 

discrimination differences.  
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Optimization of lighting for paintings with psychophysics – influence of cultural factors 
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Several psychophysical studies suggest that for occident al viewers a correlated colour temperature 

(CCT) of about 5000K is optimal for visual appreciation of paintings. There is not, however, general 

agreement in the museum community about this issue. Also, the question of whether cultural 

factors influence optimal lighting is relevant as they seem to influence other aspects of colour 

vision. The aims of this work were (1) to test a large number of paintings from occidental and 

Japanese painters and (2) to investigate whether the preferred lighting is influenced by cultural 

factors by comparing occidental and Japanese viewers. The stimuli for the experiment were images 

of the paintings synthetized from hyperspectral imaging. Of the 42 paintings tested 32 were from 

occidental painters and 10 from Japanese painters. Paintings were both of abstract and figurative 

nature. They were simulated illuminated by daylights with CCT in the range 3,600 K - 25,000 K. In 

the experiment, observers could change the CCT of the illumination using a joy-pad and their task 

was to select the one producing the best visual impression of the painting. Stimuli were displayed 

on calibrated CRT monitors controlled by a video board in 24-bits-per-pixel true-colour mode. 

There were 5 experimental sessions and in each session each paintings was tested three times. Ten 

Japanese observers carried out the experiment in Japan and 11 Portuguese observers carried out 

the experiment in Portugal. All observers were naïve to the purpose of the experiment and both 

groups were tested with all 42 paintings. It was confirmed that for Portuguese observers the 

preferred CCT was about 5000 K. Moreover, the Japanese observers systematically required a CCT 

larger by about 1000 K. The data suggests that cultural factors influence the optimal lighting 

conditions for paintings. 
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How well do the Munsell and the Natural Colour systems describe the colours of natural scenes? 
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There are several colour ordered systems designed to describe the colours available in the natural 

world. Examples of such systems are the Munsell Colour System (MCS) and the Natural Colour 

System (NCS). These systems are based on printed samples to represent the available chromatic 

information. Hence, their chromatic gamut is confined by the colour reproduction limitations of 

the printing process. The purpose of this work was to assess how accurately the MCS and the NSC 

represent the chromatic diversity of natural environments. The reflectance spectra of 1269 MCS 

colour ships and 1950 NCS colour samples was obtained and compared with the reflectance 

spectra retrieved from 50 hyperspectral images of natural scenes. The MCS reflectance spectra 

were obtained from the University of Joensuu, Finland, and the NCS reflectance spectra were 

measured with a contact spectrophotometer (CM-2600D, Konica Minolta, Japan). The natural 

reflectance spectra were retrieved from a public database of hyperspectral images of natural 

scenes, comprising rural and urban environments. All reflectance spectra were converted into the 

CIELAB assuming the CIE 1931 2º standard observer and the CIE D65 illuminant. The CIELAB volume 

occupied by each set of colours was assumed to be the correspondent colour gamut and compared 

among data sets. It was found that the MCS colour gamut corresponds to 71% of the NCS colour 

gamut and that this represents only 21% of the natural scenes colour gamut. Therefore a 

considerable portion of the natural colours are not accounted for either by the NCS or by the MCS 

systems. These results seem to indicate that these two colour ordered systems have important 

limitations in describing the overall chromatic content of the natural scenes. 
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Empirical compensation of chromatic atmospheric effects 
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Light is scattered and absorbed in the atmosphere, an effect that increases with distance. 

Therefore, the visibility and the chromatic diversity decreases with increasing observation distance, 

modifying the way the landscape or the objects are perceived. We measured how much these 

effects can be perceived and if they can be empirically discounted by observers. Five hyperspectral 

images of natural scenes were used and their appearance simulated for several distances of 

observation. The reflectance spectra of these images were converted into tristimulus values 

assuming the CIE 1931 2° standard observer and the CIE D65 illuminant. The chromatic properties 

of the images were simulated assuming an observation distance from 2000 meters to -200 meters. 

A negative distance implies that the saturation of the original colours increased both in colour and 

luminance. Images were displayed onto a CRT monitor calibrated in colour and luminance. The 

observer could select the desired viewing distance in 50 meters steps in a round endless loop of 

possible selections, to remove the information of the viewing limits. The observer's task was to 

select the image that looked more natural, starting from a random distance. 21 observers did the 

experiment unware of the purpose or the design of the experiment and unfamiliar with the natural 

scenes. Data was binned into steps of 100 meters and the frequency of selection was estimated. A 

Gaussian fit was applied to the data and the position of the maximum and the FWHM were 

estimated. It was found that the observers' preference was around the -67 meters (±17 meters 

STD) very close to the original viewing distance. The FWHM was of 282 meters (±40 meters STD). 

This result suggests that despite the degradation of the chromatic diversity of the natural scenes 

used, observers can retrieve the original content with good accuracy. 
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Our visual system provides almost absolute colour constancy for daylight changes indicating that 

for a limited change of illuminant spectra constancy is possible. The aim of this study was to 

investigate the influence of laser safety protection goggles on colour arrangement tasks with and 

without presenting a sketch of well-known colourful objects (2D). To investigate the potential 

origin of the observed effects, patients with a neurodegenerative disease (glaucoma) were 

compared to normal subjects. Eighty-three persons (37 glaucoma, 46 normal probands) underwent 

the Farnsworth-Panel Dichotomous-15 test. All probands underwent three different conditions (60 

min apart, each repeated twice): (1) without wearing laser safety googles, (2) while wearing laser 

safety googles with and (3) without the aid of a coloured sketch. As error rate was not able detect 

differences between the three test conditions, the time required to complete the test was 

measured. A significantly increased completion time was found between the conditions of those 

that wore and did not were laser safety protection googles in normal and glaucoma subjects 

(p0.05), arguing for a potential cerebral origin. By modifying the visual environment while wearing 

laser safety protection googles, the significantly faster colour arrangement task might reflect an 

increase of the ability to distinguish objects. 
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Neural correlates of blue-yellow asymmetries in #thedress 
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Asymmetries in blue-yellow color perception, in which blues appear less saturated than yellows of 

equivalent chromatic contrast, have been shown to affect a variety of color percepts including the 

appearance of #thedress (Winkler et al, 2015). This asymmetry may reflect greater ambiguity about 

the source of bluish tints compared to other hues, e.g. whether the blue is due to the lighting or 

the surface. When the blue is inverted to yellow, this ambiguity may be removed, and agreement 

about the inverted dress color is much higher. We tested for neural correlates of this perceptual 

asymmetry using a paradigm for measuring asymmetries in visual discrimination with high-density 

electroencephalography (EEG) and frequency tagging (Retter & Rossion, 2016). Throughout four 

50-sec sequences, the original dress image was presented in alternation with the color-inverted 

image at a rate of six images per second (6 Hz), with measurements collected for 14 observers. 

Given that the color-inverted image is consistently perceived to have yellow stripes, we 

hypothesized that an asymmetry between the two images would be present in the EEG recording 

at the alternation rate (3 Hz). Settings were also made for a second pair of dress images formed by 

rotating the original colors in cone-opponent space to create equivalent reddish-greenish versions, 

for which a less-pronounced perceptual asymmetry predicts a weaker 3 Hz response. These 

hypotheses were supported, with larger blue-yellow than red-green responses at 3 Hz and its 

specific harmonics (e.g. 9 Hz) in the frequency-domain of the EEG over occipital channels. In 

contrast, the response at the image-presentation rate of 6 Hz and its harmonics did not differ 

across these two conditions. Our results suggest that the blue-yellow asymmetry, a potentially 

higher-level aspect of color appearance unrelated to chromatic sensitivity, is nevertheless evident 

in electrophysiological recordings of the cortical responses to color. 
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Nascimento et al. (2017) showed the observers preferred paintings with a chromatic composition 

similar to the original unfamiliar paintings and suggested that the aesthetical value of paintings is 

not determined or constrained by the natural aspect of the color gamut. One limitation of the 

study, however, is that results were obtained using only occidental paintings and occidental 

observers. This study expanded the experiment to include Japanese paintings and Japanese 

observers. In the experiment, 35 Japanese naïve observers, 15 Japanese expert observers and 10 

Portuguese naïve observers participated. All naïve observers were unfamiliar with paintings used in 

the experiment (10 Japanese and 10 occidental paintings). The observers could rotate the color 

gamut of the paintings to select the one producing the best subjective impression. The 

distributions obtained for the preferred angle could be fitted by normal distributions with peaks 

deviating from the original gamut orientation less than 11 deg, which was less than discrimination 

threshold to a chromatic change from the original colors (18 deg). To confirm this commonality in 

preferred composition, we conducted the additional experiment with 26 new Japanese observers 

who were asked to choose the best subjective impression from 4 hue-rotated images (0: original, 

90,180, 270 deg) according to 4AFC paradigm. It was found that the original images (0 deg) were 

selected most frequently (52 %) among them, which replicated the results of previous hue 

matching experiment. Thus we conclude that the observers prefer a chromatic composition very 

close to the original unfamiliar paintings regardless of race of the observers and types of paintings, 

at least Japanese or occidental, suggesting that the aesthetic value of paintings is not determined 

only by environmental factors such as culture and religion.  
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Aniridia is a congenital disorder typically caused by a PAX6 gene mutation associated with iris- and 

foveal hypoplasia and nystagmus. Severe phenotypes are also associated with secondary pathology 

such as keratopathy, cataract, and glaucoma. The purpose here was to assess chromatic sensitivity 

in aniridia. Thirty-two persons with congenital aniridia (9–66 yrs), and 39 healthy normal 

trichromatic controls (10–74 yrs) participated in the study. Chromatic sensitivity was measured 

binocularly with HRR pseudo-isochromatic plates (4th Ed., 2002) and Colour Assessment and 

Diagnosis (CAD) test. Cone-opsin genes were analysed to confirm that none of the participants had 

congenital colour vision deficiencies. The CAD stimuli were double its default size to compensate 

for reduced visual acuity in aniridia. Luminance noise was increased and temporal frequency 

lowered to mask rod intrusion. Chromatic sensitivity was measured along 16 different axes, and 

mean red-green (RG) and yellow-blue (YB) thresholds were computed. Visual acuity and ocular 

media opacities were assessed. The central 30 deg of both eyes were imaged with the Heidelberg 

Spectralis OCT to grade the severity of foveal hypoplasia (FH, normal to complete: 0–4). Twelve 

with aniridia made two or more RG errors on HRR, five of which also made YB errors; while one 

made YB errors only. Twenty-three with aniridia had higher CAD RG thresholds, of which ten also 

had higher CAD YB thresholds, than normal controls (mean+2SD). In aniridia, CAD thresholds were 

typically more elevated along RG than YB axes compared with age-matched normal controls. 

Aniridia patients with complete FH had significantly higher RG thresholds than those with less 

severe FH (p=0.03). YB thresholds were increased only in those with the most severe phenotypes, 

who also had keratopathy and cataract. This suggests that alterations in retinal structure and 

processing is the primary reason for loss of RG chromatic sensitivity in aniridia. 
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Colour vision is a feature of many vertebrates enabling them to see everything in patterns of 

different colours enhancing discrimination. Red-green colour vision is of great importance as it is 

most prevalent X-linked recessive disorder. Consanguinity is the main risk factor for increasing 

incidence of recessive disorders. It is tried to identify families with red-green colour vision trait in 

Pakistan in past couple of years. Initial surveys were confined to Punjab province, largest province 

in population proportion, revealed prevalence of red-green colour vision deficiencies as 5.29% and 

0.6% among males and females respectively with consanguinity prevalence as 84.82%. Colour 

vision deficient families present 85.71% consanguinity. Project is extended to Khyber 

Pukhtoonkhwa Province to see ethnic differences of colour vision deficient families between 

Punjabi and Pakhtoons. Both are ethno-linguistic groups. Punjabis are descendants of Aryan, 

Iranian origin people who came across Indus valley, but other ethnic groups lived/living here are 

Ghaznavid, Mughal and Durrani. Punjabis are among one of the oldest civilisation at the planet 

present before 3300 BC. Pakhtoons are eastern Iranian people by origin. Oral traditions link them 

to Israel origin. In current study, identified families of Punjabi and Pukhtoon origin are studied to 

describe ethnic differences. Subgroups in Punjabi colour vision deficient families are Ansari, Jutt, 

Lali, Malik, Mochi, Mughal, Rajpoot, Sheikh, and Thaheem while in Pukhtoon colour deficient 

families are the only subgroup Yousafzai. Syed families are common in both populations. But no 

Pakhtoon Syed is found to be colour vision deficient. Both populations are under study for ethnic 

origin, caste, and patterns of consanguinity and under statistical analysis. Both populations are 

genetically diverse and it is expected to found significant results.  
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Luminance and chrominance information is extracted from natural scenes by different cone-

opponent mechanisms at early stage of visual processing. How independently the two streams are 

then processed along the visual pathway is still a controversial issue. While some authors believe 

that luminance and color signals are processed separately and in parallel until high perceptual level 

beyond V1 (Livingstone and Hubel, 1987), others suggest that they could interact as early as the 

LGN (Párraga et al., 2002). Supporting the latter assumption, Párraga et al. (2002) introduced a 

model which includes a divisive normalization of the color opponent channels by luminance. Here 

we try to access the relevance of this model when viewing natural scenes. In a 2AFC paradigm, two 

versions of the same image were presented: one containing only luminance and the other 

containing the same luminance information and a small proportion of the chromatic information 

from the original colored image. Participants were asked to decide which scene was colored. We 

found that color detection threshold increased with global luminance level. While this result seems 

to add further weight to the early interaction hypothesis, we have to consider a possible effect of 

individual differences in cone-opponent mechanisms. Assuming this variability, a contrast 

normalization mechanism occurring independently in luminance and chrominance channels could 

account for our results. Under this hypothesis, pure luminance thresholds can be predicted from 

the chrominance detection thresholds we measured in the first experiment. Therefore, in a second 

experiment, we measured detection thresholds for luminance in the same natural scenes. We 

found them to be much higher than expected from the independence hypothesis, leading further 

support to early interaction. Our findings suggest an early interaction of luminance and 

chrominance in the visual system and provide another argument for a nonlinear divisive 

normalization of color channels by luminance in natural scenes.  
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We propose color vision barrier free illumination with only white light for deutans. In this study, we 

examined an effect of subject experiments on the relationship between white illumination light 

which changes object color appearance and color vision of deuteranopia. Thorough the subjects 

were a total of 5 persons including 2 deuteranopia ones and 3 deuteranomaly ones, and The 

Ishihara Test was used for a color vision discrimination experiment. As a result of the experiment, 

subjects were not able to recognize the numbers in the examination table under white illumination 

with general spectral distribution, but subjects was able to recognize the numbers in the 

examination table correctly under the lighting proposed by us did it. Furthermore, we conducted a 

comparative analysis on object color appearance by the white barrier-free light source used in the 

subject experiments in the CIEL*a*b* color space. Under a general light source, the L* value and 

the b* value of the numerical color of the examination table and the background color of the 

examination table are similar. Therefore, deutans confuse the number color of the inspection table 

with the background color of the inspection table. On the other hand, under the lighting proposed 

here, the numerical value of the inspection table and the b* value of the background of the 

inspection table take different values. Therefore, deutans don't confuse the numerical color of the 

examination table with the background color. The result of analysis of this research could be 

successfully applied to discrimination of color change of raw meat and burnt meat, which is 

considered to be difficult to discriminate in deutan person in daily life. From the above results, it is 

suggested that the proposed lighting can be used not only in the inspection table but also in the 

real life.  
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Deep Neural Networks are a new, exciting technology, capable of learning how to solve non-trivial 

tasks with human-like efficiency. However, little is known about the exact optimisation strategies 

they use to do so, and whether or not such strategies are similar to the one implemented in living 

beings' brains. We investigated how color information is processed in the different layers of 

AlexNet, a network trained for object classification on over 1.2M realistic images of the ILSVRC 

2012 dataset. We measured the responses of AlexNet "neurons" to simple colored stimuli, such as 

uniformly colored disks with colors sampled in the DKL space, as inputs to the trained network. We 

characterized the neuron's responses to color variations via measures used in comparable 

electrophysiological single unit recordings in primates. Our results show some similarities of 

AlexNet neurons with visual cortical neurons, but also some differences. For example, we observed 

neurons preferentially tuned to four hue directions that were close but not identical to the cardinal 

axes of the second-stage color mechanisms. There was also an abundance of color selective cells at 

the earliest stages and fewer color selective cells at later stages, similar to what is known from 

visual cortex. Our findings indicate that deep neural networks trained for object recognition 

emerge with color mechanisms that are similar to low-level mechanisms in the primate brain. This 

suggests that these mechanisms might result from an adaptation to the color statistics of the 

environment.  
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Introduction: Tritan congenital color vision deficiencies are progressive rare conditions, caused by 

mutations, deletions, insertion or rearrangements of the genes that encode the short-wavelength 

(S) sensitive cone opsins. Objective: to evaluate the color discrimination and to investigate the 

genetic causes of color vision loss in a 47 years old male subject who reported color vision 

deficiency since childhood. Methods: Ophthalmic evaluation and optical coherence tomography 

were performed to access the ocular integrity. Six color vision tests were used: Cambridge Colour 

Test, CAD, Farnsworth Munsel 100-Hue, D15 and D15d and HRR. Genetics analyses were 

performed to screening the S opsin gene. The DNA was extracted from blood sample and S opsin 

gene was analyzed by PCR and direct sequencing. Results: Ophthalmic evaluation and optical 

coherence tomography showed no alterations. CCT thresholds were 44, 39 and 762 for the protan, 

deutan and tritan axes respectively. Normal CCT thresholds are 100, 100 and 150, therefore protan 

and deutan thresholds are normal, while tritan exceeds normal limits by far. CAD thresholds were 

1.23 for the red-green (RG) axis and 5.09 for the blue-yellow (BY) axis. Given CAD normal limits 

(1.77 for RG and 1.75 for BY) RG threshold is normal and BY is altered. FM100 and D15 tests 

showed a color discrimination loss in the blue-yellow axis. Genetic analysis showed a heterozygous 

sequence inside intron 3 in the S opsin gene. Conclusion: Color vision evaluation showed that this 

subject has a clear tritan defect. We assume that due to its proximity to 3' splicing region of the 

exon 3 the sequence found in intron 3 is the probable cause of the tritan defect. 
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In a classic study, Kovacs et al. (PNAS, 1996) used an array of many discs presented dichoptically 
with half of the discs in one eye 'red' and the other half 'green'; disc chromaticities in the fellow 
eye were reversed resulting in binocular color rivalry for every disc, thus creating color ambiguity. 
Surprisingly, the binocularly fused percept often was all discs of the same color (red or green), 
which showed that perceptual resolution of the many ambiguous neural representations did not 
rely on monocular dominance or on independent resolution for each disc. The present study 
replicates the original using a 4x4 16-disc array, and adds a technique that eliminates any effect 
from monocular eye dominance. The aim is to isolate binocularly driven neural mechanisms of 
perceptual resolution without contamination from monocular dominance. METHODS: Observers 
viewed the rivalrous array presented either steadily to each eye, as in Kovacs et al, or with 
chromatic interocular-switch rivalry (CISR), which swaps the two images between the eyes every 
133 msec. The total proportion of viewing time when the 16 discs were perceived to be all red or 
all green was measured. RESULTS/CONCLUSIONS: For 3 observers, the discs all appeared the same 
color more often with CISR than with steady rivalrous presentation, suggesting that monocular 
dominance interferes with grouped perceptual resolution of ambiguous stimuli in the Kovacs 
paradigm. This conclusion was supported further by an additional condition using CISR but with 
every disc the same in one eye at each instant (all 'red' discs in one eye and all 'green' in the other). 
This condition was never significantly different from the original CISR condition, as expected if CISR 
reveals only binocularly mediated perceptual resolution of the discs' color irrespective of 
monocular neural representations. [One additional observer did not replicate Kovacs' classic 
finding so was excluded.]  
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Verification of the simulation of anomalous trichromats with multispectral images 

Miharu Kato, Yoko Mizokami, Hirohisa Yaguchi 

Chiba University, Chiba, Japan 

Corresponding author: adta2525@chiba-u.jp 

 

Conventional color simulations for color deficiency are based on a model using chromaticity values 

in a three-dimensional color space and RGB images. However, they have limitations on color 

reproduction since spectral information and spectral sensitivity are not taken into consideration in 

these simulations using RGB images. Therefore, Luo (2014) simulated the color appearance of color 

deficiency based on a model proposed by Yaguchi et al. (2013), using spectral information and the 

shifted cone spectral sensitivity of anomalous trichromats. However, it has not been verified 

whether they actually correspond to the appearance for color deficiency. In this research, we aim 

to verify the accuracy of simulations using multispectral images. We assumed that the shift of cone 

spectral sensitivity causes color deficiency. First, we created simulation images of color deficiency 

with different severities from color vision normal to dichromat by changing the shift width of L or 

M cone sensitivity. In the experiment, the original image and one of the simulation images were 

presented side by side on a LCD monitor. Observers answered whether they were able to 

discriminate the color of the two images. Simulation images were presented in random order and 

observers repeated the judgments. Observers with normal color vision and deuteranomaly 

participated. A shift width when the discriminable rate was at 75% point of a psychometric 

function based on 10 judgements was considered as a threshold. Our results show that mild 

anomalous trichromats discriminated a simulation image with a small shift of cone spectral 

sensitivity, whereas severe anomalous trichromats were not able to discriminate an image with a 

large shift. This means that difference in the degree of color deficiency corresponds to the degree 

of modulation in simulation images. It was suggested the accuracy and the effectiveness of 

simulation and analysis by multispectral images.  
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Salience of spatiochromatic patterns measured with adjustment and alternative forced choice 

tasks 

Amanda Hardman, Jasna Martinovic 
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Switkes (2008; Vis Res, 48, 1812-1819) observed asymmetries in perceived salience for L-M and S-

(L+M) cone-opponent mechanisms: the ΔL-M increment appeared more salient than the 

decrement, while the ΔS-(L+M) increment appeared less salient than the decrement at equivalent 

levels of contrast. How do these results, obtained with a grating stimulus, a two-alternative forced 

choice task (2AFC) and with four observers, generalise to other spatial patterns across a larger 

number of participants? To answer this question, we determined the point of iso-salience for 

gratings, Gabors and Gaussians along cardinal directions in cone-opponent colour space for 2AFC 

and adjustment tasks in ten observers and averaged across participants to determine the overall 

effect of varying spatial patterns and tasks. No difference was found between adjustment and 

2AFC tasks. A trend of asymmetry for the S-(L+M) mechanism was found for gratings (p=.050): the 

increment was perceived as less salient than the decrement, replicating previous findings. No 

asymmetries were found for Gabors and Gaussians defined by S-(L+M) contrasts or for any of the 

stimuli defined by L-M contrasts. As stimulus salience is likely to relate to perceived contrast, and 

perceived contrast equals physical contrast minus contrast detection threshold (e.g. Kulikowski, 

1976, Vis Res, 16, 1419-1431), we proposed that the trend of asymmetry seen in S-(L+M) was due 

to an asymmetry in detection thresholds between the S(L+M) increment and decrement for 

gratings. When iso-salience results were corrected using detection thresholds, the trend of 

asymmetry seen in S-(L+M) gratings disappeared. Based on these findings, salience and detection 

depend on both spatial and chromatic properties of stimuli, so that results obtained with one type 

of stimulus (e.g. Switkes' gratings) cannot be easily generalised to other stimuli with different 

spatial properties. Therefore, it is important to characterise salience and perceived contrast across 

a relatively broad range of spatiochromatic patterns.  
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Threshold detection & suprathreshold perception in anomalous trichromats 

John E Vanston, Katherine EM Tregillus, Michael A Crognale 

University of Nevada, Reno, USA 

Corresponding author: jvanston1206@gmail.com 

 

The visual system response adjusts over various time scales based on the characteristics and range 

of its inputs, a process known as adaptation. People with anomalous trichromacy, a form of color 

vision deficiency (CVD), have three photopigment types. However, the spectral sensitivity of either 

their L cones (in protanomaly) or M cones (in deuteranomaly) is shifted towards that of the M or L 

cone, respectively. This reduces the magnitude of the color opponent signal available to the visual 

system, decreasing sensitivity and discrimination in the red-green dimension. Over time, the visual 

system might be expected to compensate for this limited information, expanding the perceptual 

gamut to fill the available signal space. A recent study using multidimensional scaling to investigate 

the perceptual space of color normal subjects and anomalous trichromats provides support for this 

theory. In the current study we expand upon this line of research using both standard threshold 

measures and suprathreshold contrast matching (SCM), a technique that allows scaling of 

perceptual salience along cone-opponent axes. All subjects were screened for color vision 

deficiencies with standard plate tests; CVD subjects were further diagnosed using anomaloscopy 

and a battery of tests. Experimental stimuli were foveally-presented 10° gabors modulating at 1cpd 

along the cardinal LM & S axes in a cone-opponent space. Both detection thresholds and 

suprathreshold contrast matches were measured using a temporal 2AFC task in an adaptive 

staircase design. In the SCM task, chromatic stimuli were compared to a standard achromatic 

reference grating. Preliminary data were collected from six control subjects and six anomalous 

trichromats. On average, CVD subjects required more LM contrast for both detection thresholds 

and suprathreshold matches than control subjects. In addition, modeling of anomalous spectral 

sensitivities predicts the average ratio of LM:S contrast in CVD subjects, a result that does not 

provide support for perceptual compensation. 
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Correlation between S-cone adaptation and chromatic detection thresholds showed different 

tendencies among various chromatic contrast conditions 

Lin Shi 

Faculty of Information Engineering and Automation, Kunming University of Science and 

Technology, China 

Computer Application Key Laboratory of Yunnan Province, Kunming University of Science and 

Technology, China 

Corresponding author: lin.shi@live.cn 

 

Absolute chromatic detection thresholds and increment chromatic detection thresholds were 

measured for studying human color vision before. Here, I measured positive and negative 

chromatic contrast detection thresholds of single-pulse detection at various background conditions 

in a cone chromaticity space proposed by Smith and Pokorny in 1996. Chromatic coordinates of the 

background were sampled from 15 points corresponded respectively with the S/LM and the L/LM 

axes at following levels, S/LM: 0.8, 0.9, 1, 2, 3, and L/LM: 0.3, 0.335, 0.37. The detection thresholds 

were measured at six contrast directions: +S/LM, -S/LM, +L/LM, -L/LM, +LM, and -LM at each 

background. The stimulus was a Gaussian patch which chromatic coordinates were gradually 

changed from the peak to the background along one of the six directions. The luminance of the 

peak was the same with the background except at +LM and -LM conditions which were luminance 

contrast cases. The stimuli were presented by a calibrated visual stimuli system which display error 

rate of the chromatic coordinates and luminance inside the gamut of a 10 bit-driven CRT was less 

than 5% (1 - measured value/expected value ). Results showed that correlation between S-cone 

adaptation levels and chromatic detection thresholds had different tendencies among three 

chromatic contrast directions: S/LM, L/LM, and LM. Acknowledgment: This study supported by 

National Natural Science Foundation of China (61368005). 
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Possible influences on color constancy by motion of colour targets and by attention controlled by 

gaze-state 

Lifang Wan1, Keizo Shinomori2 
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In this study, we investigated how extent the colour constancy mechanism is influenced by motion 

of the colour targets in different attention state; modulated between eye fixation and free view 

conditions. The colour constancy was examined on five young observers under two conditions in a 

haploscopic view on a monitor; target static and target motion conditions. The colours of red, 

green, blue and yellow illuminants were shifted from D65 by specific colour differences along (L-M) 

axis or S- (L+M) axis on equi-luminant plane. The standard and test patterns of 5 deg. square were 

presented side by side in the haploscopic view, consisting of a 1.2 deg. square colour targets (one 

of 12 colours) at each center surrounded by background ellipses consisting of other 8 colours. The 

central colour targets in both patterns moved from top to bottom with the speed of the 3 deg/s in 

the motion condition. The results indicate that the target static condition shows a slightly better in 

colour constancy than the target motion averagely over 12 test colors. In the motion and eye 

fixation condition, foveal part of the retina was rather adapted to the mean chromaticity of the 

surround, so the retinal adaptation was stronger in this condition, although the motion made less 

attention to the colour of the background; it could cause weaker effect of the illumination 

estimation. Contrary, in the static (no motion) and eye free condition, more attention to the 

background colours caused the illumination estimation effect stronger and the colour constancy 

was improved. Under red, blue and yellow illuminants, the colour constancy was more conformed 

by von Kries model; the adaptation plays an important role. Under green illuminant, however, the 

illuminant estimation also plays the important role and the results could not be well described 

solely by the von Kries model.  
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Chips in the sunshine; superior colour constancy with real vs simulated Munsell chips under 

illuminants adjacent to the daylight locus 

Jeremiah M Kelly1, Ausra Daugirdiene2, Ian J Murray1, Janus Kulikowski1 
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The ability to make accurate colour judgements under differing daylight conditions, so-called 

colour constancy (CC), relies on a powerful cognitive component. Is this effect more efficient for 

real Munsell samples rather than when they are simulated on a computer monitor? We address 

this question using asymmetric colour matching. CC was measured in u'v' space for physical 

Munsell chips and compared with exactly the same conditions simulated on a colour monitor. 

Illuminant A (2750K) and S (>20000K), both adjacent to the Daylight locus, were used. Standard 

Illuminant C (5700K) acted as reference. Illuminant-induced chromaticity shifts were defined as cCI 

=1 – (chromatic shift/physical shift). A two-chamber display box was used for real Munsell settings. 

The chips were isoluminant (Value 7) under the reference illuminant and formed a loop in u'v' 

space of equal hue shifts for each chroma, 4 and 6. Subjects were always adapted to the reference 

illuminant and viewed the chips under the test illuminant for 3 seconds. Matches were obtained 

for each test chip, presented singly. The simulated chips (2° x 2°) were a metameric match to the 

real chips. They were generated on a monitor, surrounded by a neutral (N7) background. Three 

colour normal observers were used. A linear model was used to predict the measured CCi from the 

following variables, Chroma ("4" vs "6"), Illuminant ("A"vs"S"), Presentation mode (Real vs 

Monitor) and Hue zone ("blue"- "green"- "yellow"-"red"- "purple"). The general model was 

significant (F (7,246) =78.65 p<0.001). Post hoc analysis found that performance was substantially 

superior under real (cCI = 0.76) compared with simulated (cCI =0.55) conditions, a difference of 

0.20, (CI 0.18, 0.22, p <0.001). We conclude that, for the conditions tested, CC is superior under 

real, compared with simulated conditions. 
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Color constancy and the spatial frequency decomposition of images 

Laysa Hedjar1, Arthur G Shapiro1 – 3 
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Corresponding author: lh1976a@student.american.edu 

 

In this study, we investigated how extent the colour constancy mechanism is influenced by motion 

of the colour Purpose: Color constancy is often ascribed to higher-level perceptual inferences that 

allow the visual system to discount the illumination to estimate the reflectance of a material. On 

the other hand, our laboratory has suggested that much of what is required for color constancy is 

available in the spatial structure of the stimulus: illumination corresponds roughly to an image's 

low spatial frequency (LSF) content and the high spatial frequency (HSF) content remains roughly 

invariant to illumination. Here we examine the extent to which independent changes in the color 

of HSF and LSF content are perceptually similar to changes in reflectance and illumination. 

Methods: Images were decomposed into spatial-band component images. The hue of the 

decomposed images were shifted around the color circle (similarly to Nascimento et al., 2017) and 

then images were recombined. From each original image, two objects were extracted and isolated 

on a gray background. Participants were asked to 1) match the isolated object to the same object 

within the manipulated image; 2) match the isolated object to the object isolated directly from the 

manipulated image on a gray background; and 3) adjust the hue of a white paper to appear as 

though it were under the same illumination as in the manipulated image. Results and Conclusion: 

Results are plotted as a function of hue shift produced at each spatial band. Preliminary results and 

demonstrations produced from the images show that object color corresponds to HSF color and 

illumination corresponds to LSF color. More than that, swapping LSF content between images 

creates the impression of illumination change but not a change in the color of the objects. The 

objects therefore appear constant across illumination change. In our images, therefore, perceived 

illumination seems related to the LSF content, and HSF content is relatively invariant to changes in 

LSF chromaticity.  
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Testing perceptual similarity in uniform color spaces 

Robert J Ennis1, 2, Qasim Zaidi1 

1Justus-Liebig Universität, Dept. General Psychology, Gießen, Germany 
2State University of New York, Graduate Center for Vision Research, NY, USA 
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A central goal of visual neuroscience is to understand how populations of neurons build and 

maintain representations of percepts that facilitate useful inferences about objects, materials and 

scenes. Human observers use estimated similarities between colors in a variety of tasks, including 

identifying materials across spectrally different illuminations. We explore some fundamental 

properties of the neural representation of color percepts, in particular the geometrical structure of 

perceptual space in which color similarities are organized.  We demonstrate a new method of 

equating similarities between widely different colors by setting color mid-points. The geometric 

structure of perceptual color space can be determined experimentally by using Varignon’s 

Theorem for mid-points of quadrilaterals.  Using this method, we show that instructing observers 

to consider the mental representation of opponent color axes in their judgments, leads to an 

organization of color similarities into an Affine geometrical space, so that ratios of distances along 

each color line provide measures of relative similarity. To test how well commonly used uniform 

color spaces, CIELUV, CIELAB, and CIEDE2000 represent relative similarities across the colors we 

tested, we plotted observers’ mid-point settings in these spaces compared to the predicted 

midpoints.  The empirical mid-point setting should fall in the middle of the line joining the end-

points in the uniform space. A large proportion of empirical mid-point settings when compared to 

the predicted mid-points, fall outside the tolerance for the uniform space. Therefore, spaces based 

on just noticeable differences prove to be inadequate for representing color similarities between 

separated colors and the extrinsic geometry of the perceptual color space.  These spaces could be 

adequate for delimiting industrial tolerance of color specifications, but should not be used to 

estimate perceptual distances of separated colors.  
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Contrast adaptation and artificial lighting 
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Artificial illuminants vary not only in their mean chromaticity but also in the range of colors they 

produce. For example, new high-gamut LED illuminants can expand the saturation of reds and 

greens by ~30%. We explored how the visual system might adapt to changes in the color 

distributions under different illuminants. A set of simulated surfaces (Munsell spectra) was 

constructed to form a uniform circle of chromaticities in cone-opponent space, when illuminated 

by a Plankian radiator with a color temperature of 2724 or 4000 K. Corresponding sets were then 

calculated for the same surfaces under a 3-primary LED spectrum with the same mean 

chromaticity. Observers simultaneously adapted for 3 minutes to a random sequence of the same 

surfaces under each pair of Plankian vs. LED sources, shown in two 4-deg fields above and below 

fixation. A new color was sampled from the distributions every 200 ms. Test stimuli were then 

shown for 500 ms in the two fields and interleaved with 4 sec of re-adaptation. The tests included 

16 chromaticities uniformly sampling different chromatic angles relative to the illuminant mean. 

The test pair were yoked so that increasing the test contrast in the top field reduced it in the 

bottom field or vice versa, and observers adjusted them to match their appearance. Matches to an 

unadapted field showed that both illuminants induced strong contrast adaptation. However, 

matches between illuminants required significantly higher contrast along the reddish-greenish axis 

for the LED adaptation, consistent with a sensitivity loss induced by adaptation to the higher red-

green contrast created by the LED spectra. Our results suggest that commonly available light 

sources may significantly alter the states of contrast adaptation in the visual system, and that this 

contrast adaptation is important for understanding the perceptual consequences of both short and 

long-term exposure to different illuminants.  
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An enhanced colour vision test for younger children – Preliminary validation data 

John Parkes, Andrew Anderson, Daryl Guest, Tim Martin 
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A simple, forced-choice colour vision test for younger children was designed, expanding on the 

work of Haegerström-Portnoy, recognising the established difficulties of administering the Ishihara 

Pseudoisochromatic Plates test under age 6 and the Farnsworth Dichotomous D-15 Test (D-15) 

under age 9. The test is based on hues used in the D-15 and comprises at set of 12 hand-held cards 

covered in clear plastic, each with 3 identical 25mm circles of matte Munsell paper colour and 1 

circle of different colour, lying on a confusion line (tritan, deutan or protan), on a black matte 

background. There are 4 levels corresponding to Munsell chroma 2, 4, 6 and 8. Pilot data suggested 

that the test could be administered satisfactorily to children as young as 2½. This allows a general 

diagnosis and grading of severity of colour vision defects. Before assessing the performance in 

children, the sensitivity and specificity of the test were first established on a recruited group of 40 

colour vision normal and 40 colour vision defective adult observers. Preliminary results of this 

validation will be presented at the meeting.  
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Contrast-dependent red-green balance shifts are exclusive to brown/yellow stimuli 
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Previous research from our lab has established that red-green balanced yellow targets will look 

greenish brown in the presence of a sufficiently higher luminance surround, while red-green 

balanced brown targets will look reddish yellow in the presence of a sufficiently lower luminance 

surround. We have modeled these effects as being similar to brightness induction and driven by 

L/M cone pathways. However evidence for a similar red-green balance shift for blue stimuli was 

equivocal (Buck & DeLawyer 2014). To resolve this ambiguity, we examined stimuli varying in 

spectral purity that appeared as a shade of brown-yellow or blue on four different backgrounds. 

Subjects set red-green balance for 2°-diameter foveal targets by freely adjusting the relative ratio 

of red and green phosphors on four full-screen backgrounds (white, bright gray, dark gray, or 

black). Subjects made these judgments 20 times each on all 4 backgrounds for a total of 240 trials 

spread over 8 days. The different targets had a fixed amount of blue phosphor added to them 

varying from none (high spectral purity brown-yellow) to full output (high spectral purity blue). 

Results indicated that subjects showed the expected shift to higher L/L+M-cone excitation for red-

green balance as background brightness increased (white being the highest L/L+M-cone excitation 

and black being the lowest), but only on conditions where the stimulus appeared brown-yellow. On 

conditions where the stimulus appeared blue, even a low spectral-purity blue, there was no effect 

of background on red-green balance. These results suggest that contrast dependent red-green 

balance shifts are not driven by a universal L/M cone weighting mechanism, but instead one that is 

specific to brown-yellow perceptual pathways.  
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Using Clinical Color Vision Test to Predict CN Lantern Pass Rates at Different Viewing Distances 

Jeffery K Hovis, Ali Almustanyir 
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Earlier work showed that the pass rate for the CN Lantern improved if the viewing distance was 
reduced by 50%. This study determines the pass rate for closer distances and determines whether 
computer-based color vision tests can predict which color-defectives will pass at the various 
viewing distances. METHODS: Fifty-six color-normals and 59 subjects with a red-green color vision 
defect (color-defectives participated. In addition to the CN Lantern, the Ishihara, Cone Contrast 
Test (CCT), CAD, Cambridge Color Vision Test (Camb) and Landolt C Threshold were administered. 
Because the CN Lantern is normally administered to only those individuals who failed the Ishihara 
test, the Ishihara test was used to classify the subjects color vision as normal or defective. RESULTS: 
All the color-normals passed the CN Lantern at all distances. In agreement with previous studies, 
the numbers of errors made by the colored-defectives decreased when the viewing distance was 
reduced by 50%. The number of errors continued to decrease as the viewing distance was further 
shorten. The decrease in errors translated to a pass rate that increased from 5% a 4.6 m to 64% at 
the closest distance of 0.57 m. A small number of dichromats were able to pass the lantern at the 
two closest distances. Because of the small number of color-defectives who passed, agreement 
between the clinical tests and the lantern at 4.6 m was not significant based on ROC analyses. At 
the closer viewing distances, only the CAD and the Camb tests had areas under the ROC that were 
greater than 0.5. CONCLUSIONS. The lantern results indicate that color-defective observers could 
qualify railway positions where the sighting distances are shorter than on the main track. Color 
vision tests that measure thresholds in only three directions cannot predict who will pass and fail 
at the closer viewing distances.  
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Reflectance discrimination under complex environmental illumination 
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Colour constancy is the ability to recover a stable perceptual estimate of surface reflectance, 

regardless of illumination. For glossy objects the light reflected from the surface is a weighted sum 

of two types of reflection: a diffuse reflection in which the illuminant spectrum is modified by the 

surface reflectance, and a specular reflection in which (for non-metallic surfaces) the scene 

illuminant is returned spectrally unmodified. To access the surface reflectance of such objects, the 

visual system must rely on the diffuse component, disregarding the specular component. However, 

we know little about how observers make such judgements, particularly under complex 

environmental illumination, where specular reflections introduce complex spatial patterns of 

chromatic variation. To address this question, we designed a reflectance discrimination paradigm 

using computer-rendered stimuli. Test objects were rendered under one of two illuminant 

environmental maps with different chromatic distributions. Objects could be either smooth or 

bumpy spheres, and their surfaces either matte or glossy. In each trial, observers saw four objects 

with identical specularity and shape, and rendered using the same environmental map, and were 

asked to indicate which object had a different reflectance. Discrimination thresholds were 

measured for eight test reflectances (chosen to vary along eight hue directions from equal energy 

white) using an adaptive staircase method. Discrimination thresholds were higher for specular 

conditions than for matte conditions, as predicted. We found lower thresholds for bumpy objects 

than for spheres suggesting that the visual system utilizes variation across a bumpy surface to 

access the diffuse component. Moreover, discrimination ellipses were extended along the direction 

in which the variance of chromaticities in the environment map was largest. This shows that the 

ability to discriminate spectral reflectances is dependent on the chromatic statistics of the 

surrounding lighting environment. Thus, reflectance discrimination is not constant under different 

environmental illuminations. 
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History of color vision assessment for aircrew in the United States Army Air Corps and United 

States Air Force 
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The United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM) is responsible for all United 

States Air Force (USAF) aircrew (Pilot, Navigator, Flight Engineer, Boom operator etc.) vision 

standards. They conduct vision assessment for all initial pilot applicants and all aircrew vision 

failures in the USAF. This paper will present a brief history of the color vision assessment in United 

States Army Air Corps and United States Air Force up to the development of computer-based vision 

testing. This paper is a lead into Dr Winterbottom's paper on the new OBVA CCT (OCCT). The USAF 

initially required "color safe" for entry into almost all USAF aircrew positions and for the past 20 

years is the only Department of Defense and US Government service that requires color normal for 

entry into those aircrew positions. Assessment of color vision traditionally started in the 1900s 

with "lines in the sand" tested by wool tests, perforated cardboard plates, lanterns and colored 

lights. Color confusion plates (Isihara) were added after World War I (WWI). The Isihara plates 

were dropped and the America Optical Plates were adopted in 1940 for political purposes since the 

United States was at war. Many color threshold tests were developed by USAFSAM as USAF 

researchers continued to try and find the perfect color test or combination of color tests along with 

standard pseudoisochromatic plates. A large color test cheating scandal for initial entry USAF pilots 

in 1994 revealed the limit of standardized pseudoisochromatic plates that were widely available to 

memorize. Multiple color tests, up to four, were used after the cheating scandal and led the USAF 

to eventually introduced a computer-based color vision screening test - the Rabin cone contrast 

test (RCCT) that measures contrast thresholds using stimuli that selectively stimulate a single cone 

type of color vision. 
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Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) is the third largest province of Pakistan in terms of population and 

economy while smallest in terms of geographical area. Majority of population residing here are 

Pakhtuns. Other ethnic groups present are Chitrali, Hazarewal, Kohistani, and Syed. Buner district is 

chosen randomly to identify red-green colour-blindness in KPK population. Schools located in 

district are visited to identify red-green colour-blind individuals using Pseudoisochromatic Ishihara 

Test. Genetic information of colour-blind individuals is recorded in form of pedigrees. Other 

demographics recorded are the caste, and consanguinity. Caste is recorded as Pakhtun and Syed 

with their subgroups. Consanguinity is recorded from first cousins to distant blood relatives in 

patrilineal and matrilineal groups. Age group studied is 14 to 18 years of age and students of 

secondary schools. Data analysis is under process using SPSS (version 23.0) and Epi InfoTM. Study 

focuses to find out prevalence of red-green colour-blindness in Pakhtun Population and association 

with consanguinity as consanguinity is prevalent in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa due to Pashtunwali 

raditions. Statistical results will reveal red-green colour-blindness prevalence using descriptive 

statistics while inferential statistics tool, Chi Square will be used to see association between red-

green colour-blindness and consanguinity. Odds ratio will also be used to present data in terms of 

association. Allele frequencies of colour vision traits will also be calculated using Hardy-Weinberg 

Equilibrium, if assumptions are satisfied.  
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Spectral comparison of color fidelity metrics CIE CRI and IES TM-30-15 

David Rodríguez, Jesús M Quintero 

National University of Colombia, Colombia 

Corresponding author: crdrodriguezre@unal.edu.co 

 

The incursion of solid-state lighting technologies brought a wide variety of characteristics usable 

for diverse applications in general lighting that earlier were limited by the existing light sources. 

These properties improve performance in terms of efficiency, efficacy and color rendering; 

however, the actual assessment index for color rendering does not fully represent the visual 

perception of the end users of this kind of technology. For that reason, along the last years were 

proposed different fidelity metrics to evaluate this one. Color Rendering Index (CRI) is the actual 

method to calculate the color fidelity index, comparing 8 or 15 color test samples in the way to 

identify the light source performance. IES TM-30-15 is the last proposed method by the 

Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) to calculate the color fidelity; this one assesses the 

performance of light sources using 99 color test samples. The comparison of this two metrics was 

made optimizing the spectral performance of the color rendering according these two indexes for a 

spectrally tunable LED light source with 14 channels, setting a specific correlated color 

temperature, and using the less amount of energy possible. The results demonstrate that to 

maximize the performance for CIE CRI is required less spectral components, and the Ra value does 

not fully describes the color behavior of a light source, opposite to IES TM-30-15. 
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Genetic analysis of the LWS opsin gene in three owl species and circadian habit 

Felipe TGR de Vasconcelos1, Einat Hauzman1, 2, Jerome Baron3, Dora F Ventura1, 2, Daniela MO 

Bonci3 
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Brazil 
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3Departamento de Fisiologia e Biofísica, Instituto de Ciências Biológicas, Universidade Federal de 

Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil 

Corresponding author: felipetadeugalante@gmail.com 

 

Background: The LWS gene has been studied in avian species and the spectral absorption peak of 

its expressed opsin is mostly between 560-570nm. Exceptions were reported in the blackbird 

(P557), humboldt penguin (P543) and the tawny owl (P555). Among these three genera, only owls 

have species with different circadian habits. It is therefore possible that different visual 

adaptations may be found in association with circadian pattern. Objective: to compare the LWS 

opsin gene expressed in the retinas of two nocturnal owls Asio clamator (striped owl) and 

Megascops choliba (the tropical screech owl) and a partly diurnal owl Glaucidium brasilianum 

(ferruginous pygmy owl). Methods: One specimen of each species was analyzed. RNA was 

extracted from homogenized retinas and converted to cDNA for PCR procedures and direct 

sequencing. The critical sites for the LWS opsin spectral tuning (164, 181, 261, 269, and 292) were 

determined to predict the spectral absorption peak of opsin. Results: for the three owl species, 

genetic analysis revealed the presence of the amino acids namely: A164, H181, Y261, T269 and 

A292. The opsin amino acids found allow to predict a maximum spectral sensitivity around 555nm. 

Conclusions: No difference in the LWS opsin was observed among the three owl species, 

demonstrating that, at least for these species, spectral tuning of the LWS opsin is not influenced by 

different circadian habits. Funding: Fapesp grants: 2014/26818-2 to DFV and 2014/25743-9 to EH; 

CNPq grants: 14/2014 - 456746/2014-5 to DMOB and 156151/2015-4 to FTGRV. 
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Colour Discrimination and the Cambridge Colour Test: Reliability of Discrimination Ellipses in 

Colour Space 

Nabeela Hasrod, Alan Rubin 

University of Johannesburg, South Africa 

Corresponding author: nabeelah@uj.ac.za 

 

Colour vision can be assessed qualitatively and quantitatively using tests that are sometimes 

grouped as arrangement, matching and vocational tests or pseudo-isochromatic plates. 

Specifically, a more sophisticated computerised procedure, the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT) was 

developed using the basic principles of traditional pseudo-isochromatic plates and modern 

technology of randomized luminance to evaluate colour function or discrimination. Unlike previous 

computerised colour vision tests, an advantage of this computer controlled test is that the 

difference in chromaticity between target and background is adjusted automatically according to 

the performance of the patient, thereby preventing a loss of time needed in calculating preliminary 

equations of luminance for each subject or for each part of the visual field. This study aimed to 

investigate the reliability and repeatability of results produced by the two testing protocols of the 

CCT, namely the Trivector and the Ellipse test’s shorter 8-vector and longer 20-vector testing 

method, using both univariate and multivariate statistical analyses. Repeatability and reliability 

were assessed using correlation plots, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, coefficient of 

determination, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, Intra-class Correlation Coefficients, 

Coefficients of Repeatability, Coefficients of Variation and Bland-Altman plots with Limits of 

Agreement. Furthermore, multivariate analysis was used in some instances to graphically describe 

and investigate short-term test and retest variation of results produced by the Trivector and Ellipse 

tests. Here, trivariate data and methods were used to represent and study important variables (i.e. 

eccentricity and major length) of the CCT discrimination ellipses of both 8- and 20-vector CCT 

testing methods, as well as the Red, Green and Blue vectors of the simpler Trivector test. Stereo-

pair scatter plots with comets join test and retest measurements. Through comprehensive analyses 

of results produced by the CCT on healthy human eyes with normal trichromatic vision, reliability 

and repeatability of the test and retest measurements were established. Although departure from 

normality and outlying values can have important influences, essentially, the CCT provides very 

similar test and retest results for the Trivector test and also for the Ellipse test. 
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Retinal morphology and the evolution of the opsin genes in diurnal and nocturnal Colubrid 

snakes 

Einat Hauzman1, Daniela MO Bonci2, Elkin YS Villota3, Maureen Neitz4, Dora F Ventura1 
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Retinal adaptations to daily activity patterns have been described in snakes. Most nocturnal 

Colubridae species have duplex retinas, with rods and cones, while many diurnal species from this 

family have pure-cone retinas. Although the rhodopsin RH1 gene is generally expressed in rods, its 

transcript is present in diurnal colubrid retinas. Here we investigated possible effects of daily 

activity patterns on the evolution of the opsin genes, on the opsins spectral tuning and on the 

retinal morphology of colubrids. Colubridae opsins phylogeny was reconstructed using the three 

opsin genes, RH1, LWS and SWS1, expressed in retinas of five nocturnal and 12 diurnal species. 

Spectral absorption peaks were estimated based on amino acid residues at spectral tuning sites. 

Photoreceptor types were detected through immunohistochemistry in six diurnal and five 

nocturnal species. In contrast with the SWS1 tree topology, which was similar to species tree 

previously reported, RH1 and LWS trees recovered most diurnal and nocturnal species in separated 

highly supported monophyletic clades (bootstrap >70, Bayesian posterior probabilities >0.8). In 

nocturnal species, the RH1 had estimated absorption peak at 500 or 494 nm, while all diurnal 

species had a blue-shift with absorption peak at 483 nm. The spectral tuning of the LWS and SWS1 

opsins did not differ among diurnal and nocturnal species. In both nocturnal and diurnal snakes, we 

identified large single L/M cones and small single UV cones. In nocturnal species, we detected a 

large number of rods, while diurnal had two other cone types - double L/M cones and a second 

group of small single cone. Our results suggest that activity pattern influences evolution of LWS 

and RH1 genes and spectral tuning of RH1. The expression of the rhodopsin gene in a cone-like 

photoreceptor, confirmed by us, motivates to perform functional and developmental studies in this 

interesting group. 
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Electroretinographical determination of human colour vision deficiencies 

Avinash Aher1, Cristiane MG Martins2, Mirella TS Barboni2, 3, Balázs V Nagy2, 4, Einat Hauzman2, 5, 

Daniela MO Bonci2, 5, Dora F Ventura2, 5, Jan Kremers1, 6, 7 
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4Department of Mechatronics, Optics and Engineering Informatics, Budapest University of 

Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary 
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Corresponding author: aviaherphysics@gmail.com 

 

Purpose: To use electroretinograms (ERGs) elicited by heterochromatic stimulation for objective 

estimation of human colour vision deficiencies. Methods: The heterochromatic stimulus was 

generated using red (with contrast CR; 100 cd/m²) and green (with contrast CG; 100 cd/m²) light, 

sinusoidally modulated in counter phase. The different stimulus conditions were generated by 

varying the fraction (FR) of red modulation contrast (CR) while keeping total modulation contrast 

(CR+CG) constant [FR=CR/(CR+CG)]. Monocular ERGs were recorded with dilated pupil at 12 and 36 

Hz from 11 normal trichromats, 6 deuteranopes, and 6 protanopes. The colour vision performance 

of all participants was assessed by the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT) and later confirmed 

genetically. Results: The ERG responses measured at different values of FR were fitted to a model 

in vector space. The model assumes that the 36 Hz responses reflect the luminance activity (i.e. 

additive L- and M- cone inputs, AL and AM) and 12Hz responses reflects both luminance (ALUM; 

additive cone inputs) and chromatic cone opponent (ACHROM; subtractive L- and M- cone inputs) 

activity. The L-cone input fraction [FL=AL/(AL+AM)] for 36 Hz and luminance input fraction 

[Flum=ALUM/(ALUM+ACHROM)] for 12 Hz were estimated from the fits. The FL was also estimated 

for 12 Hz second harmonic component as its amplitudes resembled those of 36 Hz first harmonic 

component. The ERGs recorded from normal trichromats, deuteranopes, and protanopes showed 

fundamentally different characteristics as a function of FR. The FL obtained from normal 

trichromats and deuteranopes did not differ significantly but was significantly different (P<0.001) in 

protanopes. FLUM differed significantly for deuteranopes (P<0.01) and protanopes (P<0.001) as 

compared to normal trichromats. FLUM of deuteranopes and protanopes were not significantly 

different. Conclusions: The heterochromatic stimulation ERGs provides an objective estimation of 

presence and the type of human colour vision deficiencies. Next step is to include anomalous 

trichromats.   
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